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In the Name of GOD, the Beneficient, the Merciful 

"Israel is the Enemy of Humanity and Man• - Imam Khomeini 

An evident characteristic of the regime which has been in 
the past half century by the name of Israel is its dependence 
on aliens and fore:i'n Su'!)port. This is a regime which has been 
formed on the initiative of English imperialism, through the 
usurption of the land of deprived Muslims and grown in the 
care of American imperialism . At the beginning, England in -
order to expand its satanic domination, under the pretext of 
"efforts to establish a national Jewish government" along with 
the Zionists proceeded to occupy a section of the lands belon
ging to Muslims. Iri reality, they established a base in the h
eart of the Islamic home land from which all satanic forces of 
the world could struggle against Islam and attack the Muslims 
or weaken the Islamic world through their plots and deception. 

Basically, the main motive for the foundat•on of the raci
st Zionist regime was confrontation with Islam, for if Muslims 
achieve unity, they will undermine world arrogance. This is w
hy Imam considers The Day of Qods as the day of Islam. 

As the univesal domination of England declined, a more po
werful friend and ally, Ameri'can imperialism, came to the help 
of Israel. The seemingly endless flow of American military and 
economical aid, increasingly encouraged this small entity to 
instigate new plots and disasters everyday. 

We have heard much about the massacres of the Qods occupy
ing regime and how the Zionist network dominating it is coor4-
inated and aligned with not only the oppressive power but all 
corrupt and treacherous regimes. It is for this reason that th
is regime does not refrain from any level of violence against 
the deprived and downtrodden people of Palestine. As we know, 
as long as the criminal Shah, the puppet of the Great Satan, 
controll/"d the destinies of the Iranian nation 1 .our dil flo~ed 
to the usurper Israel so that its system of crfme and murder 
would not stop for a moment. When the American puppet regime 
collapse~ with the roar of the heroic nation and the help of 
GOD in the leadership of Imam Khomeini, American imperialism 
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did not sit idly by. Now it darea to COlllpel dependent regimes which are 
apparently against Israel to supply oil to this criminal regime. 

In general, America monitlbrs and direc:ta the line of events in the 
Middle East so that the Zionist, racist elite which form the criminal gav
ernment hierarchy of I!!rael can control the events of the region in all 
aspects and implement any plot and conapiracy they choose with the aid of 
the Great Satan. Hence it benefits in this way frcm the numerous efforts 
of other puppet Arab regimes which unjustly dcminate Islamic countries and 
serve imperialism. The Islamic ·t:lllnah is under constant oppression here, an 
oppression which stems fran the deep enemity and hostility of world arrog
ance against Islam and the Muslims. Thill ominous alliance encouraged the 
usurper Israel to occupy Jerusal- (Qods) the land of the Messengers and 
Prophets of GCD, in June 1967. Now for these years, the dear Qods, this 
first center of the followers of divine unity and the first shelter of the 
lovers of the vision of GOD has been captive in the claws of those who bl
ock the path of Allah. It's holy land has been the ground for the aggress
ion and attacks of the enemies of GOD and the people and the murderers of 
Prophets and divine men. The dear Qods is now announced by the Zionist re
gime to be the capital of "oppression, at;19ressian and usurpation". The 
Qods occupying regime has now made the land frcm which divine prophe:ts and 
the land of the children of Habil (Abel), into a shelter for the descen
dants of Ghabil (Cain) and has established the domination of the follower& 
of Namrood (Nimrod) in the land wh.ere Abraham grew. At this time, these 
rulers have launched a wild campaign of airder against the true owners of 
Qods, the oppressed yet brave palestinians and against the downtrodden and 
martyr giving people of Lebanon and ultillately against all Muslim of the 
world. 

What is clear today for all justice-seeking people of the world is th
at the Qods occupying regime cannot continUe its existence (not to mention 
its vast aggression against the ~lims) without American support and bac
king. For this reason, struggle '"9ainst this fearful cancerous tumor is 
only possible through decisive struggle against the criminal America and 
hence in this warfront there is no place for American lackies. Puppet reg
imes like that of Iraq, Egypt, Jordan and Arabia, are not capable of figh
ting against the Zionist regime because of their dependence. 

Due to the 0011l11itment and re~ibility that we have, we gathered 
parts from the remaining documents from the ~ican spy den in Tehran , 
which describes the alliance of American ~ialism and the Zionist regime 
in this connection. It may be that the increased consciousness of the Mus- · 
lim world and the MUstaz'efin concerning these cmrlious alliance will lead 
them to the true basis for struggle which is Isllllll (not nationalism which 
is connected to racism) and along with the glorious Islamic Revolution of 
Iran they will undermine the pillars of world arrogance one after the 
other. 
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Tht first document is a relatively large pamphlet concerning the espi
onage a~d security system of Israel, and it has been prepared by the spies 
cf the Great satan. In this document in reality, the criminal America has 
prcjected a clear picture of the crimes and inhuman activities of the int
elligence agency of the racist regime it supports. A regime which owes its 
existence to the oppressive powers of the world, is naturally compelled to 
establish a vast espionage network in a small land with a small population. 
As mentioned in the document, th.- C:::>l:11ain of activity of the devilish Israel 
intelligence agencies is not limited to the region and Muslim countries, 
but encompasses the whole world. Corrupt and dependent regime· in any part 
of the world enjoy the aid and oooperation of Israel intelligence and esp
ionage agencies. Mossad operations which are only a part of this satanic 
system are so vast that they cover Russia, u:s~A, United Nations and 
Eastern Europe in matters of political, economical and scientific intel
ligenye gathering. 

"M~sad has intelligence and espionage base• in most European capitals, 
Turky, Latin America, Africa and Far East,and engages in various operations 
ranging from dependent official relations with host services (like CIA,SA
V}\K) for inelligence exchange to taking part in special operations directed 
against A~ab terrorists 11

, 

They even go ahead to spy on their master, as they had installed a 
secret microphone in the office of American Ambassador. 

This document also reflects the plots and crimes done by Zionist lack
,tes in embq.ssies of the ~ods occupying r~gime under the cover of "diploma
tic activities". 

In a section of this document, it is written "The collection agency 
the largest of the eight agencies Mossad has, operates under diplomatic 
cover in foriegn countries. Nc:J'W' it is quite evident what role elements who 
work as aiibassador, cr.~rge d'Affaires and others in these centers of cons
piracies or embassies, play in reality. 

As we mentioned befor8,corrupt and oppressive regimes and their suppr
essive systems enjoy close cooperation and relations with Mossad and other 
Israel espionage services. 

The document mentions these instances: 

"Mossad is responsible for training the intelligence srvice11 of Turkey 
Gh(lna, ·and .Japan". 

"Israel cooperate!! with South Africa intelligence and security services'! 
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Naturally, the SAVAK which suppressed the revolutionaries and freedom see
kers who opposed the criminal regime of Shah, had an important and long 
atanding place in these collaborations. 

"Towards the end of 1958, an official dependent organization composed 
of Mossad, the Turkish Security Service and SAVAK was formed and named the 
'l'l!REE HEADED SPEAR". 

"Apart from regular intelligence exchanges, meetings at the level of 
the heads of these services took place every six months". 

Of couse, the result<,of such close and continous cooperation was somet
hing beyond the mere training of SAVAK prson"el. Through these relations, 
Mossad was able to impose the policies of international Zionism upon the 
American regillle of the Shah and forcefully layed grounds for the suppress
ion of the Muslims whether they are Iranians or Arabs. This fact is clearly 
projected in the document: 

"The main goal in Israel's relations with Iran was to form and increase 
Anti-Arab and Pro-Israel policies among Iranian officials. Following the 
end of 1950, for years, Mossad has had joint operations with SAVAK. Mossad 
has aided SAVPJ< in its activities and supported the Kurds of Iraq". 

It is evident how SAVAK and Mossad cospire against the Muslem Arabs from 
one side and brutally massacre the revolutionary Muslims in Iran from the 
other. Hence via this satanic thinking Mossad naturally sees the existence 
of different Christian and Muslim groups in Lebanon as a suitable ground 
for espionage and intelligence activities, thus it proceeds to form cland
estine organizations. 

The first document contains an organizational chart of Israel espionage 
systems in complete detail and this can well serve as a guide for the inc
reased understanding of M<U.Slim warriors as to the nature of this ruthless 
system. With this increased understanding and with adherence to Allah and 
unity of expression they will inflict fresh worlds upon its deteriorating 
body. For the ultimate destiny of the oppressors in this world and the 
other is none other than annihilation. 

In the second document pertaining to 1965, we see how the Israel regime 
increased and broadened its activities in Iran and developed close relations 
with the Shah's regime even through agricultural and industrial projects. 
This was of course done quietly and secretly. In this area, the numerous 
efforts of the American ;\mbassador and the representative of the Qods occ
upying regime, mentioned at the end of the document are noteworthy. 

In the third document, we witness the complete and multidimensional 
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support of the Shah for Israel. He guarantees the continued existence of 
Israel through the oil supply and inflicts excessive blows upon the unity 
of Muslim world. It is natural that the Shah, the number one agent of llme
rican imperialism in the region and the faithful ally of the Qods occupyi
ng regime would consider the defeat of Israel to be impossible, as he con
sidered himself invulnerable as well. They are ignorant of the fact that 
just as the Muslim masses overthrew him, through adherence to the Al.mighty 
GOD and Islamic edicts, once aqain all Muslims of the region armed with 
weapons of faith and adherence to GOD shall punish the usurper Israel for 
the crimes it has done, even though today dependent regimes like that of 
Saudi Arabia have replaced the Shah in supplying Israel's and l\merican's 
oil. 

In the first docwnent it was mentioned how top Zionist intelligence 
agents work under diplomatic and embassy covers. The fourth and fifth 
documents are detailed evidence of this and how it manifested in Iran. 

Ben Eugenon who at one time was a close aide of the Prime Minister and 
Foreign Minister of the Qods occupying regime, acted as Charge d'Affaires 
in the Israeli espionage mission. This figure had such authority over aff
airs that the Great Satan refer to him for information and the American 
spies enthusiastically informed the Zionist agent in Iran of the pro-Israel 
tendencies of the Shah's puppet regime. 

The sixth document exposes the vast support of the Shah for Israel un
der the American umbrella. Fearfulirom the wrath of the Muslim masses of 
Iran, Israeli agents while keeping a low profile, have clandestinely enga
ged, like other so-called embassies of imoerialist governments in the plu
ndering of the wealth of the downtrodden masses of this land. The closeness 
of the regime of Israel and the Shah who both owe their political economi
cal and military life to the directsupport of America, is not surprising 
at all. However, what is surprising and raises many questions is the know
ledge of various Arab embassies of these cooperations and their silence 
and agreement. 

After the overthrowing of the Shah's American regime by the Islamic 
Revolution, the severance of all relations with Israel and the establishm
ent of brotherly ties with the palestinian people, these regime opposed 
and went ahead to side with Israel in joint plots for undermining the 
Islamic Revolution. 

In the seventh document spies who are "friends and allies" of one 
another exchange views on Iranian issue to attain necessary coordination 
for the plundering and suppression of the revolutionaries. As mentioned in 
the first document, the SAVAK and Mossad formed the THREE HEADED SPEAR 
organization for better cooperation. In the eighth document, a Zionist 
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A9•nt informs his American friend of the precise events which took place 
in one of SAVAK's operation·and the brutality and savagery (as Zionist spy 
calls it) of SAVAK. This treacherous alliance is again portrayed in the 
ninth document and hence it is not strange that the usurper Israel feared 
the Islamic Revolution so greatly, and supports and aids its former frie
nds in the SAVAK today in Kurdestan and other areas where counte~revoluti
onaries have engaged in plots against the Islamic Republic of Iran. Another 
noteworthy point in the ninth document is Israel's concern over the proba
ble dissagreement.between Iran and America in certain areas. Thi.j; piont 
portrays the annious dependence of Israel on America's universal dominat
ion. 

The tenth document is a CIA report pertaining to the background and 
reputations of the spies in the conspiracy center of the Qods occupying 
regime who generally had participated for long years in the murder and 
massacre of Muslim Arabs. Then to insure the satanic domination of ZioniSlll 
they continue their crimes in Iran (of course under the supervision of the 
Great Satan). 

The eleventh document like the others mentioned portrays America 's 
monitoring and coordination of the Zionist regime and the deposed Shah's 
activities. American's and the Israe1i•s oneness in confronting the revol
utionary Muslim movements in Palestine and other revolutionary Arab regimes 
is clearly exposed. This matter is further clar· ified in more detail in the 
twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth documents. The sixteenth do
cument concerns precise iformation from the Great Satan's spies as a weaoon 
manufactured by the Zionist regime for the suppression of the Muslims. We 
hope the exposure of this information shall cause great damage to the 
Zionist regime. 

Finally, the seventeenth and last document is a biography of one of 
the Zionist leaders, the criminal Yitzhok Rabin, which has been, prepared 
by CIA spies, Rabin is a man who through the massacre of the viliant Pale
stinian people climbed the ladder of power to the level of prime minister
ship of the Zionist regime. Yet his reaction to the Arab attack in 1967 
was none other than fear and cowardice. 

The evident aspect of all documents which we briefly described is the 
oneness and complete coordination between the Zionist regime and the crim
inal America in their treacherous operations across the world and particu
larly in this region. It is clear that this usurper regime cannot exist 
for a moment without the direct and indirect support of the Great Satan. 
Thus, we stress upon the fact that this holy war against the Qods occupyers 
demands a decisive struggle against the Great Satan, and in this front 
American lackies, who served Zionism along with the Shah's regime and today 
replace the Shah in supplying oil to Israel can never fulfill their 
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historical obligation. (It is interesting to note that the same regimes 
which according to the American spy den documets had no opposition to the 
activities of Israel in Iran, today side with American imperialism in 
charging that Iran has relations with Qods occupying regime) • 

our prayer is that all Muslims unitearound the axis of the life giving 
school of Islam, Armed with weapons of faith and oneness the Muslim will 
destroy this base of world arragance in the heart of the Islamic Ummah. 
In this holy struggle the Muslims should take the glorious Islamic 
Revolution of Iran which follows the movements of the Prophets, as the 
best example. We are confident that the annihiliation of this base of inf• 
idelity, which has a short duration according todivineglaws, shall lay 
ground for the Government of the Imam of our time (Mahdi A,S,) and give 
good tidings for the emancipation of the Mustaz'efin from the claws of the 
Mustakberin. 

MUSLIM STUDENTS FOLLOWING THE LINE OF THE IMAM 
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Intelligence and Securit11 

A. General 

Israel's principal intelligence and security authority 
la the Va'adat llaahel Haaherutim (the Committee of 
the Heads of Services), 11enerally known as Va'adat. It 
coordinates the operations and activities of its mem .. 
hers. Mossad Leta/lddim Mevouchadim (the Secret 
lntelli11ence Service) or Mossad, its common name, has 
the primary responsibility for foreign operations and is 
subordinate to the Prime Minister. Sherut Bitachon 
K.lali (Counterespion&11e and Internal Security), popu
larly known as Shin Beth, is responsible for security 
•nd is directly subordinate to the Prime Minister. Agaf 
Modlin (Military Intelligence) has the main responsi
bility for strategic military intelligence and communi
cations intelligence and is under the command of the 
Chief of Stdf of the Israeli Defense Forces. The 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs provides support in 
research and political planning to the Israel intelli-
11ence community. The Ministry of Interior assists the 
National Police with police investigations and the 
maintenance of border security. 

I. Background and development of services 

In 1948, when the British Mandate ended, the 
Jewish llOl>ulation of Palestine established the State of 
Israel. Among the qencies' of government to emerge 
was the intelligence and security unit known as the 
Information Service (Shen.I Yedioth-popularly 
known as Shay). Tbis orpnization, which was the 
intelligence arm of the Zionists' underground resist
ance force, the Haganah, during the years of the 
British Mandate, had begun to en11&11e in operations on 
a worldwide scale with the founding of the Jewish 
A11ency in 1929 at the Zionist Congress in Zurich, 
Switzerland. At that time, the Jewish Agency was 
composed of both Zionists and non-Zionists, including 
a strong American participation. The Jewish Agency, 
which was created to aid and supl>Orl distressed Jews 
and to sustain the Palestine Jewish community, has 
been effectively under Zionist control over the years. 

AU lnftmnalion In thla .,,,.,.., la clauified Secret, 
No/om, Nocontracl, Oram. 
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It has also served as a cover for Shay, which extended 
its covert operations into Western Europe and the 
United States. 

From 1923 to 1948, Shay's obiectives were to 
promote the establishment of an independent State of 
Israel; infiltrate Mandatory installatiotlS in order to 
apprise Zionist leadenhip of British altitudes and 
proposed actions; collect political intelligence that 
could be used in Zionist propaganda; penetrate Arab 
and anti-Zionist factions in Palestine and peripheral 
nations; monitor and control all extremist groups-left 
and right-among Jewish commpnities in Palestine 
and abroad; provide security for the arms smuggling 
and illegal immigration programs of the Haganah; and 
finally collect information on Nazi Germany to 
guarantee the security of the Jewish underground and 
escape channels throughout Europe before, during and 
after World War II. 

Shay consisted of the following components: Politi
cal Intelligence (Machia/cit Medinit); Counterespio
nage and Internal Security (Sherut Bitachon Klali); 
Military Intelligence (Sherut Modlin); Police Branch 
of Military Intelligence (Sherut Modlin Shel Mate 
Arl~i); and Naval Intelligence and Security (Sherut 
Modlin oe Betachon K.ohot Ha Yam). These services 
worked independently on behalf of the different 
ministries to which they were individually responsible. 
This intelligence and security community was com
petitive and frequently acted on its own, a product of 
the general postwar chaos which required the accom
plishment of many urgent tasks wherever and 
whenever they millht arise. In some of the West 
European capitals all services were represented and 
competed for the same qents and sources. 

By April 1951, the Prime Minister and cabinet, 
seriously alarmed by the atmosphere of mutual 
jealousy and mistrust prevalent among the ~rvices at 
the increasing cost of their uncoordinated efforts In the 
field, decided to reorganize completely the basic 
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structure of Israel's intelligence and S{"Curih commu· 
nity The dynamic fmce behind the plan was the late 
Reuven Shiloah, who reorganized the services accord· 
ing to functions and responsibilities and established a 
mechanism to coordinate their activities. Shiloah was 
chairman of this authority, the Committee of the 
Heads of Services (Va'adat Rashei Hasherutim, called 
Va'adat). He integrated the Naval Intelligence and 
Security Service and the embryonic air intelHgence 
unit into Military Intelligence (Agaf Modiin). The 
Political Intelligence Service was made independent of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and reorganized as the 
Secret Intelligence Service (Mossad Letafkidim 
Meyouchadim or Mossad). The Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs retained Research Division (Machleket Hack
ekef'). Shin Beth remained intact except for internal 
changes. The Special Tasks Division in the Investiga
tion Department of the police became a part of the 
new apparatus. Shiloah's reorganization of the intelli
gence and security structure prcxlucecl an efficient and 
well-coordinated community. 

The Israeli intelligence and security services re
tained this structure relatively unchanged throughout 
ihe Arab-Israel War in October-November 1956, the 
Six-Day War in June 1967 and the Yorn Kippur War 
in October 1973 During the early and mid-1960s, 
however, the Israeli Government had considered 
changes in the structure and duties of the components 
of the intelligence and security community. Despite 
Shiloah's earlier reorganization, much of what hap
pened in the Israeli services at this time depended on 
the personal relationships between Ben Gurion and the 
directors and chiefs. In early 1963, just before his 
retirement, Ben Gurion appointed a committee to 
review the situation. He was concerned that the 
intelligence and security establishment which, by 
virtue of his serving both as Prime Minister and 
Minister of Defense, usually functioned satisfactorily, 
might deteriorate when he left office. He also was 
reporlt•d to be dis.o;atisfied with the lack of clarity in 
the community's chain of command and functions and 
ordered the committee to define the subordination 
and tasks of these bodies. 

In July 1963 the committee submitted its report to a 
new Prime Minister. the late Levi Eshkol. Tht 
committee stated that, while the functions of Prime 
Minister and Minister of Defense did not necessarily 
have to be concentrated in the hands of one person, 
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the Prime Minister must know about all the activities 
of the national intelligence and security services and . 
be given objective intelligence evaluations balanced 
and based on different viewwints from more than one 
source. To accomplish these aims the committee 
recommended that the Ministry of Foreip Affain 
Research Division be strengthened so that it would be 
capable of presenting independent Political evolua
tions, both on Middle East mues and other Political 
subjects. By Ullllfading the Research Division, the 
committee believed that a certain balance would be 
created for security and political evaluations, which 
were handled almost solely by the Military Intelli
gence Production Department. The committee abo 
observed that the e•istence of Mossad, which controb 
secret foreign information gathering assets, facilitated 
to some extent the l)OSSible formulation of another 
independent evaluation unit. The committee also 
regarded as a matter of vita~ iml)Ortance the 
apl)Ointment of a special adviser, .subordinate only to 
the Prime Minister. He would be a person of hllb 
caliber who would aid the Prime Minister in keepiq 
in touch with and monitoring the activities of the 
intelligence and security services. The committee's 
principal recommendations were not implemented at 
the time except for the establishment of the adviser 
position and the shift of reswnsibility for Shin Beth 
from the Minister of Defense to the Prime Minister. 
There was a brief interlude from September 1965 to 
July 1966 when lsser Hare!, the former Chairman of 
the Va 'adat and Director of Mossad, served as a special 
adviser to Prime Minister Eshkol on intelligence and 
security matters. Hare! resigned as a result of internal 
Policy disputes within the community and he was not 
replaced at the time. 

Following the alleged .. intelligence failure" in the 
Yorn Kippur War, the Israeli Government established 
the Agranat Commission in November 1973 to 
investigate matters relating to the hostilities and the 
performance of the intelligence and security services. 
The commission in its Partial RCJJOl°t in April 1974 
proposed reactivating and strengthening the post of 
special adviser to the Prime Minister on intelligence 
and security matters. The commission also recom
mended changes in the intelligence and security forces 
through the establishment of a research and evaluation 
unit in Mossad and the elevation of the Research 
Division in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The object 



nl this modification was lo avoid rehing exdusivcly on 
Military Intelligence for major estimates and assess
ments. The commis.sion also emphasized the need for 
i.tter operational coordination in the field of collec
rton between the services but it opposed the coordina
tion of their finished intelligence judgments. A full or 
final commission re1>0rt. if there ever was one. was 
Mver made public. 

From 1974 to 1976 the recommendations of the 
f.,tial Report of the Agranat Commis.sion were 
Implemented. The Prime Minister appointed Reserve 
General Rehavam Zeevi as his intelligence adviser, a 
poottion that was purely advisory and carried no 
necutive authority. Zeevi assumed this new iob in 
..Wltion to serving as the Prime Minister's adviser on 
-terterrorism. Zeevi was also to be the Prime 
Minister's liaison with the Director of Military 
Intelligence and was also to keep the Prime Minister 
al~rted to differences of views among the intelligence 
ind security services. In October 1976, however. Zeevi 
,...ned from this post and was replaced by Brigadier 
(R~.) Yehoshafat Harkabi, a former Director of 
Military Intelligence. The Research and Political 
Planning Center of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
1·1me into operation in January 1975. Changes in the 
Military Intelligence structure were being carried out. 
A new research and evaluation unit for assessing 
Information was established within Mos.sad. New 
1ppointees had taken over in most of the intelligence 
ind security components. In June 1977 the fsraeli 
C ;overnment establi5hed a Ministerial Committee on 
S..Curity Affairs. 

2. Objectives and structure 

The principal targets of the Israeli intelligence and 
IKUrit y services are: (I) the Arab states-their 
c·1pabilities and intentions toward Israel, their rela~ 
ltons with the USSR and other ()Owers, their official 
1111tallations and representatives throughout the world, 
their leaders, internal and inter-Arab Politics, morale, 
military preparednes.s and other order of battle; (2) 
• ollection of information on secret US 1>0licy or 
•lf"d'iions, if any, concerning Israel; (3) co11ection of 
w·tcntific intelligence in the US and other developed 
•'Olmtries; (4) determination of government Policy 
toward Israel in the USSR and East European nations 
•nd the problem of Jewish emigration from these 
uras; (5) close monitoring of anti-Zionist activity 
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throughout the world; and (6) collection of political, 
and economic intelligence in other areas of interest to 
them, such as Africa. The Israeli services also make 
special efforts to counter Arab propaganda and t~ 

neutralize anti-Zionist activity. Within recent year.: 
the Israelis have devoted much operational activity to 
combating Arab terrorism, which has grown over the 
years from isolated cros.s-border raids by Palestinian 
Fedayeen to daring and deadly attacks, often interna
tional in scope, on Israeli personnel and property. The 
Israelis also have undertaken widescale covert politi
cal, econoniic and paramilitary action programs-par
ticularly in Africa. 

Authorization for foreign intelligence and internal 
security organizations, while not defined by specific 
charter, is in Israeli legislation. Paragraph 29 of the 
Basic Law states: "The Government is authorized to 
carry out on behalf of the State, in• accordance with 
any law any act whose implementation is not lawfully 
entrusted to any other authority." This implies that the 
government is entrusted with the management of 
intelligence and state security affairs since no other 
authority is em1>0wered to act in this sphere by any 
other law. Attempts have been made over the years by 
officials within the government and the community to 
have an act passed defining the status of foreign 
intelligence and security organizations and their 
operations, but nothing has come of these efforts 

Internal security, on the other hand, is more clearly 
defii:ied in law. The Defense (Emergency) Regulations 
of 1945 (established during the British Mandate), the 
Military Law of 2.1 June 1955 and 'the Penal Revision 
(State Security) Law of 31 July 1957, the Israeli 
equivalent of the Briti5h Official Secrets Act, all are 
concerned with internal security. The Emergt::ncy 
Regulations of 1945 gave the military administration 
the Power to arrest and de1>0rt troublesome elements 
and to designate certain locations as "closed areas," 
thus requiring local inhabitants to passess travel 
permits to transit such places. While the regulations 
originally applied to both Jews and Arabs in Palestine 
they are now used largely to monitor the Arab 
community in Israel. Administration of the regulations 
was transferreL. from the military to the Police in 
1966. Internal security organs reJ)Ortedly increased 
their agent activity to meet this res1>0nsibility. 

Israeli laws require severe punishment ranging from 
the death penalty or life imprisonment for treason or 
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assistance to the 0 enemy, .. to terms of incarceration 
from three to 15 years for espionage, contact with 
fmeign agents, aiding and abetting a crime against 
state security and 11na11thorized disclosure of informa
tion by a public servant. There Is no statute af 
limitations regarding the unauthorized disclosure of 
classified information. 

The central body in IJrael's intelli1ence and security 
community Is the Va'adat, which has u its primary 
function the coordination of all intelligence and 
-.urity activities at home and abroad. The Va'adat 
consists of the Director of Mossad, the Director of 
Military lntellicence, the Director of Shin Beth, the 
Inspector General of Police, the Director General af 
the Ministry for Forelcn Allain, the Director of the 
Research and Political Planning Center of the Ministry 
for Foreign Allairs, and the political, military, 
intelligence and antiterrorist advisen of the Prime 
Minister. The Head of the Special Tasks Division in 
the Investigations Department of the Police also 
occasionally attends the meetings with, or in place of, 
the Inspector General of Police. Meetings must be held 
biweekly but may be held more frequently. At these 
meetings each director usually provides a briefing on 
the key activities of his service during the pr«'eding 
two weeks. The Director of Mossad chairs Va'adat and 
in this capacity is directly restKmsible to the Prime 
Minister. The memben of Va'adat are quasi-equal in 
status and the term memune referrinK to the Director 
of Mossad as cha1rrnan is designed lo denote a concept 
of preeminence among equals. In actuality, however, 
the Director of Military Intelligence now overshadows 
the Director of Mossad in power and importance. This 
development resulted from the continuing Israeli 
reliance on military preparedness for national survival 

Mossad is charged with the collection of foreign 
intelligence and the conduct of covert action prORrams 
outside Israel. 

Shin Beth Is responsible for counterintelligence and 
internal security. lt functions as the governmental 
authority on personnel security matters. lt is also 
responsible for the personal safety of the Prime 
Minister and other high ranking Israeli officials. Shin 
Beth is in charge of physical security for ports, airports 
and key military/industrial installations in Israel and 
for Israeli missions and El Al operations outside Israel. 
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Shin Beth does not have the power of arrest, this 
function heinc performed by the Special Tuks 
Division of the Investigations Department of the 
Police, which works in clme collaboration with Shin 
Beth in Israel. Within the" Administered Territories, 
which are controlled by the Israeli Defense Forces, 
Shin Beth applies lo the military to undertake arrests ' 
and searches. A special component under the Inspector 
General of Police Is the Border Guard, whose mission 
is that of guardiRR the cease-lire lines against Arab 
infiltration and of detecting and running down' 
F eda yeen terrorists. In recent yean Border Guard 
units have been used increasingly lo control and' 
suppress riots and demonstrations in the West Bank 
area. 

Military Intelligence, in addition to its responsibility' 
for strategic and tactical intelligence, prepares the, 
national intelligence estimates ,nd evaluates all 
information dealing with the Arabs. It also Is 
responsible for developing and protecting communica
tion codes and cipher> for all the services and the 
Ministry for Foreign Allain and for communications 
intelligence. 

The Research and Political Planning Center, whic , 
was formerly the Research Division of the Ministry f 
Foreign A.Hain. analyzes raw intelligence fro 
various sources for officials on the tK>licymaking level. 

Other Israeli Government organizations that pro-' 
vide support to the intelligence and security commu
nity are the Ministries of Finance (Customs an 
Excise, Investment and Securities} and Tourism, th 
national airline, El Al, and the national shipping line, 
Zim. Unofficial Zionist organizations based in Israe 
and Jewish communities throughout the world al 
give aid to Israel operations when needed. 

There are between 1,500 and 2,000 penonnel in 
Mossad, of whom about 500 are ollicen. Shin Beth ha 
about 1,000 memben of whom some 550 hold ofli 
rank. In Military Intelligence there are about 7, 
personnel, of whom 450 are officers, the others bein 
enlisted personnel and civilian clerks. The number 
officials in the Research and Political Planning Cent 
of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs ranges between 7 
and 100. The police number about 12,000 and I 
Border Guards around 6,000. 

Since the financing of the intelligence and securit 
services is a cl<l.'le)y held secret, it is very difficult 



1Pf accurate information on the total amounts 
.. pended for these purposes. The funds are concealed 
In the defense budset, and known to the Prime 
Minister, the Minister of Defense, one or two of their 
!GP assistants, the Minister of Finance, the State 
(;omptroller and his Defense Services Inspectorate. 
1lie Comptroller deals directly with the directon of 
IM -W:..., who request funds at the besinninc of the 
lllC81 year in April. The estimates of expenses by the 
directors, who have established reputations for honesty 
and integrity, are usually acceptable as a startin1 point 
for budset negotiations. The Ministry of Finance, 
however, does require a !~year projection of expend
ed financial needs (an impossible task which is not 
taken seriously). The Comptroller holds a series of 
_.incs with the various service directors and their 
llaff1, revlewina their pr<J11rams in detail. These 
..ions continue throushout May and result in a 
eueful redefinition of the entire intelli1ence and 
11e11rity effort and lb cost. By October, the determina
tion of specific budset needs Is completed, based on 
ihe l>"'llf•m analysis completed in May .. This Is then 
•bmilled for hisher a1>1>roval and the plannin1 and 
buciptina cycle is, upon budset approval, completed 
11111 in time lo beain apin. 

Much of the administrative support for the services 
II handled by the Ministry for Defense. Various types 
al cover are provided for and funded by the Israeli 
Defense Forces (IDF). There is close professional 
-ration between the civilian intelligence and 
11e11rily services and military intelli1ence. These 
~ like all 10Yemment offices, arr subject to 
l._:lion by the State Comptroller's office. An 
Allistant Director-General Is in charge of inspectinc 
die defense and security services, the Ministry for 
Forei11n Affairs, and the police. The annual inspection 
-rs bookkeepi1111, financial mana11emenl and han
dlins of administration. The Comptroller is required 
lo see that the services are operatina economically, 
tlflciently and with irreproachable morality. 

Israeli 1overnmental offices and departments are 
continuously borrowin1 money, personnel, equipment 
and material from one another and salaries are paid by 
the office lo whicli the individual is assigned. An 
lntelli1ence officer or a Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
official stationed in New York and assigned to the 
Jewish A1ency is paid salary and allowances by the 
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Asency but loses neither seniority nor retiremrnt 
status while servina In that capacity. 

3. Political aspects 

a. ftD.AnOlflHIP arlW'EEN TllE COYERNMENT AND 

THE snv1ca-The lntellitence and security commu
nity enjoys a strona l)Olltion in the _.,ment, and 
their affairs are well int-ated into more seneral 
operations. Members of the seneralion which worked 
for the establshment of the state were companions of 
lon1s1andi1111 and Joint veterans of such enterprises as 
illesal immlsration and anm-runnins. Many of the 
current leaden came up thl'OUlh the ranks of the 
military in a series of wars with the Arabs and entered 
politics thrOU11h affiliation with one of the major 
political parties. All of them had 5ome esperlence in 
clandestine matters and have t-11 penonally con
vinced by stem lessons of the value of aood 
intellllence and security. 

The intellitence and security services recelw 
e•cellent support from the Ministry for Forelsn 
Affairs. Many senior diplomats are former Intel~ 
officers and therefore conversant with intellitence 
problems and operations. With their experienced 
observations and manifold talents, they serve u 
valuable auxiliaries to their covert colleasues. whme 
diplomatic cover is dilisently sustained by the 
Ministry for Foreign Affairs. Furthermore, almost 
every Israeli diplomat abroad has aood forPlsn 
language and area knowledge or some specializalinn 
which enables him to pursue a much broader social 
life, with its resultant contacts, than is the case in mnsl 
foreign services. In many instances, embassy officers, 
including chiefs of diplomatic missions, were formn 
citizens of the countries lo which they are accredited. 
Information developed by Israeli diplomats Is mack 
available lo the intelligence and security conimunitv 
for immediate use of operational intellisence or 
inclusion in archives As a final boon to COW'l'I 

intelligence personnel, the visor and variety of a 
normal Israeli diplomat's life outside his installation 
usually renders detection of intellitence officers by the 
host country extremely difficult. The same kind of 
effective support regarding operations is 11iven by the 
Ministry of O..fense and the Jewish A1ency. 

The Israeli intelligence and security services play an 
important role throughout the government and private 
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sector. Many leaders in both the civil '<nice and 
industry have at some time in their cart"ers been 
directly or indirectly involved with the intelligence 
community. Service assignments are not regarded as 
the end of a career, as persons with intelligence and 
security backgrounds frequently are selected for other 
jobs in the government. Thus the services are 
supplemented by persons who know and continue to 
relate their missions to intelligence and security 
responsibilities, in senior posts in both the public and 
private sectors. Officially, the services are nonpolitical 
and members of the community are not encouraged to 
enroll in any party or engage in political activity. The 
Defense and Foreign Affairs Committee of Knesset is 
normally the government's point of discussion for the 
review and resolution of sensitive policies and 
activities. The Direetor of Mossad and the Director of 
Shin Betb are often present at sessions wbich are of 
CO'!cern to them. 

b. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SERVICES AND THR 

POPULACE-The current state of relations between the 
services and tbe populace is good as a result of the 
present position of the services as protectors of the 
Israeli state and people in the forefront of the struggle 
against Arab terrorists and military forces. Most 
Israelis are acutely aware of this situation and 
therefore support the services and their operations. 
Tbe historical development of Israel and the long 
continuing struggle against the Arabs have contributed 
to tbis harmonious atmosphere. 

At times in the past as a result of political rivalries 
and disagreements on the kind of order that was to 
prevail in Israel, there bave been occasional verbal and 
journalistic attacks against the services as in.'itruments 
of a police state. In several instances, service 
representatives had to appear in closed court sessioru 
to defend the intelligence and security community 
against accusations of kidnapping, brutality and 
illegality. Although debates in the Knesset occasionally 
bave renected probably illegal practices or procedures 
by the services, the intelligence and security commu
nity is completely loyal and ii the government 
requested tbe execution of a certain task, legal and 
illegal, it would be accomplished. 

Confidence in the intelligence and security commu
nity also received a boost alter the Six-Day War in 
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1967 The part played by Military lntelligen~. Shi 
Beth and the police in contributing to the victory • ..: 
controllmg the newly-occupied Arab areas ta~m ..; 
Israel was followed by a plethora of praise in all Israeli 
media. The so-called ""intelligence failure"" in the 1·
Kippur War in 1973, however, wea~ened DODUlar 
trust in the services. The subsequent work ol the 
Agranat Commission, undertaken to evaluate the 
community and its shortcomings and to improvt
cooperation among its members, contributed to 1 
partial renewal of public confidence. The continuina 
battle by the services against terrorism has also kept 
Israelis loyal to the community. The Entebbe raid in 
Juh 1976, which resulted in the rescue of hiiacled 
lsraeli hostages, was one action in recent years which 
fired the public imagination and served as an ex.ample 
of a well-coordinated and well-executed Israeli opera
tion. This raid and its success buoyed up the moral of 
the Israelis as nothing else has in' recent years and 
certainly showed the intelligence and security commu
nity in a good light. 

4. Professional standards 

a. INTEGRITY-The directors and senior staff mem
bers of the intelligence and security community 
conform to the highest professional standards of 
integrity and honesty and impose these standards on 
tbe lower echelons. There is relatively little difference 
between the basic salary of a new employee and the ' 
stall member who enjoys a top position. The 
insignificant disparity has resulted in the granting of 
compensatory amenities and privileges such as expense 
accounts, purchasing of foreign goods that enter the 
country through devious tax-free channels, and .. pro-

1 tekts1a, .. a magic word in Israel, which mearu that one 
can get items, housing or privileges at low cost through 
influential governmental connections. This is common 
practict> throughout the government establishment, 
however. Because the intelligence and security ser
vices, especially Shin Beth, maintain a very tight cover 
within their own community, information on person
nel, budgets and accounts is closely held by a few top 
people in the government and not subjected to 
widespread bureaucratic perusal and control. The 
higher echelons scrutinize the expenditure of funds by 
the lower ranks, and if financial dishonesty is ~ 

discovered, the guilty individual receives very severe 
treatment. 
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b. EFFICIENCY-Israel's intelligent·e and securit} 
services are among the best in the world. Their expert 
personnel and sophisticated techniques have made 
I hem highly effective, and they have demonstraled 
outstanding ability to organize, screen and evaluate 
Information obtained from recruited. agents, Jewish 
communities, and other sources throughout the world. 
Israel's intelligence capabilities give it a significant 
1dvantage over the Arab states-an advantage which 
was an important factor in the 1967 war. 

Those memben of lhe inlelligence and securily 
community who were identified with the Information 
Service and other components of the Haganah, before 
ind during World War II, developed a high slandard 
of efficiency and level of competence. The organiza· 
lions succeeded in recruiting a core of capable and 
hi11hly-educa1ed individuals from Europe and lhe 
Middle Easl whose equal has been difficuh lo find, lei 
•lone attract, since the founding of the state. The corps 
or the "old guard," for example, is fluent in four or 
five languages, an accomplishment which alone raises 
their general average of efficiency. The younger 
11eneration has been given intensive trai~ing, including 
'tu<Jy abroad, to assist them in gaining these qualifica· 
lions. It is not uncommon for students to engage in 
dandestine operations while pursuing their course 
of sludies. 

Israeli signal intelligence successes against the Arabs 
in lhe pasl were of such high order 1hat lhe lsrnelis had 
lrss need than at present for good agent operations 
1.ntainst the enemy. Part of this success was due to pcx:>r 
Arab communications security. The Israelis now face 
IOme problems since Arab communications security is 
sradually improving. The Yorn Kippur War intelli
sencf' faiJure is an example of inadequacies in their 
oommunications intelligence capability at that time. In 
recent years, as well, there also have been indications 
thal Israeli intelligence on lhe Arabs, olher 1han 
communications intelligence, has been somewhat 
Inadequate in quality and their agent operations 
l•cking in success. 

One of the principal weaknesses of Israeli's intelli-
1~ce and security system appears to be that the 
production of most finished intelligence and the 
,,reparation of nationa~ estimates is done by Military 
I nteHigence rather than by an independent service. 
Inherent in such an organizational arrangement is the 
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danger that the armed services will not be obWctiYe in 
ob.serving and reporting foreign developments and in, 
making national intelligence estimates-a major prob- · 
lem in the Yorn Kippur War-and their vested interest 
in military operations will influence intelligenre 
assessments. The Agranat Commission has recognized 
this problem and recommended changes. 

c. SECURITY-The physical security of the civilian 
and military intelligence and securitv headquarters in 
Tel Aviv is reported to be excellent Two 
services-Mossad and Military Intelligence-wen• 
formerly located within a general army compound in 
the heart of lhe cily. The buildings were prolecled by 
high wire fences and military guards. Militan 
Intelligence remains in this location but Mossad now 
occupies a wing of a multistory commercial office 
building across lhe streel from lhe compound. Shin. 
Beth, which was formerly locafFd in a rundown 
building in Jaffa, occupied new quarters just north of 
Tel Aviv in June 1970. This new building, which was 
designed for their use, is fenced in and contains a 
lechnical laboralory as well as regular offices. Guards 
control the entrance and badges bearing a photograph 
of the employee are worn within the compound. 

There is an elaborate protected government "guest 
house" for the training and accommodation of visiting 
foreign intelligence officers, foreign dignitaries and 
sensitive agents 

Then• are a little over 1,000 persons working as staff 
officers for Mossad and Shin Belh, all of whom have 
been given a long, thorough security check. If then· is 
1he slighlesl doubl raised againsl an individual, lhe 
application is rejected. Personnel with leftist back
grounds generally are not trusted by leading membt-rs 
of the intelligence and security services. This attitude 
did not always apply to former membt-rs of European 
Communist parties, some of whom were eminenth· 
qualified for clandestine service, especially if they had 
renounced their C'...ommunist ideology and affiliated 
with the Israeli Labor Party. This exemption, how· 
ever, has not applied since the exposure of several 
high.level espionage cases in governmental and 
political cirdes in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Th~ 
cases of Aharon Cohen, a MA PAM party expert on the 
Middle Easl, and Israel Beer (Figure I). a Ddense 
Ministry contract employee and IDF Re.serve lieult>n
anl colonel, who spied for 1he USSR. and Dr. Kurl 
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Figure I . Soviet Agent lsroel Beer 

Sith\ a Gentile professor of physics at Haifa Technion. 
who workt'd for the Czech Service, caused Shin Beth 
to reconsi<ler its own security procedures while 
stim11lating comiderable doubt about the reliability of 
recanted Marxists. The services have devised internal 
security systems to exix>se ideological weaklings by 
more thorough periodic security checks. The Israelis 
believe such individuals constitute a DQSSihle long-term 
security threat. Israeli citizens are subjected to 
stringent registration requirements and must carry 
identification papers. Within the intelligence and 
security community great pains are taken not to reveal 
the identities of personnel even to the average Israeli 
employed in the government at large. Compartmenta
tion is strictly maintained between services with only 
designated individuals, usually members of the '"hard
core:· crossing lines. Intelligence and security person
nel widely use and frequently change pseudonyms 
The national practice of Hebraicizing European or 
Yiddish birth names also makes the identification of 
some Israelis difficult. Visiting foreign officials and 
agents never use the same car twice when meeting 
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clau<lr~tmely with Israeli officen within thr counlry 
C..ertain unlisted official and perJOnal telephmM· 
numbers are known only to relatively few peopk. This 
type of professional demeanor at home provides 
excellent daily training for intelliaence and security 
personnel before receiving foreign assignment5. 

Classified information may not be discussed over ' 
the telephone O,,spite their relatively hi1h standards 
of security, however, Israeli officials rep:>rtedly are 
occa5ionally careless in observing this restriction. They 
also have "an old boy network" much like the British. 
hraelis in the "network" are willing to discuss 
classifif'"d subjects whether or not there is a need to 
~now. Tlw Israelis also have problems dealin1 with 
o\.·cr~C"as Jewry whose SUIJIX)rt they need but whose 
Sft·urity is questionable because of the l>Ollibility of 
divided loyalty. 

Installations and storage contaiDfrs must conform to 
ri~orous security standards. Classification terms Top 
Secret, Secret, Confidential and Restricted (compara
ble to For Official Use Only) are used. Top Secret and 
Secret documents are transmitted by courier only in 
double envelopes and two receipts are required-one 
for the package and one for the contents. These 
documents are logged in and out by date, document 
number, title or subiect, and the office acceptlns 
responsibility for them. At least three periodic 
inventories are held each year. A rea:istry prod\K.'e a 
computer printout four times a year listina all Top 
Secret material for which each unit is resllORSible. 
Electrical communication is handled entirely bv 
teleprinter and other communic.ation security devices. 
A record is made of documents to be destroYed and 
security officers must witness the destruction of all 
Top Secret and Secret material. 

All personnel requiring a clearance must complete a 
personal history statement and undera:o a routine 
investip:tion. For higher clearances the investiptions 
could include the applicant's entire family and a lull 
field investigation. New immigrants from the USSR 
and F.ast European countries are normally denied 
access to classified information for a minimum of four 
or five years. This ruling is not always possible to 
enforct' because of "protektsia." Within the IDF 
security risks are reported to Shin Beth and are closely 
supervi:<.t-d by the unit security officer. who is reouired 
to make periodic reparts on the individual's activities. 
To stimulate and evaluate the security consciousness of 
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tl11· llJF cadre, Field Secunty penu11nel 1·1nulatP 
• 111 011g the troops and attempt to Plicll military 
1r1f11rmation. 

11 MORAL~' AND DISCIPLINARY METHODS-Mos.sad 

""l Shin Beth are companents of the Israeli civil 
..-rvice structure and applicants must pass a civil 
.,., vice examination. Those in their twenties with a 
u 111 versity degree are preferred, althoush other indivi
.1 ua ls who have especially desirable qualifications are 
•• <'f'Dted. The intelligence and security services, in 
.111 .-ct comll"!ition with the Ministry for Foreign 
A II airs and the rapidly expanding business commun-
11 v. are at a disadvantage. Most young Israelis do not 
llkr the anonymity of the secret service and prefer the 
more remunerative pay scales of the business world. 

Intelligence and security personnel who do not or 
• onnot subscribe to the circ111115Cribed life limited by 
..-1·urity restrictions and operational considerations are 
ri 1 hrr dropped or, if their actions should jeopardize 
t hr service or the state, are severely punished. To boost 
t hr morale of staff intelligence officers, the services in 
t 1,.. early 1960s sought and secured from the Knesset a 
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30 perCt'nt annual bonus lor their personnel to 
compensate for the risks and the anonymity 
involved (Fi11ure 2). 

B. Mossad-Secret Intelligence Service" 

I. Functions 

Mossad is responsible for foretsn Intelligence collec
tion, political action and c:ounterterrorism. In carryins 
out its mission to collect positive intellipnce, ·the 
principal function of Mossad is to conduct aaent 
operations against the Arab nations and their official 
representatives and inslallatio111 throuahout the world, 
particularly in Western Europe and the United States, 
where the national interests of the Anbs In the Near 
East conflict with Israeli Interest. Mcmad collects 
information on the disposition, morale, ......,_.b, 
equipment and state of leadership of evmv Anb Army 
that c:ould be called Into action In the cue of anotbm 
round of flahtina; and aU ti, information that 
illuminates Anb internal politics and relationrhi111 
amona the principal Anb leaden and the diplomatic 
activity of all countries in the Anb world. Mcmad 
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monitors Arab comm~rdal activily, particularly in the 
firld of arms purcluues in the West. and allempts to 
counteract Anb rec:ruili111 of military, economic and 
political e•perls. In this case the principal desire is to 
NCIUll those persons as lntellisence agents, or failing 
that, rither to dissuade them from aiding the Arabs or 
to discover their precise functions. Mossad also is 
cha,....d ,.;th inciting disturbances calculated to create 
mutual distrust among the Arabs and to draw Western 
sympathy away from the Arab cause. and monitoring 
and counteracting Arab Propaganda and detecting and 
rounterinc Arab terroTism. Jn the area of counterter
rorism. at times the Israelis have carried the light to 
Arab terrorists by taking executive action against 
them, especially in parts of the Near East and Western 
Europe. In particular, the fact that Lebanon has a 
mixed Christian, Druze and Moslem population has 
made that country attractive for intelligence projects. 
The Israelis have covert assets and run operations in 
their northern neighbor. In the past they have 
mounted paramilitary and executive action operations 
against Palestinian terrorist leaders, personnel atxf 
installations in Lebanon. They have also provided 
support to Christian rightists in the Lebanese civil war. 

In addition to running o:i>erations against the Arabs, 
Mossad collects political, economic and scientific 
intelligence in both the Eastern and Western worlds 
for the protection of the State of Israel, Zionism and 
Jews generally. Their collectlon efforts are especially 
concentrated in the Soviet Union and !he United 
States, as well as at the United Nations, where policy 
decisions could have repercussions on Israel and 
Zionist goals. 

Intelligence objectives in the USSR and East Europe 
consist of determining governmental policy toward 
lsrael and the problem of Jewish emigration; recruit
ing persons strategicalJy located in Soviet and East 
European bureaucracies who. motivated either by 
conviction or corruption, are willing to assist Zionist 
action in those countries; and ascertaining the degree 
and quality of assistance made available to Near 
Eastern groups, whether in Israel or the Arah nations, 
by Soviet and East European Governments. 

Objectives in WesteTn countries are equally impor
tant to the Israeli intelligence .service. Mossad collects 
intelligence regarding Western, Vatican, and UN 
poJides toward the Near East; promotes arms dea1s for 
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the lwnefit of the IDF; and acquires data for use in 
silencing anti-hrael factions in thf' West 

2. Organization 

Mossad has eight departments: (I) Operations 
Planning and Coordination; (2) Collection; (3) Politics 
Action and Liaiwn; ( 4) Manpower. Finance, Logistics: 
and Security; (5) Training; (6) Researcn; (7) Technical 
Operations; and (8) Technology (Figure 3). 

The Operational Planning and Coordination De
partment is concerned with the management of 
Mossad resources and responsible for interdirectorate 
operational and administTahYe coordination within the 
organization and inter.service liaison within the Israeli: 
intelligence and security community. This department 
also deals with requirements and the development of 
overall collecti?n plans. 

The Collection Department 
1 
is responsible !or 

foreign covert operations and the processing and 
production of reporting from clandestine sources. This. 
component is the largest unit in Mossad. Th 
department has offices abroad under Israeli diploo 
matic and nonofficial cover and is active mainly in 
Europe, where it concentrates on Arab targets throug ' 
third-country operations. 

The Political Action and Liaison DiTectorate is i 
charge of political action and relations with friendly 
foreign services. This component also maintain 
contact with those nations and poHtical groups wit 
whom IsrBel does not have normal diplomatic relatio 
(that is, African countries, Lebanon and/or Leban 
Christian rightist factions and Indonesia). 

There is also a Psychological Warfare or Specia 
Operations Division, probably in the Political Actio 
and Liaison Directorate, which runs highly sensitive! 
covert action operations against Arab terrorists and exj 
Nazis, and sabotage, paramilitary and psychologica~ 
warfare projects, such as character assas.sination anJ 
black propaganda. 

In the absence of the Director of Mossad, the 
Director of the Operational Planning and Coordina~ 
tion Department now becomes acting DlrectoT, 
whereas in past years the Director of the Collection 
Department acted for the Director of Mo."isad. With 
the drive for greater and improved coordination 
within the intelligence and security community, the 
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figure 3. Organization of Mossad, 1977 

llirector of the Operational Planning and Coordina· 
''' m Department has apparently taken precedence 
nvrr the Director of the Collection Department. 

In head Quarters, the department directors direct the 
\ .u ious area, functional, administrative, and financial 
' 1111trollers. The area departments under· the control of 
1 lw ( :ollectio..; and Special Political Action and Liaison 
I >•·1>arlments are: (1) Central America, (2) South 
\mmca, (3) Eastern Europe including the USSR, (4) 
\I 11ea, (5) Asia and Oceania, (6) the Mediterranean 
,,,d Near East areas, (7) Europe, and (8) North 
\ 1m•r-ica. lJnder each controller there are branches or 
• \r,ks which are responsible for one or more countrif'S. 

l'ositive intelligence and counterintelligence reports 
.art' .\Cnt back to Mossad headquarters in Tel Aviv, 
n·.duated by the Research Department, and dissemi· 
11.1li·d to various government offices. Intelligence 
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reports on the Arabs are forwarded by Mossad to the 
Research Department of the DMI while counterespi<>
nage reports are sent through Mossad to Shin Beth, 
where they are given special processing by counterin
telligence investigative departments. 

Mossad controls Israeli foreign intelligence activities 
except for operations launched from Israel against 
military objectjves in peripheral areas of surrounding 
Arab countries, which are under the jurisdiction of 
OM!. Mossad operations abroad fall into two principal 
categories: those in the Near East, as a first line of 
defense, and those elsewhere. The Israelis have 
designated Egypt as the main target area for 
establishing intelligence networks. In 1970 the Israelis 
estimated that about 50 percent of their operational 
effort was dir~ted against Egypt. The next priority is 
Syria. Much of this activity against the Arabs in the 
Near East is based on deep cover operations by lsrae)j 
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illegals or the recruitment of Arabs in third countries 
followed by their dispatch or normal rotation back 
iome to an Arab area. Two good examples of Israeli 
leep cover illegal operations are the Cohen and Lotz 
ases. 

Eliahu Ben Shaul Cohen was an Egyptian-born Jew 
who was involved in Israeli sabotage operations against 
American and British installations in Egypt in 1952. 
Cohen succeeded in escaping detection, when most 
members of the ring were arrested by the Egyptians, 
and went to Israel. Eventually, Mossad recruited 
Cohen for an illegal operation designed to develop 
intelligence networks and acquire political and mili
tary information in Syria. He received intensive 
training, adopted the identity of the late Kamil Amin 
Thabet, a Syrian-born merchant, and emigrated to 
Argentina, where he became an active member of the 
Arab emigre community. Cohen eventually went to 
Syria, where he was assisted by two Arabs who had 
previowly been recruited by the Israelis. From 1961 
until 1965 Cohen was active as an illegal in Damascw, 
where he succeeded in making numerous contacts 
with political and military personalities in the Syrian 
establishment. He made occasional tri1>1 to Europe and 
Israel for extensive debriefings. Eventually, in January 
1965, the Syrians did detect and locate Cohen while he 
was in the act of transmitting information to Tel Aviv. 
One cawe of his downfall was that he was wing hand 
morse radio equipment and had been on the air for an 
hour when .he was caught (Figure 4). A Syrian court 
tried Cohen and found him 11Uilty of espionage. He 
was publicly banged in Damascus in May 1965. 

Johann Wolfgang Lotz (also known as Zeev Gur 
Arieh), was an officer in Military Intelligence. In 1959 
during a Va'adat meeting, Mossad announced its need 
for a man to be a new illegal resident agent in Cairo 
under cover as a former Nazi officer. Lotz accepted 
the assignment, which was directed pdmarily against 
special weapons activity by German scientists in 
Egypt. He received intensive training in lsrael, 
including equestrian instruction, and in early 1960 he 
went to Germany and surfaced as an East German 
refugee and former African Cor1>1 officer. Although 
Lotz had a wile in Israel, he eventually married a 
German woman to develop his legend. In 1961 he 
went to Cairo, where he opened a riding academy. 
Through his activities Lotz made a variety of contacts 
in the German community in the Egyptian capital and 
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Figure 4. Eliahu Ben Shaul Cohen's trdMmitter on display 
in Damasc"', 1965 

in time made the acquaintance of a number of 
prominent and well-placed Egyptians. He made a 
number of trips from Egypt to Western Europe for 
debriefings. Finally, in 1964 Lotz began to mail 
threatening letters to selected German experts in 
Egypt. In February 1965, he was arrested by the 
Egyptians, who tried and imprisoned him. Eventually 
he was released and returned lo Israel in 1968. The 
Israelis have stated that the operation cost them about 
$250,000. They have also admitted that errors by Lot:t 
in handling his communications and his use in 
executive action operations may have led to his' 
downfall. During his captivity Lotz was also forced to 
reveal the whole operation (Figure 5). 

Mossad stations outside of the Arab areas in the 
Near East are generally under diplomatic cover within 
the embassies and consulates of Israel. There ar 
stations in the United States, most of the Europea 
capitals, Turkey, Iran and strategic centers in Latin' 
America, Africa and the Far East. Operations range 
from formal liaison exchanges with host servi 
through unilateral projects to special executive actio 
directed against Arab terrorists. There are also smalle 
stations, which run mostly unilateral operations an 
handle local liaison on such matters as Arab terrorists 

The Collection Directorate and the Political Acti 
and Liaison Directorate are separate components o 
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f 1gure S. Johann Wolfgang Lotz illustrates the use of a 
tr onsmitter during his trial i11 Cairo, ·July-August 1965 

\1ossad and are carefully compartmented at head
•1uarters. Collection and Political Action and Liaison 
maintain separate pennanent staffs outside lsr11el in 
1.rKer stations. There are thus. either two Mossad 
·.l;1tions or two compartmented components in each 
,1;1tion in some countries--one for unilateral clandes-
1111c collection and one for liaison. For example, at 
l 1u·sent in Paris the Israelis have an Embassy, 
< onsulate--Gent>BI and Ministry of Defense Mission. 
I Imler embassy cover, Mossad has a Collection 
I >1rectorate regional controller and a Political Action 
1111d Liaison Directorate regional controller in the 
ht·nch capital, which has more or less over the years 
11·111ained the fulcrum of Israeli intelligence activity on 
II w contiuent of Europe. 

In Switzerland the Israelis have an Embassy in Bern 
.rnd a Consulate--General in· Zurich which provide 
' '<'er for Collection Department officers involved in 
11111lateral operations. ·These Israeli diplomatic installa-
111111s also maintain close relations with the Swiss on a 
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local level in regard to overt functions such as physical 
security for Israeli official and commercial installa
tions in the country and the protection of staff 
members and visiting Israelis. There is also ~lose 
collaboration between the Israelis and Swiss on 
scientific and technical matten pertaining to intelli
gence and security operations. Swiss officials have 
made frequent trips to Israel. There is a continual flow 
of Israelis to and through Switzerland. These visits, 
however, are usually arranged through the Political 
Action and 'Liaison regional controller al the Embassy 
in Paris directly witlr the Swiss and not throush the 
officials in the Israeli Embassy in Bern, althoush the 
latter are kept informed. 

In Spain, on the other hand, there is no known 
ollicial or semiofficial Israeli installation. There have 
been contacts, however, between Political Action and 
Liaison Directorate officials of Mossad and the S119nlsh 
service for some time. The oriainal meetlns appar
ently occurred in Paris In the late 1960s, lince then 
there have been contacts in Madrid and Paris. There Is 
a passibilitv that Mossad may also have a clandestine 
Collection Department station in Spain. In January 
1973, Baruch Asher Cohen, a Mossad officer, wu 
assassinated in Madrid by Arabs. 

Special operations are mounted on an ad hoc bUa. 
Headquarten directs the effort from Israel and 
employs Mossad officers and -II on speda) 
temparary duty. In July 1973, an Israeli usasslnatlon 
squad ol 16 was involved in the murder of a Moroccau 
Arab in Lillehammer, Norway. Nofwegi.n authorities 
captured. tried and imprisoned m of the lfOllll, the 
rest escaped. It became clear In the course of the trial 
that the squad, which wu comPOOed of Israelis, who 
were Mossad officers, and European Jews, who were 
recruited for the mission, did much of lb -ratory 
work in Paris and entered Norway on a sPectfic 
awgnment-the elimination of Arab terrorlsis. Alter 
the murder, two of the squad sought refuse with an 
Israeli Embassy security officer. The Norwegians 
declared the ollicer personna non 1rata, although he 
apparently was not privy to the operation. 

3. Administrative practices 

The Israeli Prime Minister appoints the Director of 
Mossad. The Prime Minister does not need the 
approval of the cabinet or the Knesset for this 
appointment. 
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Chieh of station and their staffs are Mossad careet 
officers but they function abroad on behalf of all the 
intelligence and security services. IC a member of Shin 
Beth or the IDF is considered the most qualified 
individual in the community to do a particular foreign 
job, he still belongs lo his parent organization, but he is 
assigned to, and subject to the control of, Mossad as 
long as he remains ouuide the borders of Israel. This 
rule does not app)y, however, to military attaches 
(army, air, navy) who remain subordinate to the 
Director of Military Intelligence. 

Mossad does not have a logical career progression 
program. The organization promotes case officers who 
have been successful in the field lo lop managerial 
jobs. The resulu of this arrangement are mixed as 
some of the successful operators are often not 
necessarily the best managers or administrators. 

a. TRAINING-The Mossad training cycle encom
pas.ses a Basic Operations course for recruits and lower 
ranking personne~ and Operations course and a Field 
Operations course. All new officer candidates are 
required lo take the four-month Basic Operations 
course before actually entering on duty. The entire 
training cycle takes almost two years and is generally 
given to classes of 12. Most of the training takes place 
in the Tel Aviv area. The instructors in these Mossad 
courses are teachers on permanent assignment, intelli
gence officers on temporary tours of duty, and 
headquarters personnel, including the Director of 
Mossad and department directors, who give occasional 
lectures on their specialties. 

The three services run a joint advanced sChool in 
JerusaJem that offers specialized courses of two to 
three months' duration on world political affairs, 
Israel's political and economic objectives, new techni
cal operational aids, and the latest information on 
foreign intelligence service$ All officers who are 
midway in their careers ar<' rf'Qnired to attend this 
advanced school uPon their return frnm a foreign 
assi1rnmcnt. A.;. many a5 40 tri .50 stn•lents arf' rcporlt'd 
to have l)("'i:'Il t·nrollt-"'(l in a siui-:lt> running of this 
course. The faculty is compoS("d of repres<'ntatives of 
the three services and is dirt"ctly su~xlfdinate to the 
Director of Mo~d. The Prime Minister or some other 
high offidal has aJdresseJ graduating cla5ses. 

Some younger Mossad ·officers, who may be weak in 
certain fields of higher education or language\ are 
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sent tu universities abroad, whrre their purs11it of an 
advanced degree simultaneously ser\leS as covt'r for 
their extracurricular operational activities. One of the 
established goals of the intelligence and securit} 
services is that each officer be fluent in Arabic. A 
nine-month, intensive Arabic language course is given 
annually in the Tel Aviv area to students from each 
service. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs also sends two 
or three officials to each course. MoSY.d officers who 
are going into Arab operations take the same Arabic 
language trainihg as Shin Beth officers. As further 
training, these Mauad officers work in the Adminis
tered Territories for two years to sharpen their 
language skills before being posted abroad. During this 
period they usually serve in the Sinai and often run 
Bedouin agents into Egypt in conjunction with 
Military Intelligence. 

All Mossad officers are trained in the use of small 
arms and required to fire them at ,regular intervals. 

b. FUNDS AND SALARIES-The Director of Mossad is 
a civil service Class 1 officer. He receives generous 
expense and entertainment allowances. There are 
reported to be several Class 2 and Class 3 officers in 
Mossad as well. The monthly take home pay of a 
ranking Mossad officer, after taxes but including 
bonuses and cost-of-living and family allowances, is 
about IL4,000 per month (US$460). They also receive 
expense and entertainment allowances and are pro
vided with a car and gasoline allowance as well. 
Higher academic degrees place intelligence officers in 
a higher pay. bracket, thus a directorate director with 
an advanced degree makes the same as the Director. A 
middle-ranking officer with allowances for a large 
number of dependents would receive more than his 
seniors. In general, higher-grade civil service salaries 
are roughly comparable to those of higher-ranking 
military officers. The rather insignificant differential 
between grades is compensated by fairly impressive 
pt~rquisites, especially in the senior ranks. Officers 
abroad are gi\t-n generous cost-of-living allowances 
that conform to thr allotments. cf. tlw Tf'KUlar Fort>iKn 
Affairs offic<'rs For cover purposes these are paid by r 

the Fort>ign Affairs Ministry. If, however, an intelli
Kence officer needs a larger apartmeut ur home for 
representation. operational µurpo.Sl'S, or family rP
quirements, his St"rvice quietly pays the difference. 

Officers and tht•ir families usually travd tourist class. 
on Israeli carriers whenever possible but the ab5cnce of, 
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.,. hnn rule permits them to travel on any air or 
\l~amship line at their discretion. Clerical employees 
travel tourist class. 

Each station abroad is granted funds for operational 

11 nd entertainment expenses. Responsible individuals 
do not entertain any more than is necessary but when 
1 hry do, it is done lavishly. Efforts to extend 
hospitality unstintingly are made at headQuarters in 
hrael when favored agents or ranking foreign intelli
v1·nce officers are guests. 

4. Methods of operation 

Mossad over the years has enjoyed some rapport 
with highly-placed persons and government offices in 
1·very country of im1:>0rtance to Israel. Within Jewish 
communities in .almost every country of the world, 
there are Zionists and other sympathizers, who render 
,, rong support to the Israeli intelligence effort. Such 
conta~ts are carefully nurtured and serve as channels 
for information. deception material, propaganda and 
other purposes. Mossad directs clandestine operations 
I hroughout Europe, including the USSR and East 
European countries; North and South America; the 
'irar East; Africa; and the Far East. including South 
Fast Asia. Mossad activities are generally conducted 
1 hrough Israeli official and semiofficial establishments; 
d1•pp cover enterprises in the form of firms and 
1 ir~anizations, some esoecially created for, or adapt
.1 hit> to, a specific objective; and penetrations effected 
\\ 11hin non-Zionist national and international Jewish 
1 >J i.zanizations. 

The function of intelligence officers under cover of 
diplomatic establishments is to arrange information 
nd1angt>.1. with offieials of local services, manage 
'111111nunications. serve as acc-ommodation addresses 
.1\\d funding channels, and direct agents toward targets 
, ,1 111tnt•st. Official on!:anizations used for cover are 
I· r .• ~·li Purchasing \11ssions and hraeli Go..,ernmcnt 
l •lllfl:-.t, E} Al and Zini offices L~raeli construction 
I 11 :n', industrial groups and international tradt> organi~ 
, .d1011"' also µrmidt• nonofficial ccwer. Individuals 
11 ''' k1r1~ ltnder dt~t>p or illt>gal C'over are normally 

l1.1q.::Pd \.\ith perH'trating objectivC'"s that TPQuire a 
', ,111· •,rn~f'. mon• subtle approach, or with activitit>S \n 

h the Israeli Covernrnent can never admit 
··ip!witv 

\~.r!1\ hraeJi.., h.l\v cnnw from A.rah co1111tries wherP 

I!,.\ v.t•rP born and edncated and apt.>t'ar more Arab 
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than Israeli in speech, demeanor, and a.Uitude. 8-, 
forging passports and identity documents of Arab and 
western countries and providing sound ballground 
legends and cover, Mossad has successfully ""nt into 
Egypt and other Arab countries Israelis disguised and 
documented as Arabs or citizens of European 
countries. 

There are numerow persons in Israel who have a 
thorough area and language knowledae of any area of 
interest to tbe intelligence services. These area ~xperts 
can render edremely valuable assistance in analvzina 
intelligence information and formulating country 
requirements, thus contributing to the . total opera
tional potential •ince they enable Israeli intelli11~n"" 
officers to estimate rapidly the ellicienC\' and 
reliability of their agents and informants. ThPSe 
persons are also useful for their ability to pass 

completely for a citizen of ihe nation in question. The 
Israeli talent for counterfeiting lor forging passports 
and documents ably supports the agent's authenticit\·. 

The Israeli intelligence service depends heavih on 
the various Jewish communities and organizations 
abroad for recruiting agents and eliciting genf"ral 
information. The aggressively ideological nature of 
Zionism, which emphasizes that all Jews belong to 
Israel and must return to Israel. had had its drawbacks 
in enlisting sup1:>0rt for intelligence operations, how
ever, since there is considerable opposition to Zionism 
among Jews throughout the world. Aware of this fact, 
Israeli intelligence representatives usuallv operate 
discreetly within Jewish communities and are under 
instructions to handle their mi~ions with utmost tact 
to avoid embarrassment to Israel. They also attempt to 
penetrate anti·Zionist elements in order to neutralize 
the opposition. Despite such precautions. the Israelis 
freQuent1y experience setbacks and there have been 
seYeral cases where attempted recruitments of Amen
C'an; of the Jewish faith have been rejected and 
rt.•ported to US authorities. 

Israel's program for accelerating its technolo~u:al. 

~it>ntifk and military development a!i rapidh as 
possible has been enhanced by exploiting scientific' 
exC'hange programs. Moss.ad plays a key role in this 
(·ndeavor. In addition to the large-scale acquisition of 
publisht>d scientific papers and technical journals from 
all over tht> world through overt channels, the Jsraelis 
d('vott~ a considerable portion of their c0\..-ert oiwr
ations to obtaining scientific and technical intelligrncc 
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This had included attempts to penetrate certain 
classified defense projects in thf' Uniled States and 
other Western nations. 

The United Nations is a major target for Mossad 
penetration because it is a major sponsor of interna
tional exchanges in all fields and because of its 
importance in settling disputes between Israel and the 
Arah states. Israeli agents operate at the UN under 
diplomatic and journalistic cover. 

Mossad recruitment, training and control of agents 
varies widelY, depending upon the target, area of 
operation and the desk in headquarters. While t:1ere is 
a certain amount of standardization in the handling of 
operations, Israeli intelligence officers appear to have 
considerable freedom in running operations. There is 
no hard rule requiring specific headquarters' approval 
prior to the recruitment of an agent except in the case 
of Communist countries. Name traces are requested of 
headquarters voluminous files hut this is not a 
consistent routine. Contemplated operations against 
the USSR and the East European countries, however, 
are approached very cautiously, and entail a great deal 
of headquarters planning and -control and a specia) 
branch composed of area experts is responsible for 
authorizing and directing this activity. Mossad is 
especially interested in early warning regarding such 
deve)opmenu as the dispatch of Soviet military uniu 
from the USSR to the Near East. There also exisu 
within, or affiliated with, Mossad a small unit whose 
sole objective is to remind the Soviets through 
propaganda and contacts about the Jewish question at 
any point throughout the world. All sorts of people, 
even Cyrus Eaton, have been stimulated to raise the 
suhiect. Israeli efforts must at times be effective 
because the Soviets often attack the Israeli service in 
their propaganda with detailed revelations of Israeli 
plots against allegedly innocent Soviet citizens. 

The Israelis select their agents almost exclusively 
from persons of Jewish origin. However, there are 
security hazards involved in cases of divided alle
giance between dedication to the Zionist State of Israel 
and )oya)ty to a homeland. The recruitment of 
Gentiles is comparatively rare. 

Many Arabs, especially walk-i.Jls, have directly or 
indirectly helped . the services, usually as a result of 
monetary inducements." but the Israelis do not consider 
these Arabs good sources of reliable information. More 
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often, they rf'Cruit Palestinians over whom they may 
have more control because of bank as.sets frozE"n in 
Israel since the war in 1948. In certain cases these 
bank assets have been released for intelligence services 
rendered. 

The Israelis are prepared to capitalize on nearly 
every kind of agent motivation. A substantial effort is 
made to appeal to Jewish racial or religious procliv
ities, prc>-Zionism, dislike of anti-Semitism, anti-Soviet 
feelings (ii applicable) and humanitarian instincts. 
Blackmail is also used. Other recruiting techniques 
include the proffer of money, bu.sine~ opportunities, 
or release from prison. Among the Arabs, money has 
been especially effective. Appeals have also been 
made successfully to other Arab vulnerabilities such as 
jealousy, rivalry, fear and political dissension. 

The Israelis have used false-flag recruitment pitches 
extensively and successfully. In ,..veral cases they 
approached citizens of Western European nations 
under the cover of a national NATO intelligence 
organization for operations in Arab target countries. 

While intelligence officers in the field recognize the 
importance of securitY, they tend to be careles.-;. 
Although otherwise well trained, Israeli intelligence 
officers occasionally have been lax in their use of the 
telephone abroad. Also, they often have given away a 
considerable amount ofo information by confiding in 
agents and contacts with whom they have had only a 
slight relationship. Nonetheless, they periodically 
recall the basic principles of their profes.sion, and for 
awhile complicate the lives of their agents with a 
welter of security regulations that they themselves 
eventually transgre~. Occasionally a rendezvous ar
ranged between an officer and an agent, is countersur
veilled by two or more officers, both to spot possible 
surveillance of the meeting and to protect the officer. 
In the recruiting process, the officer generally uses a 
fictitious name, executes a secrecy agreement with the 
prospective agent, and provides him with a pseudcr 
nym or alias. Whenever money or other gratuity is 
given to an agent, an attempt is made to secure a 
signed receipt in the agent's handwriting. 

Although an agent occasionally may be sent to Israel 
for special training, this course of action is neither easy 
nor inexpensive to accomplish. Therefore, the intelli
gence officer himself is usually responsible for training 
the agent in the fundamentals of tradecralt, security 
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measures, and the use ol radio and code communica
tions. II the e•igencies of the situation demand special 
training, the Israelis rent an apartment for this purpose 
in places like Paris and New York. Agents who have 
been so trained were taught to mix and use secret ink; 
conceal documents and letters on the person; deliver 
information to secure hiding places~ and to com· 
municate otherwise with the case officer and/or 
headQuarten. 

The methods ol communication vary greatly de
pending on locations and circumstances. Personal 
meetings between the agent and his case officer are 
arranged by secret writing, open mail, or oral message 
h\1 couriers. The cities or towns to be used have code 
names and the meeting places are at specified times 
with alternative times and places. In case of emeraen· 
cy, the agent can alert the intelligence officer by use ol 
1 prearranged open code in cables or letters, or if time 
permits. by secret writing or courier. 

The Israelis place considerable emphasis on personal 
relationships with their agents. They have been known 
lo be e1.ceeding)y generous in granting personal 
ooncessions and monetary ~istance to keep their 
agents happy. One such individual, a journalist in Paris 
who recruited French officials and elicited informa
tion from witting and unwitting informants in the 
French political world, was paid the eciuivalent of 
US$1,000 per month. Alter years ol steady employ
ment and a succession of Israeli case officers, his 
5ervices were gently but peremptorily terminated. 
Severance pay was calculated at the rate of one 
month's salary for each year of service to assuage any 
hard feelings. On the other hand, the Israelis can be 
absolutely ruthless to both the intelligence officer and 
the agent ii the latter's disaffection or treachery should 
I hreaten a sensitive operation or endanger the security 
of the state. There are several cases of Jews in Europe 
who, while or after working for the Israeli service, 
trafficked with the Egyptians for substantial sums ol 
money. These Jews were enticed into traveling to 
hrnf"I or abducted, tried in camera, and given stiff 
prison terms of J 0 to J 4 years. 

Mossad headquarters controls the acquisition, flow 
.111d dissemination of reports in a rigid manner, which 
rnntrasts with the considerable freedom allowed in 
running operations. An Israeli intelligence officer 
abroad must accept all information reported by an 
•Rent and may not change a single word. The 
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intelligence officer receives detailed, prepared Ques
tions from headQuarters and is allowed little leeway in 
terms ol what he submits. In a meeting with an agent, 
many ol whom are low-level, the intelligence officer 
debriefs him on the basis ol headQuarters Questions. 
The intelligence officer must then forward all the 
agent says, even overt information. The intellia:entt' 
officer may ii he wishes add his own remarks to the 
report. 

Mossad headQuarters does not disseminate agents' 
reports to all customer agencies. The overwhelmina 
bulk ol the reports goes to one specific analytical unit, 
for example, usually reports on Arab affairs are sent to 
Military Intelligence, counterintelligence report• lo 

Shin Beth. However, an exceptioJ1al agent report ii 
disseminated to Israeli policymakers. The Mossad 
intelligence officer abroad does not show copies ol his 
reports to the Israeli Amba.ssador!but sends them only 
to Mossad headQuarten in Tel Aviv. 

The Israeli services have a very keen interest in the 
use and development ol technical eciuipment. As far 
back as 1947-1948, the Information Service conduct..d 
technical surveillance operations against Arab and 
British delegates to the UN. Mossad, with assistanre 
from Shin Beth, has provided technical training to the 
Turkish and Ghanaian security and intelligen~ 

services. Exchanges of technical equipment and 
information have also been carried out with the 
Japanese intelligence and security services. Mossad 
receives support in external technical operations from 
Shin Beth and Military Intelligence. The technical 
capabilities ol the Israeli services are adeciuate for 
normal demands. Moreover, the very close coordina
tion existing between the services and the industrial 
concerns of the C9\)ntry ensure that technical eQui~ 
ment to support continuing audio operations is 
supplied and developed as needed. The e•istence ol a 
limited research program, coupled with high lsrarli 
competencf" in technical matters, indicates that the 
Israelis intend to remain abreast of advances in 
autiosurveillance and countermeasures. 

a. RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER SERYICES-Mossad 

has good relationships with Shin Beth, Military 
Intelligence, the Research and Pohtical Plannina: 
Center ol the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, and the 
Special Tasks Division ol the police. Successes like the 
Entebbe raid are illustrative ol well-coordinated 
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planning and f"Xf"'CUtion-a le~tirnonial lo good n•la
tions among the services. 

The Agranat Commission advocated greater coordi
nation between the services and revived the post of 
intelligence adviser to monitor interdirectorate dis
putes. The e•changes between Mossad and the other 
services through the coordinating mechanism of the 
Va'adat and thf" use of ad hoc committees. however. 
conUnue to ensure coordination and coOperahon 
hf.tween the st"n·ices. 

b. LIAISON WJTH FOREIGN sERvlCES-Mossad has . 
liaison relationships with.. many of intelligence and 
security, services throughout the world. With a few 
ex(·eptions, the Directprate of Foreign Liaison and 
Political Action is responsible for relations with most 
foreign organizations. In most instances the point of 
contact is abroad in foreign Capitals, although some 
foreign services insist on liaison in Israel. 

At present Mossad, in coordination with Shin Be'th, 
maintains liaison with foreign intelligence and security 
Sf'rvices through membership in tht' Kilowatt group, 
an organizatipn which is concnned with Arab 
terrorism and is comprised of "'est Germany, 
Brl~iurn, Italy, the United Kingdom, Luxt·mbonrg, 
Netlwrlands, Switzerland, Denmal'."k. Franee, Canada 
In•land. Sweden, Norwa~ and Israel. The Israelis also 
have informal connections regardiqg terrori;m with 
other European nations, including Spain, Portugal and 
Ai1stria. 

The Israelis"have over the years made eftorts to 
break the Arab ring encircling Israel by involvement 
\'ldth non~Arab Moslem nations in the Near East. A 
formal trilateral liaison called the Trident organization 
was established by Mossad with Turkey's National 
Sec·urity Service (TNSS) and Iran's National Organiza
tion for lntelliJ.!ence and Seeurity (SAVAK) in late 
I 9S,"J. Since th(~ originJI agrf'ement there has hf.en an 
addition to Mossad's bilateral relationship with each 
st'rvi<:c. The Tridt·nt organization involves continuing 
in!elligence exchange plus semiannual meetings at the 
chief of service level. 

The general terms of the original agreement with 
the Turks, aside from legitimizing Israeli liaison with 
Turkey, stated that Mo~d would furnish information 
on the activity of Soviet agents in Turkey and those 
working against Turkey throughout the Middle East. 
In return, the Turks agreed to supp)y Israel with 
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information on the political intentions of th• Arab 
countries which could affect the security of Isra•I. and 
the activity and identifications of UAR agents workins 
against Israel. The Israeli service has also Rivrn tlw 
Turks counterespionage and- technical training. 

The main purpose of the Israeli relationship witli 
Iran was the development of a pm-Israel anc!" anti
Arab policy on the part of Iranian officials. M-d hu 
engaged in ioinl operations with SA VAK over 11.e 
years since the late 1950s. Mossad aided SAVA( 
activities and supported the Kurds in Iraq. The~ 
also regularly transmitted lo the Iranians intelliamar 
reports on Egypt's activities in the Arab countrits. 
trends and developments in Iraq, and Communill 
activities affecting Iran. 

Israeli liaison in Africa has varied considerably f,_ 
country to country, depending on the e<igencies of tlw : 
5ituation. Israeli intelligence activities in Africa ha"' 

. usually been carried out under the cover of military 
and polire training, arms sales lo national military ' 
forces, and aid and development programs. n.., Arab 
nations, in conjunction with the Organization of 
African Unity, have brought great pressure to bear• 
most African nations to break all formal ties •·ith 
Israel. Despite the break in diplomatic relationo 
between Israel and many of the African nations, the 
Israelis still maintain good intelligence liaison •·Ith 
certain African services. The Israelis also have 
relations with the Kenyan Service. In Central Alri<'9 
the Israelis are still active in Zaire. In West Africa tho 
l~aelis tr~ined the Liberian Securil) Service and 
police. They also helped establish the Ghani1D 
Military Intelligence Service. In southern Africa tlw 
Israelis have a relationship with the South African 
intelligence arxl security services. 

The Israelis have httn very adivf" in Latin Amr'rica 
over tht> years. One of the Rreate~t intelligence COUPI. 

the· capture of Adolph Eichmann, the forrnt'r 1\•D 
lt'adt•r. occurred in Argentina. Recenth, much of lhru 
liaison activity in Latin America has centerrd nn 
training and antiterrorist operations. The IH.arl1 f 

Consulate in Rio de Janeiro, for example, pro\idt-1 
cover for a Mossad regional station res1xmsiblf' lar 
Brazil, Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay. Officers from 
this post have gone to Buenos Aires to give trainin1 to 
the Argentines; in the course of these contacb thr 
Israelis recommended greater involvement in imnl 
antiterrorist operations. The Israelis also maintaia ' 
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hai...:1n with security Sf'rvices of Mrxiro, ~iearaima. 
t :c,.;la Rica. and Panama, the Dominican Republic. 
\'t•nczuela, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru. Caracas is 
llw Regional Center for north and western Lalin 
\merica and Central Amt"rica. 

Th• Israelis have operated for som•time in East 
~,jJ. They havt" provided intelligence training to thf" 
c ~·" rrnmcnt of the Republic of China and maintain 
h.1i..on with it. The Israelis also have relations with the 
f.uuneSf', Thai, Indonesian, and South Korean services, 
, ... p1•1:ially on lt"rrorist mattt"rs. The major Mos.c;ad 

1,'1!1011al center in East As_j~ i." in Siniz:atxJre. The Israeli 
,1.i1t0n chief tht"re frequt"nth' travels throughout the 
.1u·;i and conducts busine~ with services in the 
m·udilXJring nations. Indonesia as a M05lem nation 

1lclll!'!'i not have formal diplomatic ties with Israel. The 
\fiK.."3d~lndonesian relationSh~p,_ therefore, is very 
,1,M.·rt"t"I. The Mossad rePre-sCntative in SingatxJre is 
et'<"r;.dited to the Indonesian service. There are also 
\lo~~d officers in Jakarta under commercial cover. 
Thi• t5rima·ry reason for the -Indonesian liaison is to 
.:.1m aid in counterterrorist efforts. Tht" Israelis. on the 
11tl1rr hand, are not on)y engaging in antiterrorist 
"•"·rations but also havt" an optxJrhmity to collect 
information and engage in political action in another 
\l1>,le-m power. 

C:. Shin Beth-Counterespionage and Inter
nal Security Service 

I. Functions 

Shin Beth has the responsibility in Israel for 
,,mnterespionage and internal security and the service 
I\ hasicalh: internally oriented. Shin Beth is primarily 
rn1>onsible for collecting information on foreign 
mh·lligence organizations, both hostile and friendly, 
.. ml lhcir activities~ protecting the security of Israeli 
11ll 1d.1ls and installations abroad; and investigating all 
l1 1rn1 .. of subversion directed by eithrr internal or 
t'\lrmal forces, including sabotage and terrorism in 
1-r.ll"I and abroad. Shin Beth evaluates all information 
1l1·\1·lo1wd, collates it with other material routinely 
•11cl o\·t·rtly available from both Israeli and foreign 
'- 1tnl"t'S, and submits evaluated reports to the appropri
•h· izovernment agencies for action. Shin Beth operates 
'" t'l'>mbat two main adversaries; the Arabs and the 
"'' u·I and Eastern European intelligence and security 
"'" it·t•s. 
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Shin lleth at one_time engaged in positive intolli
gt"nce o[lt"rations and immigration affairs in the 
Balkan countries, particularly in Romania, Hulltlilria, 
Yugoslavia, and in Hungary, but no longt"r dOt"s. Shin 
Beth is the government's authority on personnt"I and 
physical security matters. is responsibl• for th• 
personal =urity of the President, th• Prim• Mini<lrr, 
and the Minister of D•fonse. 

Shin Beth does not have the power o. ·" cest, which 
is the right only of the Special Tasks Division of the 
Investigations Department of the Israeli Police, a 
national force with headQuarters in Jerusalem. When 
an arrest is desired, Shin Beth subrnits a drtailed 
report on the case p)us a request for an arrest warrant 
to the Ministry of Justice. The Leaal Oepartmrnt 
transmits the reciuest to the Special Tasks Division, 
which issues the warrant and makes the arrest. When 
more expeditious handling is 1iustified, Shin Beth 
directly notifies the Special Tasks Division, which is 
empowered to take the suspect Into temporary custody 
pending receipt of the warrant. On occasion a Shin 
Beth officer will sit in court with the prosecution staff 
as a special consultant. 

2. Organization 

Shin Beth is orpniU!d into eight operational and 
functional departments: (I) Arab Affairs; (2) Non
Arab Affairs; (3) Protective Security; (4) Operational 
Support; (5) Technology; (6) Interrogation and Leaal 
Counsel; (7) Coordination and Planning; and (8) 
Administration. Reliional departments in the field are 
located in the Gaza/Sinai area with headQuarters In 
AsliQelon; the Northern area with headQuarters in 
Haifa; and the West Bank area with headQuarters in 
Jerusalem. A unit within Shin Beth national headQuar
ters in Tel Aviv serves as the fourth regional 
department. These regional departments are broken 
down into subdivisions identical to but smaller than 
those of the parent orpnization (Figure 6). 

The Arah Affairs Department is responsible for 
counterespionage, antiterrorist operations, control of 
political subversion, research and the maintenance of a 
counterintelligence index on Arabs. The components 
handling these activities are organized into offensive 
and defensive sections. This department operates 
through field offices controlled by regional officers. 
These officers report to the regional commanders but 
rely on the Arab Affairs Department for guidance and 
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,uJ>port. which includes aid in L·onnlert>sPionage, 
,-ountersabotage and surveillance as well as rest"arch 
,nd records support. The overall headquarters func
tion is that of determining doctrine, systematizing 
•·ork and supervising. 

The Non-Arab Department handles counterintelli
..,nce operations dealing with all other countries, 
rountersubversion (one component dealing with Com
munist subversion, the other with non-Communist 
New Left subversion), foreign liaison and research. 
t~h unit dealing with these activities has offensive 
ond defensive sections. The Non-Arab Department 
investigates and counten espionage activity by foreign 
powers, both hostile and friendly, by all known 
methods, including the penetration of their intelll-
1ence services and diplomatic installations in Israel. 
( )perations against foreign mi.Wons within Israel were 
formerly conducted by Military lntelligenre, but with 
1he evolution towards greater centralization and 
professional specialization sinre the reorganization of 
11151, this function has been the resl>ODsibility of Shin 
Reth. 

The Non-Arab Allain Department engages in the 
""netration of extremist political parties such as MAKI 
11he Communist Party of Israel); RAKAH (the New 
< :Ommunist List), a largely Arab-supported splinter 
1roup; SlAH (the New Israel Left); and anti-Zionist 
ind extreme rightist organizations: The Department 
1loo investigates counterfeiting, bl~ckmarketing, the 
omu1111ling of money and goods in and out of the 
•'OUntry, and violations of the economic control laws. It 
lo responsible for lapping telephone lines and inter
repting domestic and diplomatic telephone convena
llons. 

The Non-Arab Allain Department is responsible for 
foreign liaison and handles all correspondenre by Shin 
l~th with other foreign intelligence and security 
W"rvices. The interrogation of immigrants from the 
I ISSR and Eastern European nations is also undertaken 
1., this department. 

The Protective Security Department is responsible 
for the protection of Israeli Government buildings and 
•mbassies, El Al and Zim installations and craft, 
.~fense industries and scientific establishments, and 
"'•ding personalities. .This department is also charged 
•llh the security of all important industrial plants, 
•pecially those of actual or potential military value, 
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and is engalll!d in the prevention of leakage ol 
industrial secrets such u patents, processes, statisliC$, 
etc. It also carries on liaison with security olficen 
throughout the Israeli Government. Although guards 
and security offiren are paid by the institutions to 
which they are amped, their recruitment, trainins. 
and control is a Shin Beth responsibility. The 
Protective Security Department controls the security 
of internal communications and the secrecy of 
information, A small unit within the department, for 
example, handles all matters concerning espionage 
with the Offire ol MaU and Telegraph Censorship. 

The Protective Security Department directs Shin 
Beth security activities overseas includin1 the protec
tion of Israeli personnel, diplomatic and transport 
offices, facilities and equipment. Althoush Mcmad bu 
respomibillty for unilateral operations and liaison OD 

intellisence matter& and Mllltary,Intellisence controls 
the attache llYllem and military liaison, Shin Beth 
handles protective security and liaison with local 
security RrVires abroacl to saf_...j Israeli personnel 
and property. For lmtance, there Is a resional 
Protective Security offlre in Paris which is concernecl 
primarily 1th El Al and Zim security. 

J!"" J;~j 
The Operational Support Department is responsible 

for assisting the operational departmenb with surveil
lance, observation, airport leCW'lty, censorship, listen-. 
ing devices, special tub and countenudio IUllllOfl 
This department has tactical eomponents, which aid in 
counterintelligenre operations, VIP protection and 
telephone taps. The De!>artment provides support In 
running a highly developed inlereellt operatlcm from a' 
switchboard installed in Sbin Beth off• This enableo 
the servlre to avoid having to make ta111 either acrt9 
pain in a local bm or even In the telephone rentralo 
under the Jurisdiction ol the Ministry ol Commimica· 
lions Telephone Services; and also avoids any pmible 
compromise by leftist employees of the Telei>la. 
Services. 

The TechnolOSY Department lends IUPPOrt to the 
operating departmenb in electronica, mechanics, and 
chemistry. It l>IVvldes-tecbnlcal IUPPOrt to operatlom 
in the following areas: audio and visual IW'Velllanoe, 
communications, !>hot__., IU)1'eptitioul entry, 
telephone ta111, mail cemonhip, leCW'lty devtceo, etc. 

The lnterrosatlon and Lesal COunseI Department 
handles all counterinteUtcenc:e and security interrola· 
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lions for Shin Beth operating departments not handed 
over to the Special Tasks Division of the police. This 
department makes selective use of the polygraph. It 
also check. the reliability of Mossad sources, fabrica
tors, and suspect double agents. Personnel in this 
component travel to the field as required to give 
polygraph tests and conduct interrogations. The 
department also assists in preparing cases for trial and 
provides other legal assistance to operating depart
ments as needed. 

The Coordination and Planning Department has 
responsibility for coordination of counterintelligence 
and security methodology, training, security recruit
ment and the central registry. This department 
maintains the Shin Beth card files, with the exception 
of those on Arabs. In addition to ordinary carding 
procedures, there is an entry on every individual in 
the country who ha,, a police record. This enables all 
government offices to make a quick check on the 
police record of present or Potential employees 
through Shin Beth. All tracing procedures are chan
neled into this department, from name check. through 
neighborhood investigations. This registry uses a 
military computer. The registry on Arabs is not yet 
computerized because of the difficulty with Arabic 
names. 

The Administration Department performs the usual 
functions of personnel management, finance, supp)y, 
transport, communications, and security. 

A policy body within Shin Beth is called the 
Directorate of the Service. It normally meets once a 
month. Membership consists of department directors 
(including the regional directors), all of whom are of 
equal rank. 

3. Administrative practices 

The Director of Shin Beth is appointed by the Prime 
Minister who may seek advice for the apl)Ointment 
but needs no approval from either the cabinet or the 
Knesset. 

Shin Beth is responsible for the security of all 
civilian intelligence and security personnel. Further
more, it also recruits and selects personnel, according 
to specific requirements based on loyalty to the state, 
education, capability ahd potential, and subject to the 
approval of the individual civilian service. The 
military is somewhat more autonomous in regard to 
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security procedures relating to their personn•I becamr · 
military security components handle most of ''- , 
c&JeS. Shin Beth, however, sets the policies and . 
standards for military security controls. 

Among the 500 officers in Shin Beth are some 100 
individuals who have been selected, screened, and 
trained to serve as security officers throughout th. 
governmental structure. These officers are stationed in 
the Prime M\nister's office, intelligence and security 
components including Mossad, scientific institutes. El 
Al installations, and foreign service posts. 

Most career employees, a few of whom are women, 
have broad educational backgrounds and experience. 
About one-third of Shin Beth officers are assigned 
abroad ~rly in their careers as security officers wht>re 
they come under the operational and administrative 
control of Mossad. Upon return to

1
Israel from foreign 

assignment, Shin Beth officers revert to the internal 
security service. Because senior Mossad and Shin Beth 
officers are given identical training in a combined 
advanced operational school, their modus operandi is 
similar. 

There is a certain amount of personnel exchang 
among the services. Shin Beth may accept an army 
major or colonel on temporary as.signment or recruit ~, 
retiring officer on a permanent basis. All recruits are 
subject to a thorough background security invest iga
tion culminating in a physical examination, polygraph' 
tests, and psychiatric screening. Security checks on 
native born Israelis are relatively easy to do, for the 
young Israeli, whose life is well documented, rart'ly 
enjoys the luxury of privacy. Police files, school 
records, university profes.sors, army records, youth 
movements, political affiliations, voting records, fam-

1 

ily history, political persuasions, and friends Jre 

scrutinized. If the applicant is foreign born, detarled 
immigration records may reveal pertinent informatio 
which can be cross-checked. Loyalty to Israel is t 
principal criterion. If the subject was a Zionist fro 
early youth, he belongs to a special category; if ht> ha 
never belonged to the leftist partie~ MAP AM, M ~K 
and RA KAH, or to Herut, a rightist part1. hi 
employment opportunities are considerably enhariled 
It is almost impossible for a Jew to disguise his pas 
when he is once in the hands of the authorities \)[](' 
there are in Israel many thoroughly reliable Dt'I ~a 
from every country which has or had a Jew· 
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",mrounity, who can be consulted for information on 
p0trntial recruits. 

The Director of Shin Beth is a civil service Gia.., I 
afficer. He has an expense and entertainment 
illowance. There is a rather insignificant differential 
bftween grades which is compensated by fairly 
Impressive perquisites, including living Quarters, trans
portation and travel, especially in the senior ranks. 

4. Methods of operation 

Shin Beth operations within Israel can be broken 
rlown into the four following categories: against 
forrigners i.n general, against Arabs, against Commu
nists, and against Israelis. There appears to be little 
difference in the application of techniques, but a 

0 ,.ater deal in intensity, much of which is directed 
oaainst the Arabs. 

The activities and opinions of diplomats both within 
and outside their diplomatic establishments in Israel 
art of primary interest to Shin Beth. Generally, the 
hraeli Government tends to regard diplomats as being 
1ht"re to ferret information rather than to oromote 
rordial relations. 

The degree of susoicion and intensih of operations 
aiz.ainst diolomats i.s conditioned by the orevailing 
u·lations between countries and their long-term 
1i1plomatic objectives. Shin Beth operations with the 
police and Military Intelligence are well coordinated. 
The Israeli police work very closely with Shin Beth in 
,uarding1 foreign installations such as emba.uies and 
t"{>nsulates, and in surveilling diplomats, foreign 
1ournalists, and tourists of special interest. Police 
11Hicers maintain a 24-hour watch in front of all 
•mbassies, legatlon:s, consu1ates, and ambassadorial 
fr\idences. They record the comings and goings of 
foreign personnt>.1, especially diplomatic officers who 
•Jlp('ar after regular office hours or on weekends 
l hn· also record the license mtm\:x>rs Df vehich">S in 
"'hich the Dfficn'i arrive and depart Diplomatic 
l1l 1·n<;e plates differ in color from civilian plates and 
1 .un: :1 numerical prefix which identifies the country 
ft·pn_·.'><:nted. 

The St--curity of the border area~ and the oceupird 
11-rrorihes is mainly the responsibility of Military~ 

l11tt·lli~ence, the Border Guard and Shin Beth. 
I hrough the use of informants, who may be local 
'r;th!> or Oriental ]f"w~ posing as Arab.c;, Shin Beth has 
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penetrated subversive Arab elements includins Com
munist cells and Arab nationalist IJOUpS. They have 
also picked up local Arab espionap qents on the!~ 
way back to neighboring countries and doubled them 
in coordination with Military lntellisence. Shin Beth is 
continually active in the fight apinsl terrorism. 

Aside from the Arab target, Shin Beth is primarily 
concerned with the subversive elements of the left. 
MAKI and RAKAH owe their alle&iance to the USSR 
but being legal parties, they have had representatives 
in the Knesset. Shin Beth has thoroushlY penetrated 
the cells of the Oimmunist apparatus, following Its 
activities through informants, surveillance, and techni
cal operation~ Shin Beth agents attend many interna
tional Communist front meetinss. 

Since all foreigners, regard!~ of nationa~ty or 
religion, including Jews, are considered Potential 
threats to the State of Israel, Shin,Beth employs a lar11r 
number of informants among local Israelis who are in 
contact with foreigners by reason of their employment 
or activities. In this category are bartenders, hotel 
clerks, telephone operators, secretaries. taxi driven. 
caterers, maids, t>rostitutes, chauffeurs., and waiters. It 
also includes trade unionists, scientists, and othen in 
the educational field. 

There is an Israeli law that authorizes the police and 
the security services to pick up and detain for 
questioping any Israeli citizen who is in contact with a 
foreigners without official permission or obvious 
reason such as employment or business. Since diolo
mats are subject to surveillance, Shin Beth soon 
becomes aware of their contacts with Israeli citizens. 
When a pattern develops, and suspicion is aroused, 
attemots are made to develop further information 
using wire tapping and other technical aids. It is not 
uncommon for representatives of Shin Beth to call on 
the Israeli and attempt to enlist his cooperation. If the 
individual refuses, the Penal Re't'ision Law (Statr" 
Security) is cited to him and he is threatened with dire 
consequences. This usually evokes compliance, The 
lsrou·li security authorities also St"ek evidence of illicit 
love affairs which can be used as leverage to enlist 
cooperation. In one instance, Shin Beth tried to 
(l('netrate thf" US Consulate General in krusalPm 
through a clerical employee who w,1s having an affair 
with a Jerusalem girl. They rigged a fake abortion case 
against ·ihe- employee in an unsuccessful effort to 
recruit him. Before this attempt at blackmail, they had 
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tried to get the Israeli girl to ellcit information from 
her boyfriend. 

Two other important targets in Israel are the US 
Embassy in Tel Aviv and the United Nations Truce 
Supervision Organization (UNTSO) with headquarters 
In Jerusalem. There have been two or three crude 
efforts to recruit Marine guard5 for monetary reward. 
In the cases affecting UNTSO personnel, the oper
ations involved intimidation and blackmail. 

In 1954, a hidden microphone planted by the 
Israelis wu' discovered in the Office of the US 
Ambassador in Tel Aviv. In 1956, telephone taps were 
found connected to two telephones in the residence of 
the US military attache. In 1960, a microphone was 
discovered behind ii,.;, wall plaster In what had been 
the office of the Operations Officer in the Jordan
Israel Mixed Armistice Commission Office. 

Recently, the Director of the Shin Beth, in 
testimony before a judicial committee of the Knesset, 
stated that Shin Beth makes entries and taps tele
phones in Israel with some frequency. Reportedly, the 
only concern of the committee members wu with the 
disposition by Shin Beth of acquired information 
which did not bear on national security. It is noted 
that these activities have no basis in law and are 
conducted on the authority of the Director of Shin 
Beth alone. 

The Israelis have shown themselves to be most adept 
al surveillance and surreptitious entry operations. Men 
and women frequently are .;..,.i together on surveil
lance teams in order to allay suspicion. If a person 
under surveillance stops to use a P11blic telephone, the 
surveillance team reports the situation lo the control 
center which immediately notifies the telephone 
lapping unit and an attempt is made lo intercept the 
call. The conversation or pertinent information is then 
relayed to the learn on street. Shin Beth personnel are 
experts at entering private quarters where they go 
through visiton' luggage and penonal papers. Special 
portable camera equipment is used for this purpose 
and the results are processed in the Shin Beth 
laboratory. Shin Beth technicians have concealed radio 
trammitten in phonograph cases, in the false bottoms 
of coffee cans, and in the bottoms of portable cooking 
stoves which can be used as stoves without removing 
the communication equipment. 
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D. Military Intelligence 

I. Functions 

Military intelligence is charged with the collecti 
production and dissemination of miUtary, geograp 
and economic intelligence, especially on the Ar 
nations, and security in the Defense Forces a 
Administered Territories. This component is 
element of the Israeli Ministry of Defense and a 
of the Defense Forces General Stall. The Director 
Military lntelU11ence (DMT) is a member of Va'ad 
Although Air Force and Navy Intelligence officers a 
subordinate to their respective commanders, they 
members of the DMl's stall and attend his st 
meeti~. 

2. Organization 

Military Intelligence headquarters consist of I 
following departments: (I) Production; (2) the lnte 
gence Corps; (3) Foreign Relations; an<j (4) Fi 
Security and Military Censorship. The DMI 
directs Field Security Units, Territorial Comma' 
Combat Intelligence and Air Force and Navy Inte 
gence through coordination with their respective ar 
commanders (Figure 7). 

The Production Department is responsible 
preparing the national intelligence estimates (vers 
of which appear as the Middle East Review or Su 
for distribution to friendly liaison services). 
department also produces daily finished intellig 
reports and daily bulletins, which contains raw 
partially analYzed information. Estimates are 
prepared by Military lntelligen;,.,, Mossad and 
Research and Planning Center of the Ministry 
Foreign Affairs. The Production Department 
about 40 percent (approximately 2,800) of 
personnel in Military Intelligence. About 600, 
whom 150 are officers and analysts, are involved 
intelligence production. The number of anal 
however, varies, as specialists are coopted by 
department for special studies in technical 
economic matters. This department 
command of a deputy director 
Intelligence. 

The Production Department is divided into 
following units' (I) Geographical (or Regional) 
sion; (2) Functional (or Technical) Division and 
Documentation (or Registry and Records) 
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The Geographical Division evaluates information and 
compiles target studies on the Arab countries. It is 
divided into three area desks: the Western, consisting 
of Egypt, Sudan. and Libya; the Eastern, consisting of 
Iraq, Syria and Lebanon; and the Southern, consisting 
of Jordan and the Arabian Peninsula. Every effort is 
made in this division to create the narrowest type of 
specialist-a man who can devote himself to his 
material for over a period of yean. For example, in 
the middle 1960s the Jordanian Desk Chief had held 
his iob for 15 vears and probably knew more about the 
Jordanian military than most Jordanian Army officers. 

The Functional Division is broken down into 
substantive units which deal with such subjects as Near 
Eastern economics, inter-Arab relations, Palestinian 
affairs and international activities in the Near East. 
The division produces intelligence on technical and 
economic matters, including weaPons and electronics 
and production, and area developments. The unit 
draws heavily on the knowledge of the IDF technical 
services. There is close cooperation between the 
geosiraphical and functional divisions in producing 
accurate and timely intelligence. The existence of a 
desk concerned with international activities in the 
Near East, including Soviet affairs, indicates that the 
functional division deals with the policies of other 
nations as they affect the area. 

The Documentation Division actually employs over 
half of the personnel in the Production Department. 
All reports are sent first to this component, which 
keeps a permanent record copy and numbers, cards, 
indexes and cross-references documents as necessary. 
It then forwards copies to appropriate offices. The 
Documentation Division repQrtedly has now instaBed 
computers to aid in the dissemination and research 
SUPPort process. The registry component of this unit 
services the entire Military Intelligence establishment. 
This Division is the repository for all Military 
Intelligence reports and publications and is responsible 
for the dissemination of finished intelligence and also 
supervises the intelligence operations center, which 
operates 24 hours a day. This center is the terminal for 
all direct access field communications and presumably 
is designed to provide rapid review and dissemination 
of information in a crisis situation. 

The Intelligence Corps is responsible for overt and 
covert collection operations, includinR all signal 
intelligence activities for the Israeli intelligence 
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community, and for operational '-Upport functiom. 
The Corps is subordinate to the D~ll and is under t 
command of the Chief lntellige.,,,.. Officer. This u 
consists of a large headquarters stall which superv· 
subordinate operational field elem~nts. Although it 
no authority over area command assets. the Corps ma' 
levy requirements on these field ~l~ments. The Cor 
supervises the use of technical deo,ices in operati 
All requirements levied on the Corps must 
validated by the Deputy Director ol Milita 
Intelligence. 

The Corps is broken down into the lollowi 
divisions: (I) Collection, responsible for signals inlt'I 
gence, agent operations, overt sources and lo 
distance observation units; (2) General Headquart 
which is in charge of the militar~· intelligence sch 
the Technical Development Institutf', communkati 
and cartography; (3) Training; (4) 0rl'8nization, logisf 
and Personnel; and (5) Research !md Development •. ' 

The Signals Branch of the Collection Divisi 
which includes communications and electronic intel 
gence and landline operations, collects communi 
lions intelligence for the entire intelligence a 
security community. The actual collection operation 
performed by the IDF Signal Corps. The Israeli 
Force also participates and maintains liaison wi 
other service components on electronic warfare. 
Israelis have been very successful ill their COM! 
and ELINT operations against the Arabs. D_u'-'r"Cin~-:t• 
Six-Day. War. in 1967 the Israelis succeeded 
interce·ptf[ig~--b~e~kiflg· and disseminating a tremf' 
d"ous volume of Arab traffic quickly and accurate 
including a high-level conversation between the la 
President Gamal Abd-Nasoer of the UAR and Ki 
Hussein of Jordan. Over the years the Israelis ha 
mounted cross-border ooerations and tapped Ar 
landline communications for extended periods. 
Israelis have also on ~casion boobytrapped t 
landlines. 

The Agents Branch is in charge of a11 ag 
operations run b}'· Military Intelligence. The Branch 
not permitted to run agent operations abroad but it 
sole jurisdiction over agent operations across 
borders uf Israel into neighboring states. The Age 
Branch has executive authority over Shin 
operations which are run ag~inst the intellige 
service of a neighboring Arab State. Egypt and S 
are the prime operational targets. The Interrogaf 



1 1.it of the Agents Branch controls PO\\.' intt'rrugation 
. .irn\ which are especiaJIY trained and prepared to 
•·, 11rnpany any major IDF military operation beyond 
.i,,. l'easefire lines. These teams are 1'.eystones in 
1..1iJ1tc1.ry Intelligence tactical operations. Interrogators 
., ... 1i1. variety of deception techniques in questioning 
1.n.,.oners. Although prisoners are usually treated well, 
.111,.rrogators may give the initial impression that other 
1.r 1\oners have been mistreated or even executed for 
1 .. lurt• to cooperate. Arabic*speaking IDF interroga-

1. 'nrnetimes pose as Arab officers and circulate 
••1111nK prisoners to elicit information. These tech
'"'11ws usually produce a larg~ quantity of information 
1., •Ill captured enemy personnel 

1 lw ()pen Sources Division collects and collah•s all 
..... tnial from overt sources. This component, how~ 
•, n. does not evaluate the information. 

J'he Long Distance Observation Units are primarily 
. .. ,n·t"rned with visual sightings of Arab activity along 
•Lr borders and armistice lines. These units also 
1'''1 ... 1de support to agent cross-border operations and 
b. .uh to signal intelligence units based on observations 

t Arab movements across the borders. 

I tw General Headquarters Division runs the Milt* 
•.ir \ Intelligence School and the Technical Develop
•iwnl Institute and is in charge of communications and 
"l<»<raphy. DMI has the largest technical capability 
I .1 ny of the Israeli intelligence services, 1t has a 

•,111hly competent RD&E component which produces 
•·111Lt)ment needed for military intelligence operations. 
hq .rnse it is the largest. and at one time the only, 
· 11y11wt•ring shop in the lsraeJi intelligence com
""1111ty, it takes on some projects from other ser\!ices. 

1 lw Communications Branch handles all matters 
,,,,.lving wireless communication for agent oper
•' " 1rn Officials in this branch train agent operators, 
1, 1'.\ up signal plans, and maintain radio contact with 
., • 11b in place. From time to time this hranch also 
'," 1d1·s !-upport for Mossad and Sliin lkth 

1 lw Carto~raphic Branf'h has responsiln!ity for maµ 

1l1wt11m and worb in do~· cuo{lc.:r:.H1ou \\.Ith lh<· 
'11, !1,r of tlw Survt'}' Dep.11t111t·11t iH tlit' ~1ini.,lry uf 

.I .. '' Tlwrt' are Jpproximatt-h :)(JO fJ('I:-.unnd :h

'•' ,\ lo the M.i1i SIH\.l'}· OHh't• l~une) iJ~ h;.1cl! 
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The Training Division is responsible for the 
intelligence doctrine taught in the Military lntelli· 
gence School and in troop units. It has evidend~ 
absorbed the training responsibilities of Field Security 
and Combat Intelligence units. The Military lntelli· 
gence School curriculum includes combat intelligence, 
strategic intelligence and ""special studies." The school 
may provide some training for personnel of other 
Israeli intelligence and security services. 

The Organization, Logistics and Personnel Division 
is responsible for administrative tasks. The head of this 
division functions as the DMI's designee on all 
logistical and personnel matters. The division consists 
of three components: Logistics, Personnel and 
Finance. 

The Research and Development Division is primar
ily concerned with computer operations and program* 
ming in support of Military InteVigence production, 
operations and requirements . 

The Foreign Relations Department is responsible for 
liaison between the IDF and foreign military organiza· 
tions and for Israeli Defense Attache affairs. This 
department is reportedly divided into two companies 
the Foreign Intelligence Liaison Division and the 
Attaches' Division. The Foreign Intelligence Liaison 
Division conducts liaison with representatives of 
foreign intelligence services which have agreements 
with Military Intelligence. This division also has 
control over visits by officers and training of troops 
from foreign countries in Israel Foreign lnteltigence 
Liaison is also the official point of contact for all 
foreign defense attaches in Israel. Activities such as 
visits to installations, exchanges of routine information, 
briefing sessions, etc. must first be cleared with Field 
Security and submitted to the DMI for a policy 
decision, if necessary. Attaches accredited or otherwise 
working in Israel on intelligence matters can expect to 
rect·ivt:" select information concerning other Near East 
a111I foreign nations within Derimeters set by the DMI; 
thu~ an attache seeking information on specific 
questi ,r1s of Israeli capabilities and materials would 
n·ct>ive the data through this division. It is considrrerl 
J: ""in1..1tinn" of ll>F "unwritten" t>Oliq' for fort:htn 
rniliL..tr) ~lt-'r:>.ennd in f-., ,,. ! I(' cnllt"'ct this ty1~· uf 

11iforo1ation in any otht·r """J' ~n tlw (..last, Milit:l:y 
hlh,\hi.',1'llt t' ha~ pro'> -.d .. J lll.c~rh 11.,.;nn ~~\(11i :11: 

1t·'~ c1l , 'Iii· unt, 1,: ~'il1& : .. 'l to otl.er ~,~:fl.", [ .. " 

f1.tl1·;;:'. l., tl.i· ~0\l~:~ l~i-~ 'l v._.:, ,·,;)('C.1J::.' 1.,, 
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the wake of the Arab-Israeli War in 1967, when the 
Israelis captured vast quantities of Soviet material 
from the Arabs. It is believed that Foreign Intelligence 
Liaison may be divided into at least two components: 
General Intelligence and Technical Intelligence. 

Within or attached to the Foreign Intelligence 
Liaison Division is a Secret Liaison unit which handles 
all operations outside the normal charter of activities 
previowly described. This unit may be involved either 
directly or indirectly in bilateral intelligence oper
ations conducted by Military Intelligence with other 
services. Thw when a special relationship between a 
foreign military establishment and the IDF is ar
ranged, this unit supplies the officers and controls the 
activities. This unit was involved in the excellent 
liaison relationship which at one time existed with 
France. Further, if Mossad decides that an Israeli 
military officer is in the best position to carry out a 
specific foreign operation, this unit will handle the 
matter. Operations controlled from this office in all 
cases are coordinated with Mossad. 

The Foreign Relations Department directs the 
activities of Israeli Mini5try of Defense Missions and 
Defense Attaches abroad through the Attaches' Divi
sion. Ministry of Defense Mis.~ions and Israeli Defense 
Attaches are located in Washington, New York City, 
London, Paris, Bonn, Rome, The Hague, Ankara, 
Tehran, Bangkok, Buenos Aires, Toho. Brasilia and 
Caracas. Several of these attachts arc also accredited 
to adjacent countries. The true role of most defense 
missions and attache posts is to sell Israeli defense 
industry products and purchase defense equipment for 
the IDF. There are few posts which are actually 
attache offices in the traditional sense, the principal 
ones being in Washington, London, and Paris. Israeli 
defense attaches abroad advise their respective ambas
sadors, report on host country military matters, keep 
abreast of all research and development in the host 
country and in general, rt"present the lDF ahrnad 
Attaches also do operational support work for Mo~d. 
Israeli military missions have been sent to some 
countries for training and support purl)OSes, but those 
missions have not been officially accredited to the 
country concerned. 

The Field Security and MilltatyCensorship Depart
ment is responsible for counterintelligence within the 
lDF, and conducts physical and personnel security 
in\" · h1·ld ~ccurity is also respons1hle for 
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security clearances of all personnel assigned 
Military Intelligence. This Department conducts d 
liaison with Shin Beth, which is responsible for I 
reserve personnel on inactive statw and has fi,, 
responsibility in counterintelligence and security c 
In the middle 1960s the Security Department incl 
a Personnel Security Division to as.sign person 
supervise and coordinate clearances and cond 
surveillance. A Counterintelligence Division had 
responsibility of ensuring security regarding commu 
cations. documents and installations. An Educat' 
and Training Division was responsible for tr 
security indoctrination. A computerized docum 
checking office was set up in the early 1960s to cont 
distribution and disposal of all Top Secret docum 
originating within the IDF. The Field Secur 
Department coordinates and monitors the activities 
Field Security units attached to the IDF territor' 
commands to maintain order. E.f.ch territorial 
mander is responsible for security in his area and 
Field Security units to preserve law and order. Israel 
divided into Northern, Central and Southern co 
mands plus the Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and H 
districts. Both Tel Aviv District and the Cent 
Command, also located there, are separate from I 
General Headquarters which is located in Tel Avi 
The Gaza Strip, although not contiguous to the Cent 
Command, has been placed under that Comma 
because pacification and antiterrorist operations in t 
past few years ha \le succeeded in bringing relati 
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stability to the area. Sinai is under the South 
Command, which has two Field Security units. In I 
mid-1960s the Northern Command has three Fi 
Security units. 

Field Security officers serve in the territor 
commands where they direct the activities of t 
various Field Security units and serve as points 
contact for the Commands Security Departments a 
the territorial commanders. Field Security units 
responsible for implementing and supervising secur 
directives, includin~ instructions, guidance and ins 
lions. In the Administered Territories, Field Secur 
Units cooperate with Shin Heth and the Border Gu 
to preserve security, comhat terrorism and 
counterintelligence operations. At brigade level in 
three area commands, Field Security has milit 
intelligence majors serving as security officers (a 
known as such) under the command of the Operati 
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'wdion (G-3). Security officers at battalion and 
, nmpany level are "coopted" from the infantry but 
Jr(' known as security officers only to unit command-
1·1~ on the battalion level At the company level, 
~·curity personnel are sergeants. 

The Military Censorship Office within the Field 
~·curity and Military Censorship Department is 
r1·'.'.lponsible for all censorship. In addition this compo
rll'nl, by law, has extremely wide powers in dealing 
,~1th the Israeli press and other mas.s media. In 
111 ad ice, the IDF has found it advisable to operate on 
.1 ~rntleman's agreement basis and depend largely on 
t lit• gcxxl intentions of editors and the like to refrain 
trorn publishing stories about Israeli military secrets. 
I l11s office operates on behalf of the entire IDF 
I >1rectors of MiJitary Intelligence in the past have 
11·ferred to Military Censorship a!i part of the "ballast" 
11.at they would prefer to see in the Chief of Stall's 
.. wn office. The Chief of the Censorship Office is a 
member of the "Committee of Three" which acts as a 
Hoard of Appeal and final arbiter in a11 matters 
1 i·lating to censorship. The two other members are a 
11·pwsentative of the press and a representativf' of the 
1•uhlic at large. The last named must be agrt"f'd upon 
I'" both other parties. In effect all information is 
loroken down into three categories: (1). items that are 
11j·rmitted without question, (2) items that are not 
pnmitted under any circumstances, and (3) items that 
11111st be cleared before publication. Blank spaces are 
!0111nd only infrequently in the press owing to a 
r r·i.i:ulation which forbids this practice; for example, an 
rntire page must be reset if a single item must be 
"ilhdrawn from publication. All IDF publications and 
pw~s releases must be coordinated with and approved 
!1~ the Censorship Office. All information media, 
foreign and domestic, must submit any item having a 
\ITllfity or significant political implication to the 
1 1·11!'>orship Office prior to its release. Most pn-ss 
',1 ~anizations have a teletype link with the IDF to 
''twdite this process; othPrs must handcarry their 
it1·1m to the office. In the mid-1960s, this office was 
·.1.,lled largely by female soldiers. 

J"he Censorship Office is in charge of monitoring 
.. 111~oing communications from Israel to ensure that no 
11dormahon of military value is transmitted. If the 
11111nitor hears a discussion involving matters of 
111d1tary importance, he will cut off the conversation. 
! hi one occasion a monitor reportedly listened in on a 
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private conversation and reported g)eef ully to his 
colleagues in the room what he heard. The monitor 
was fired on the spot. Monitoring activity concentrat~ 
largely on international telephone calls from foreign 
media personnel in Israel to their home offices abroad. 

The Public Relations Office of Military Censorship 
has responsibility for all IDF press releases and all 
official contacts with the public. The Office handles 
relations with the press and the public in (..'OCrdination 
with the Ct·nsorship Office. The Office also hosts 
foreign defense attaches in Israel in conjunction with 
the Foreign Intelligence Liaison Division. As in the 
case of the Censorship Office, Directors of Military 
Intelligence would prder to see the Public Relations 
Office directly under the command of the Chief of 
Stall. 

The intelligence process within Military Intelligence 
operates largely by means of three ~egularly scheduled 
meetings of the key intelligence officers. First, there is 
a meeting twice a week or every three days at which 
the Director of the Production Department holds a 
briefing for the DMI and other top officers. Depend
ing on the nature of the intelJigence discussed., other 
production officers may also be present. On the basis 
of this meeting, the DMI issues instructions for action 
or levies requirements for information to the assem
bled stall officers. One hall day alter each of these 
biweekly meetings, the directors of Production and the 
Intelligence Corps meet to work out detailed planning 
and tactics on what each •hould do to follow up the 
DMI's broad directives. Immediately alter this, the 
Director of the Intelligence Corps gathers together his 
own division chiefs and gives them guidelines for 
carrying out their immediate responsibilities The 
liaison officer assigned to Mossad sits in on this 
meeting. 

The DMI is always given finished intelligence 
Individual itf'mS are summarized in not more than 
half a page and broken down into three paragraphs: 
(1) the facts. (2) comments; and (3) evaluation. These 
are put together ~n a "reading board" for selected top 
Israeli Government offidals with appropriate mar
ginal comments from the DMI. There are in addition 
daily, weekly, and monthly intel1igence summaries 
which are designed to provide a continuing insight 
into the development of events or trends of interest to 
the government. These sL&m ·1aries, togetfier with spot 
reports on separate items, fL 11 much of the DMI's 
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resl)Onsibilities as the Prime Minister's staff officer for 
intelligence. The Production Department may also 
generate special research or .. think" pieces. Special 
rel)Orts are also written in resPonse to requirements 
levied by Israeli agencies other than military 
intelligence. 

One of the DMJ's most imPortant functions is to 
present the annual intelligence estimate during the 
latter part of December. While a precis is drawn up 
beforehand, the presentation is oral and is attended by 
senior government officials headed by the Prime 
Minister. The DMI uses the weekly summaries to a 
great extent in preparing his material At the end of 
his formal remarks, the DMI opens the floor to 
questions. The minutes of the meeting are then put 
into finished form and circulated to key government 
officers on a need-to-know basis. 

The DMI's major aid in doing his job is a progress 
rel)Ort drawn up every three months by each of his 
department directors. He also reads raw intelligence 
rel)Orts from time to time for the purpose of getting 
the. actual flavor of information presented to him in 
the special item rePorts or to evaluate the usefulness or 
nature of agent operations. 

Although the DMI has an elaborate computer 
capability to assist in collating information, there is a 
need for more effective automatic data-processing 
equipment for the storage and retrieval of 
information. 

The DMI assigns intelligence officers to the three 
Area Commands, where they are attached to the 
various intelligence stalls down to brigade level. 
Territorial commanders direct the collection of intelli
gence in their geographical areas and for some 
distance across the border. The Northern Command is 
resPQnsible for operations against Lebanon and Syria 
while the Central Command controls operations 
against Jordan, Egypt and i>erhaps Saudi Arabia. 
Information is collected through bord~r observation, 
reconnaissance patrols al!d crOss-border operations. 

Air Force and Navy Intelligence are small, highly 
specialized units concentrating on items of immediate 
concern to only the Air Force and Navy commands. 
The Directors of Air Force and Navy Intelligence 
attend the stall meetings of the DMI. Officers from 
each of these services are detailed to attend the regular 
meetings of the Research D(•partment in ordf'T to 
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coordinate reporting responsibility. Officers from both{, 
services are also permanently assigned to the C.ollec- 1,, 

lion Department to coordinate requirements which"'·, 
are of particular concern to them. ' 

a. AIR FORCE INTELLIGENCE-Israeli Air Force' 
Intelligence is a relatively small but efficient organi1.a- ' 
tion. Its main functions are to conduct inteJligenct1' 
operations necessary to support air activities and to 
coordinate with the DMI regarding its collection 
efforts. Air Force intelligence is concerned almost 
e•clusively with Arab air order of battle and the ,' 
collection of Arab aerial target data. This information 
is largely collected by aerial reconnaissance and · 
SIGINT, with supplementary information provided by 
agent reports and pri~oner interrogations in hot war 
situations. The IDF relies heavily on photoreconnais- : 
sance for order of battle information. The Air Force ~ 
has two photointerpretation facilities, but probably 
does not have more than 20 ima1ery interpreters. In" 
1970, all Air Force Intelligence facilities were 
permanent, although the Israelis planned to acquire 
several mobile facilities. While Air Force Intelligence 
does not produce estimates, it does prepare intelli
gence studies on air order of battle, threats and 
capabilities. The Air Force administers its own 
attaches abroad. 

Air Fo1ce procedu1es for handling imagery intelli
gence are highly centralized yet flexible. Israeli 
photoreronnaissance capabilities, however, are limit- , 
ed. Photographic coverage is not Possible below 7,000 
feet, and camera systems are not capable of revealing, 
for example, whether SAM (surface to air missile) sites 
are occupied. Additionally, Air Force photolaboratory 
quality control is almost nonexistent. Air Force 
Intelligence, despite its high standards, did not have 
enough imagery interpreters at the time of the Yorn, 
Kippur War and the overall skill level of those few was 
rather low. 

b. NAVAL INTELLIGENCE-Naval Intelligence is a, 
small, centralized .service of approximately 110 people 
operating in supPQrt of Navy units. Most of the 
personnel are located in the Navy headquarters ' 
building in Tel Aviv. The service deals mostly with· 
naval order of battle, foreign capabilities and seaborne' 
threats. Naval Intelligence operates as a semiautone>
mous unit of Military Intelligence and is not obliged to 
provide personnel at the national intelligence level.· 
Naval Intelligence personnel are not subordinate to the 
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J>MI except to give consultative assistance in naval 
n1atters. In the table of organization, the Director of 
Naval Intelligence falls under the Officer Command
ing the Navy for operational and reporting matters 
and supports the top navy commands. The service is 
patterned alter the Military Intelligence structure but 
a\ geared to the requirements and scope of navy 
functions and missions. The organization has a deputy 
director and Collection, Targeting, Production (Re
w·arch) and Security Departments. It assigns officers to 
1 he naval bases at Haifa, Ashdod, Elat, Sharm el 
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Shaykh and a commando unit based in southern Sinai. 
There is also a Protocol Department, which deals with 
foreign naval attaches in Israel, and a small organizal 
lion and administration department (Figure 8). 

The Collection Department, with about 17 person
nel, is one of the smaller components in the Naval 
Intelligence structure. It has few integral operational 
resources and support for most of its collection efforts 
must come from or be coordinated through the DMI. 
Exceptions t~ this arranR:ement are Collection Depart-
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ment control of Israeli naval attache activities abroad, 
small boat coastal operations. COMINT, ELINT and 
aerial reconnaissance in cooperation with Air Force 
Intelligence, and a merchant marine program The 
post-World War II Israeli endeavor in clandestine 
arms procurement and illegal immigration developed 
important commercial and shipping contacts, some of 
which may still be handled by or at least coordinated 
with Naval Intelligence. 

The Targeting Department, with about 20 person
nel, is divided into two divisions: Syria/Lebanon and 
Egypt/North Africa. These divisions are responsible 
for: (I) preparing coastal studies for naval gunfire 
missions; (2) preparing beach studies for amphibious 
assaults; (3) preparing special target studies to support 
commando operations; and (4) preparing and main
taining target folder on Lebanese, Syrian and Egyp
tian ports. The Department has access to all sources of 
information available to the DML In addition to 
levying requirements for collection on the Military 
Intelligence Co.!ection Department, the Director of 
fllaval Intelligence is on regular distribution for 
;~formation obtained by the DMI related to naval 
affairs. 

The Production Department, with a stall of about 
40, is the largest component of Naval Intelligence. 
This unit is divided into two divisions: (I) Arab Navies; 
and (2) the Soviet Navy. The Production Department 
handles research, analysis, production and dis.semina~ 
tion of information on all mobile forces associated with 
Arab Navies and the Soviet Navy in the Mediterra
nean. This component is the primary user of all source 
material which flows into N3val headquarters, espe
cially SIGINT information. The work of this depart
ment is mainly in support of uni~s operating out of the 
four naval bases and the commando unit in southern 
Sinai. Production is limited largely to studies on 
enemy order of battle and special weapons. Those 
studies and others, including target folders, identifica
tion manuals and enemy tactics outlines, are dissemi
nated to operational commanders .and crews through 
the base intelligence officers. The base intelligence 
officer diMeminates such information by briefing 
crews or updating a ship's intelligence library through 
additions, updates and changes. 

The Security Department, which has a stall of 
about 12, performs a limited counterintelligence 
function within Navy headquarters at all naval bases. 
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Security Department personnel are navy officers and 
enlisted men who have been specially trained by tho 
Field Security Department of Military lntelligenct' 
They perform basic countersubversion and counter
sabotage tasks at headquarters and at subordinate 
bases. They do not, however, carry out base security or 
personnel investigations, which are done by Military 
Intelligence Field Security units. 

The Organization and Administration Department 
with about sh personnel assigned, provides secretarial 
support for the Director of Naval Intelligence. The><> 
personnel handle routine administrative duties. 

Naval Intelligence, although small, is a well-trained 
and evidently highly efficient service. Recruiting of 
personnel into Naval Intelligence is done by means of 
a very efficient, informal system which identifies 
individuals and matches them to the needs of the 
Director of Naval IQtelligence.

1 
(This system is 

apparently in force throughout Israeli military intelli
gence organizations.) Naval Intelligence officer per
sonnel are recruited through several different chan
nels- Most younger junior officers enter directly from 
the universities while others transfer within the Nav'J. 
from naval operations units to the intel1igence serviee 
A third source is enlisted personnel who have 
displayed the necessary qualities and have indicatf'd 
an interest in following a career in naval intel1igence. 
Once identified, such people are sent to a university at 
Navy expense. Upon completion of their training they 
are commissioned and pursue careers in Naval 
Intelligence. Israeli Navy enlisted personnel, both 
male and female, are mostly volunteers who have bef'n 
screened bv the Director of Naval Intelligence. The 
Naval Intelligence women serve 20 months, while the 
men serve 36 months. 

There are no special naval intelligence schools in 
Israel, and naval intelligence officers and key enlisted 
personnel are trained at the Military lnteJligence 
School. In general women receive only on-the-job 
training; however, if a woman shows an interest in a 
naval intelligence career, she will be enrolled in the 
enlisted course of the Military Intelligence School. 
Na val Intelligence enlisted men attend an abbreviated 
course, enrollment in an expanded course depending 
on motivation and intended utilization. There appears 
to be very little problem with the retention of naval 
intelligence personnel. The primary constraint on the 
Director of Naval Intelligence is the total number 
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iollicer and enlisled) of slots assigned. The c•nlralized 

1rstem combined with primary area of intelligence 
interest lends itself verY well to the N~al lntelligenct' 
pf'rsonnel structure. The close knit intJligence support 

1ystem also works well considering the lack of integral 
rollection assets. 

Intelligence, prior to and during the Yorn Kippur 
\\'ar, was received in the Operations Center at Naval 
twadquarters. During the war, the Director of Naval 
Intelligence worked very closely with the Officer 
Commanding the Navy in the Center during ongoing 
npt>rations. Information from SIGINT and other 
1i1:mrces was received in the Center as raw data. 
Correlation of aH information was then done on the 
HXJt by the Chief of Naval Intelligence and passed on 
to th• Officer Commanding the Navy. The informa
tion was disc;eminated in the form of orders or reports 
to operational commanders and units. Processing and 
dissemination of naval intelligence was accomplished 
in a highly professional manner with no major 
deficiencies or Arab naval surprises in the Yorn 
t.;. 1ppur \\'ar. Naval lntelligf"nce also revealed a 
lniih-m flexibility when the >ervice shifted Quickly 
to a hot war situation and handled support for 

1 ctive naval opc>ratiom including shore bombardment 
missions. One major area where Naval Intelligence 
has problems is the limited number of personnel. In 
case of continuous opnations, similar to the Yorn 
Kipptu War, quality naval i1tlelli12:Pnce work would 
11rob.ably d(~generatt• after a month ,of steady 
n1)f"rations. 

3. Administrali\'t' prv;. · , ... of the Directorate of 
Military lntelli!',cn1. i· 

There are apprm.;1. e1 11 officers plus a larger 
number of NCU5, ,..,, " 1~·rsonnel and civilian 
de-ric-al Pf'UOnneJ ip ' i)\'11 rhe seTvice has priority 
in the selPCtion of ' , fiec~ military personnel for 
intelligence assignrr.1·ri; \l· ,Luy Intelligence prefers 
lo bring individuals 111t,. 1ntdl1gence work while they 
are young and move thPm llIJwards as they acquire 
r-.perience and C'an a.so;umt' greater responsibility. 
Recruiters $eek. promising young people who are 
11udying foreign langua~PS or other !aJbjects of interest 
lo the service in secondary school. Prior to graduation, 
Military Intelligence officers contact selected Young 
lludents-males and females--and offer them posi
llons as interpreters during the two years of compul· 
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sory military service which follows at the completion 
of secondary education. Those who accept are a"'igned 
to Military Intelligenct' when they join the IDP. 
Promising young army personnel are then sent to the 
Military Intelligence School, following which they 
may be commissioned and assigned as assistants to 
intelligence officers in the field. When they attain the 
rank of captain, having served as intelligence officers, 
some are assigned to an area command headQuarters 
or to the DirfCtorate of Military Intelligence to expand 
their experience and qualify them for more re~ponsi· 
bility and eventual promotion to higher rank Thus, 
lnany of the officers now serving with Military 
I'ntelligence entered as young men and moved up 
through the ranks. 

Most Military Intelligence ""rsonnel are regulars, 
not reservists because the IDF requires career 
intelligence officers. All personnel, including con
scripts, join Military Intelligence1voluntarilY. Female 
enli!'ted members, who often serve as translators, 
usually serve only 20 months whereas male enlisted 
personnel serve 36 months. 

Military Intelligence training is professional and 
extensive. Officers and analysts are well-trained and 
competent in their fields. The Military Intelligence 
School is located north of Tel Aviv on the road to Sde 
Dov airport. This school tr~ins b'Jth ollicen and 
noncommi§Sioned officers. Approximately 150 instruc
tors and 90 support personnel train between 2,000 and 
3,000 students annually. The school's usual course runs 
from September through F~bruary. This arrangement 
has been made to take advantage of new groups of 
high school graduates. This center is a relatively new 
facility which was established in the late 1960s. It was 
formerly part of the IDF Infantry School. 

The commander of the Military Intelligence School 
is responsible to the DMI for intelligence instruction 
and lo the Intelligence Corps for training in general. 
Course content is the responsibility of the DML The 
training staff supervises training aids and instruction 
methods. A Combat Intelligence Branch provides 
instruction for operational personnel and a General 
Subjects Branch trains specialists. The General Subiectl 
Branch, for example, teaches courses in field security, 
censorship, military drafting, photo interpretation, 
research for order of battle analysis. collection, and 
aerial observation. Other srecial courses are taught as 
nceded. Field Security counterintelligence personnel, 
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Air Force and Navy students also take courses at the 
Military Intelligence School and Military Intelligence 
instructors are responsible to the DMI for intelligence 
training at the schools of other IDF branches. They are 
charged by the DMI for Quality of intelligence 
teaching. These instruclon wually have wartime 
assignments with tactical units. Military Intelligence 
personnel stall intelligence positions down through 
bripde level; line ollicen with intelligence training at 
the Infantry School stall the lower echelons. 

Field Security personnel are selected on the basis of 
strict criteria reprding personal security and loyalty 
to Zionism and the Israeli State. They are trained by 
Shin Beth. 

In general, Military Intelligence, although it has a 
good training program and tries to offer career 
inducements, has difficulty in retaining competent 
personnel because of low wages and slim opportunities 
for advancement. 

4. Methods of operation 

Military Intelligence is responsible for cross-border 
operations into the neighboring Arab states. Its 
operations rely heavily on the exploitation of: Arabs 
within Israeli and the Administered Territories; Arab 
students, who though residents of Israel, attend 
universities in the Arab nations; Arab travelers and 
visiton; Arabs in Israeli prisoru; and Arab military 
deserten, defectors, Bedouins and smul!lllers. 

Military Intelligence collection reQuirements rover 
political and economic subjects as well as military 
information and wes the information aCQuired both 
for policymaking purposes and as basic intelligence. 
Military Intelligence is also active in collecting 
information from sources outside Israeli terrorist and 
subversive organizations arid activities. Although 
SIGINT sources acc:auire some infonnation on these 
subjects, Military Intelligence officers believe that only 
agent sources can really obtain the data needed on 
various terrorist groups' IXJlicies and Plans, methods of 
operation. equipment, training and relations with 
other groups. Primary Israeli interest in terrorism is to 
obtain early warning of impending operations. 

In each regional area of Israel, local citizens, in some 
cases Arabs, who are Israeli agents, act as SIXJtters for 
Military Intelligence. Most of these spotters have long 
worked for Military Intelligence, which alerts them to 
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the type of souroes desired. Once a spotter has 
reported a potential source, he steps aside and leavei 
the rest to Military lntelliaence ollicen. Milita,.. 
Intelligence contacts the potential source, assesses him 
and, if appropriate, attempts to recruit him as an 
agent. This is described as the .. direct method'" of 
recruiting agents for Military Intelligence. The .. ind;. 
reel method" refers lo recruiting sources by or throu•h 
agents outside Israel. Both Field Security and th. 
police investiple the backsrounds of potential agenu 
for Military intelligence. 

The motives of the spotten and local support peoplr 
are either monetary or a desire for services in the form 
of aid in reuniting families or re1>resentation on behalf 
of the spotter in some problem with the Israeli 
Government. The basic agent motivation is generally 
economic gain in the form of salaries, loans (which art 
seldom repaid), and gifts. Another common incenlivt 
is a wish to move to Israel and r~.ioin relatives who 
reside there. In some cases the agent may be 1 

Palestinian refugee, who believes that he still has 1 

claim to property in Israel and wants either recom
pense or a guarantee of the eventual return of his 
property. Other agents are members of Arab minority 
grouP5 or opponents of Arab regimes. 

Military Intelligence ollioers do have problems in 
handling Arab agents, who tend to exal!llerate and 
often fail to report accurate details. Therefore, thr 
Military Intelligence officers encourage their Arab 
agents to provide photographs, maps, and other 
corroborating documents. Military Intelligence ollil'f'n 
also cross~check reIXJrts often by wing other agents m 
the same region. Despite Israeli warnings durin11. 
training, Arab agents tend lo tell other members of 
their family about their association with Military 
Intelligence. Occasionally an Arab agent may recruit 
all the members of his immediate family as subagenh 
and try to get his case officer lo pay them salaries. Thr 
Israelis refer to these family subagents as "nonfurn·· 
tionalist." These subagents sometimes compromist· .. 
whole operation as a result of boasting about theu 
activities. Occasionally the Military Intelligence caw 
officer will order these unwanted "nonfunctionals'· 
across the border into Israel for security briefings but 
Military lntelligenoe has not solved this problem 
completely. 

Military Intelligence trains its agents in tradecrafl 
::ollection methods, security and reIXJrting procedurrs 
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Military Intelligence runs Its agents In networks or as 
•h11letons; the latter are referred to as "'lone wolves." 
fi cN .security reasons, Military Intelligence prefers that 
•n 1aent with good acce~ remain a .. lone wolf." Agent 
... cworks consist of a primary source and subsources. 
t.411itary Intelligence does not refer to sources as such, 
1n1tead calling both primary and subsource "agents." 
t.411itary Intelligence officers try to meet and train 
•ach agent personally on the Israeli side of th• border. 
Nrtworks usually include a radio operator and in some 
Oita, a cou~for. 

When possible, Military Intelligence case officers 
1uf'fer direct meet~ngs with all agents inside Israel in 
otdrr to receive their reports personally, to check 
rn1uirements and to formulate future plans. One 
••i>ect of the relationship between Military lntelli-
1 .. nce officers and agents is unique when com:i>ared to 
1hr techniques employed by other services. In many 
ctperations Military Intelligence headquarters analysts 
u·c-ompany case officers to personal agent meetings, in 
order to clarify certain details of the agent's reports 
•nd give him guidance on certain points or problems. 
lhMe meetings are usually held in safehouses with 
lw.lh the case officer and the analyst present hut ii an 
•1f'nt is pressed for time, the case officer and analyst 
m•Y meet him during darkness at a prearranged soot 
olon11 the border. 

Military Intelligence also communicates with its 
a1rnts hy S/W letters ··posted in third countries, by 
•1rnt radio and hY deaddrops. Military Intelligence 
.,. .. rations have been marked by flexibility, economy 
'" 1 he use of assets and by responsiveness to require
ntrnts; the system worked well prior to the Yorn 
k1i1n11r War in October 1973. Agents reported early 
••ming information which, in retrospect, contained 
••liable indications of a coming Arab attack. Direct 
n1mmunication with agents, however, virtually ceased 
charing hostilities and what little agent reporting there 
*•~ during the war was of limited value to Israeli 
"11litary headquarters and field commanders. The 
1"lflcipal problem laced by Military Intelligence in the 
M'Qllisition and reporting of intelligence by agents is the 
lot·k ol modern equipment. Although many of the 
11rnts have radios (mainly receivers) and cameras, and 
.,r familiar with secret .writing, the sophistication level 
"' lf"Chniques and equipment is low. This adversely 
•tlrcts the Quality, security and timeliness of collection 
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operations. Military lntelligenc. employs a SIGINT 
system that is modern, sophisticated and effective. 

The DMI is responsible for providing technica 
support to other directorates, hut the technical service> 
of the various military intelli1ence directorates are 
inferior to the technical groups of Shin Beth. The 
DMl's technical equipment, such as that used in audio 
surveillance or that employed in work agent support is 
generally high although it is less good in some special 
fields such as miniaturii.ation. In the use and application 
of infrared devices, however. the DMI capability is 
us~ally good. Military Intelligence personnel are capable 
of making ad hoc modifications of existing equipment 
and are up to date on technical advances concerning 
remote control and activation of transmitten, and in the 
field of low-light photography. Military Intelligence 
relies heavily on aerial reconnaissance and SIGINT for 
timely order of battle information. Aerial reconnais
sance is apparently a primary Instrument for locating 
fedayeen 11roull5. although such organizations are well 
penetrated hy field agents. 

Military Intelligence is capable of providing timely 
and detailed information on Israel's primary neighbor
ing enemies through agent operations that are well 
planned and highly iniaginative. 

The main purpose of Military Intelligence F~ld 
Security units is to control the local Arah population in 
the Administered Terrorities and to minimize their 
participation in terrorism. In this endeavor, Field 
Security of the Administered Territories works closely 
with Shin Beth and the Border Guard. Residents are 
required to carry ID cards, curlews have been 
imposed, suspected resistors have been detained, and 
the houses in the area of persons presumed to know of 
terrorist activities have been demolished, even though 
the inhabitants were not directly involved. In the early 
1970s it was estimated that the Israelis had some 900 
residents of the Administered Territories under 
administrative detention. Personnel of Field Security 
units have carried out sweeps in searches for terrorists 
and arms caches through areas in the West Bank 
where terrorism has occurred. On some occasions 
Israeli operations have taken place at night, apparently 
intended at least in part to intimidate the populace. 

In December 1969 the Defense Minister announced 
that 516 buildings had been demolished in the 
occupied territories since the 1967 war-265 in the 
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West Bank, 227 in Goza and 24 in Jerusalem. While 
these Israeli policies and actions have intimidated 
many Arabs who might otherwile have enpged in 
resistance activities or in terrorism, in many cases they 
have been counterproductive in that they have 
aroused deep and widespread resentment among the 
residents of the Occupied Territories. In areas where 
buildings have been destroyed, an atmosphere of 
personal anger and resentment has been added to the 
natural bittern"'-' of a defeated people, particularly 
among the younger Arabs. 

5. Relations with other services 

There appears at the present time to be a very 
harmonious relationship between Military Intelligence 
and the other Israeli intelligence and security services. 
Most Israeli intelligence and security personnel, 
especially on the po)icy and coordination level, realize 
that their very national exiJtence depends on an 
effective and smoothly functioning intelligence and 
security community. In addition, officers at the 
department chief and even more so at the division 
chief level all have known each other personally for a 
long period of time. These relationships have been 
forged during troubled times seldom experienced by 
any other nation and now provide a framework for 
cooperative teamwork and coordination among the 
services. 

Liaison between Israeli Military Intelligence and 
foreign organizations have varied over the years from 
good to poor, depending on the exigencies of the 
situation and the demands of poliey. In recent years 
the Israelis have provided military and security aid 
and training to various African nations, including 
Ethiopia, Uganda and Zaire. They have also engaged 
in military and security training and eQuipment 
exchanges with Latin American and Asian services. 

The Israelis have maintained good relations with 
Turkey and Iran in military and security matters. 
While the Israelis do not have lull diplomatic relations 
with Iran; they have an overt official mission whose 
members have diplomatic titles, including that of 
military attache. 

E. Research and Political Planning Center 

The Research and Political Planning Center, for
merly the Research Division in the Ministry for 
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Foreign Allain, prepares analysis based on raw 
intelligence for government policymakers. Its office 1s 

located in a separate fenced compound within t.he 
Ministry of Foreign Allain complex in Jerusalem. A 
guard at the compound gate prevents unauthorized 
entrance into the Center, and photo ID cards are 
required for admittance. 

The Center presently employs fewer than 100 
people, both analysts and support stall, who were 
recruited from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
Israeli universities. The Cent~r has six divisions: North 
Africa; the Fertile Crescent; the Arabian Penins.ula. 
other Geographic Regions; Economic; and Strategi( 
Some 70 percent of the Center's personnel are 
employed in the three Arab units. The Center 
prepares its analyses on the basis of raw intelligencP 
data available to the Israeli intelligence communih 
The Center produces short papen on current intell1 
gence and longer analytical membranda, as reQuired 
The Center's products are disseminated to all minis
tries of the government. 

The Foreign Minister uses the Center as his personal 
braintrust to give him an independent means of 
judging the products of Military Intelligence and 
Mossad. Although its analyses are sent to Israel's top 
decisionmakers, the Center's role in the Israeli 
intelligence and security community probably is still a 
modest one. The Center reportedly has few problems 
arising from competition within the community, 
probably because of a lack of status in comparison 
with the established and larger intelliaence and 
security organizations. 

F. The National Police 

The Israeli Police Force is a national organization 
headed by an Inspector General responsible to thr 
Minister of the Interior. The national headquarters 
moved in mid-1969 from Tel Aviv-Yafo to Jerusalem 
The force is comprised of the following departments 
(I) Administration, which is responsible for transport, 
supplies, communications, property and finances; (2) , 
Investigations, which is concerned with criminal and 4 

fraud investigations and special tasks in support of the 
intelligence and security community; and (3) Oper
ations, which is in charge of training, patrols and 

1 

traffic. There are also personnel, research, plannin12: 
and development offices. The Prison Services and the 
Civil Guard are also part of the Police (Figure 91 
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The force ls divided territorially into districts, 
subdistricts, zones, police stations, and posts. The three 
police districts are: Northern, including Haifa; Tel 
Aviv; and Southern, includinll Jerusalem. Attached to 
the Haifa subdistrict Is a 1111all coast 1uard or marine 
police force, which ls hued in the port of Haifa and 
patrols the whole coastline to prevent smuggfinl, 
Infiltration, and illegal lishin1. This unit also has patrol 
craft on Lake Tiberias and at Elat on the Gull of 
Aqaba. The Southern District includes a special unit at 
Ben Gurion (Loe!) airport (Figures 10 and 11 ). 

A special component of the national police force is 
the Border Guard, whose missions are to guard the 
ceasefire lines against Arab infiltration and detecting 
and running down terrorists. It works closely with the 
Army and patrols ·the Administered Territories and 
the border areas. The Border Guard also trains settlers 
in defense measures against infiltrators, and schedules 
11Uard duty in border villaaes. Military conscripts who 
elect to fulfill their term of service by joining the 
Border Guard are the principal sources of new recruits 

for this component. The Border Guard, which num 
about 6,000, is integrated into the Army in time 
war. 

The effective strength of the police force ( 
including the Border Guard) r~ched about 12,000 a 
the end of 1969. Roughly 1,100 of the police, includi 
768 Arabs, were employed in the Administer 
Territories in 1969. Over half the police force are Je 
of Oriental ba~kground and, in fact, the police lorC'f' 
a branch of government to which the assignment 
Oriental Jews has been particularly encouraged 

The police force is capable of maintaining publi 
order and safety under normal circumstances. It ha 
however, been troubled by a manpower shorta 
caused by resignations resulting from low oa 
overwork and the attraction of higher paying io 
elsewhere. Despite the persistent shqrtage of manpow 
er, police discipline is generally satisfactory and, int 
case of the Border Guard, excellent. The pubt· 
attitude toward the police has improved since t 

figure 10. llfaeli National Police headquarters, Jerusalem, lro<1tal-1ide .;ow, No...,mbet- 1972 
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Figure 11. Israeli Border Guard post under construction ot Kefar Rosenwald (Zarit), June 
1970 

"riv days of statehood, despite scandals involving 
~nuggling and the acceptance of bribes. The police 
lorn~ has worked hard to overcome the traditional 
ff'w1sh fear of DOlice authority stemming from the 
t.utoric oppression of Jews. The Israeli Police Force in 
.,ffrct acts as a very imPortant auxiliary to Shin Beth 
'" I he preservation of internal security throughout the 
•uuntry. The Police support Shin Beth in investiga
Uum, by providing cover and making arrests. 

G. Key officials 
Achi-Tuv, Avraham 

Achi-Tuv became Director of Shin Beth in the 
... mrner of 1974. He is a career security officer. His 
••r•ulation was established .1~ chief of Shin Beth "s Arab 
,11.urs Department, where he was re!IJxmsiblf" for 
••Jt1ducling operations in thf" Administered Territories 
.01! within the Arab communit).' in Israel He M>rved 
1,.1rfh· as Deputy Director of Shin BPth prior to his 
••111ointnent as Director. Achi-Tuv i'i of German 
••c k1uound. He is married and has a daughter. He 
.. rnt·d a law degree at the Univer~ity of Tel Aviv in 
•hr •·arly 1970s while serving in Shin Reth. He is 
11lfl'rnely bright, hard-working, amLitious and thor-
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ough. He is also known to be headstrong, abrasive and 
arrogant. 

Holli, Yitzhak 

Maior General (Ret.) Yitzak Holli became Director 
of Mossad on I September 1974. He was born in Tel 
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A vlv on 25 January 1927. He lolned It... H111anah in 
1944 and commanded a company In It... Arab-Israeli 
War in 1948. He conlinued lo serve in lhe Israeli 
Defeme Forces in a variety of command, slaff ond 
training posU, includl111 tt... command of the Para
troop Brigade. Hoffl wu Actln1 Chief of Slaff for a 
brief period in April' 1974, bul retired from the IDF al 
that lime, apparently beca...., t... wu not oppoinled 
Chief of Staff Holli attended the US Army Command 
and General Staff College in the mid-I 960s. He has 
also visiled the US on many occasions. In 1968 he 
inspected police units and participated in army 
eKercises in Uganda. He traveled as a tourist to 
Hawaii, Japan, Hong Kong, Bangkok and Tehran in 
1970 and went lo Singapore 011 undisclosed business. 
He inspected Israeli advisory efforts in Ethiopia in 
1972 and also went to other paru of Africa. Although 
not an intelligence officer by background or training, 
Hoffi apparently demonstrated his flair for intelli
sence analysis as Commander of the Northern 
Command in the days preceding the Yorn Kippur War 
in October 1973 by sensing the impending Syrian 
attack and requesting the Defense Minister to 
reinforce the Golan Heights with an armored brigade. 
Hoffi reportedly has expanded Mossad's role in the 
collection of intelligence on Arab capabilities and the 
interpretation of such information. 

Holli is reserved and Quiel but can be warm and 
genial among friends. He is married and has two 
daughters. He speaks English. Neither as flashy nor as 
imaginative as some of his predecessors in Mossad, he 
is reported to be meticulous and somewhat dour. 

Sagi, Y ehoshua 

General Yehoshua Salli, born 27 September 1933, 
Jerusalem, Palestine (Israel), entered the Israeli De
fense Force (IDF) in 1951 and was commissioned in 
1953. From 1953 to 1964 he served in the Southern 
Command, fulfilling field duties. During the Sinai 
Campaign he served as intelligence officer of the 
Armored Corps and as commander of a reconnais· 
sance unit. Following the 1956 war, he served as an 
intelligence officer with the 7th Brigade and later as 
an assistant lntelllsence officer, Southern Command. 
In 196.5 he 11aduated from the IDF Command and 
Staff College. Following his graduation he served as 
commander of an Intelligence Officer Training 
Course, and u an intellisence officer with the 
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Southern Command before returning in 1971 a~ 

instructor with the Command and Stall Colle,,. 
1972 he became commander of the Intelligence ~ch 
but left in 1973 lo become intelligence officer with I 
Armored Division, Southern Command. On 19 M 
1974 Sagi was appointed Deputy Director, Milita 
Intelligence, Production and Estimates. On 2 Februa 
1979 he assumed the Directorship of Military lnt.-1 
gence. Sagi is soft-spoken, direct and has a no-no1:'>,... 
outlook. He cpnsiders himself an Arab expert. ii<' 

married and has three daughters. He speaks Engli 

H. Comments on principal sources 

1. Source materials 

Most of the information in this publication has 
derived from a variety of sources including 
assets of the Central Intelligence Agency, publicati 
of the Israeli Government and repofu prepared by t 
United Slates Departmenl of Defense. Research w 
basically completed in December 1976. 

2. Supplementary overt publications 
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Coward, McCann and Geoghegan, 1971. 
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New York: Viking Press, 1963. 

c. Bar-Zahar, Michel. The Aoengers. L• 
Arlhur Barker, 1968. 

d. Bar-Zahar, Michel. Spies in the Pr< 
Land; Iser Hare! and the Israeli Secret. o 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1972. 

e. Ben-Hanan, Eli, Our Man in Damascu" 
York: Crown Publishers, 1969. 

f. Ben-Porat, Y. (Dan, Uri). Secret War. N 
York: Sabra Books, 1970. 

g. Ben-Porat, Y. (Dan, Uri). Sp~ from Tsr 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

1 IJ"FJCIAL-INFORMAL 

The Honorable 
l.i·min H. Meyer 
American Ambassador 
T"hran 

!Jear Mr. Ambassador: 

SECRET 

February 13, 1969 

In our sessions with the oil companies and the British, 
«lien we were comparing notes on the Shah's January 31 
"":cting with Consortium representatives, we learned 
<>f' a definite statement by the Shah about the Israeli 
plpeline. He said that Iran had a financial interest 
In the line and planned to continue using it regardless 
of any Arab complaints. He added that he was confident 
Lhat the Arabs would not be able to defeat Israel and 
Israel looked to Iran as a friend. 

A 11 the best. 

Sincerely, 

Theodore L. Eliot, Jr . 

, __ _ • /, A t~-7.~~c 
~--<-' i'-"' ~ 

i:;;;; A-'· -.;J ' 'l\ 
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TO 

FROM 

SCBJECT: 

OP'l •ON"l. ~ ... NO 111 

"""y 1 .. 1 l"DITIOH 
«.SA (,l[N 1111.U NO. 17 

U:\"ITED STATES GO\'F.RNMENT 

Memorandum 
• The Charge 

POL - Donal.Q ~ .. ~• .. iat 

CONFIDElfTIAL 

DATE: lloveaber 10, 1970 

Your Meeting with Mr. Ben-Yohanan ot tbe I•raeli Minion, 
November 12 at 11:00 a.m, 

Mr. Ben-Yohanan, "Counae1or" ot the Israeli Mission in Tehran, i• 
ca11ing on you at his request on November 12 at 11:00 a.m, 
Mr. Ben-Yohanan has been in Tehran on1y about tbree aoatha, and oar 
biographic til.ea contain no information on hill. 

Using Iranian support ot the origina1 Atro-Aaian reao1utioa iD tbe 
UNGA debate as a atarting point, you might tind it uaetu1 to •ound 
out Yohanan on the current status ot Iranian-Iaraeli re1ationa with a 
view to rinding out whether the Israelis have detected--ea we have--
a slight cllange in the~1111:!,AJL.t~titud1t.tw&rd :i:.a:rae1. We are attach-

1Di tor your intonii&tion a copy ot our A-148 ot May 12, 1970. 

It would be interesting to get hi• aa•e•1111ent ot the reaaona/aigniticance 
behind reneva1 ot Iran-UAR re1ations--and to sound hill out on Iraq. 
We have heard via the preH that •evera1 high-rankiq Iraqi Anq ottiaers-
preaumably supporters of Genera1 Hardaa. Takriti who waa exil.ed--were 
recently executed. Radio Baghdad has not, to our kllDlfledge, meatioaed 
this :yet. All signs indicate that a power strugg1e haa been goiq on 
inside Iraq tor sme t1-. Do the Iaraeli• have UlT int011B&tion on what 
is going on there? 

We have heard that the census ot the ~urdi•h areas has been postponed 
aa.d that other ditterences are arising between Barzaa.i and tbe Goftr-at 
in Baghdad. Do the Israe11a have UlT intm.ation on deve1oi-Dt• in 
_!!:!gi ICl!nli at.agt 

1"1na11:y, do tbe Israeli• have ~ into:mation on the Iraqi torcea 1• Jord 

Attachment: 
A•148 

POL: CWMcCaekill: pair. 

Group 3 
Downgraded at 12-year illterva1•, 
not autcaatica~ dec1aaaitied. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
. POL - Mr. Toussaint 

L. Douglas Heck 

DAT&: 

Visit of Mr.l Ben..:Yohanan of the Israeli Mission 

Nov. 12, 1970 

Mr. Ben-Yohanan tells me that he has been in Tehran for about two and 
• half months. He came here from eight years in Israel, and he said 
he was pleased to have a change from assignments within Israel. He 
a pent five years in Israel attached to the Prime Minister's office as 
• Political Assistant and the last two years in the same capacity with 
Foreign Minister Eban. He said the latter job took him on numerous 
•issions with the Foreign Minister and he had little time at home. 
Before this assignment he served with the Israeli Mission in Helsinki. 
He considers himself a career foreign service officer. 

Ben-Yohanan was not very forthcoming on the state of Iran-UAR relations. 
He said that economic relations were improving with Israel landing an 
increasing number of contracts for construction, etc., in Iran. 
Politically he said that relations had not changed much one way or the 
other in the last five or six years. 

On the question of Iraqi forces in Jordan he had no information sug
f9Sting that Xing Hussein was being successful in ousting them. In 
fact, the failure of the Iraqi forces to participate in the recent 
conflict between Jordan and the Palestinians might make it more dif
ficult for Xing Hussein to arrange for tle.rremoval from Jordan. 

Ben-Yohanan said there were approximately 3,000 Jews left in Iraq. 
He doubted there was much hope of their early departure from that 
country. Things were increasingly unstable in Iraq and there were 
rumors of new executions, but he had no definite information . 

• 
l 
t 

CON::IT'!'' ~'T'!.:\T_. 
BM, U.S. Smt11s BonJs RlpJMl7 m th1 P117,.,,l/ Sn;,,1s Pia 
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PARTJ:CIPAlml: 

PI/ICE: 

DA'.i:E: 

COPIES: 

MEMORANDUM OF COBY!~ 

Mr. Ammon BEN YOHANAN, Isrs.ell Minister iD TehrllD 
Andrew I. Kill.gore, Poli ti cal Counaelor · · 

Israeli llJ.ssion, Tebren 

October 12, 1972 

ANJ3/DCM 
POL (5) 
NFJl/IRN 

DJR/DRR/BNA 
Nl:A/IAI . 
ALiElrbass,- m. AYri 

Unusual Status of Israeli Mission in ?~ehr~2 

Mr. Ben Yohanen stated that the Israeli Mission in Tehran 1a ill vver,. substan
tive respect treated by the Government of :Cran Hite any other lhbass,-. 
Ambassador Meir E'lRI has ready ecceas to the Shah end other bigb ot'f'icials of 
tt.e Iranian Government. When the Aiubasse:ior if away, Mr. BeD Yohitnan is al.so 
able to see those Iranian officials,. including the Shah, that be needs to see 
to carey on business between I~reel end Iran. It is only on the ceremonial 
side that the Israeli.Mission is treet.ed differentl,y frail other :regular 
fubassies in Tehran. No Israeli f!Etg is C:>Wn at the Ml.ssioD and no sign OD 
the front of the building identifies it az. the Israeli Mission. Ambassador 
Ezri does not attend ceremonies which proto:ol re:i.uires other Ambsssadors to 
attend. Hovever, Ben Yohanen saw an adver.._',1ge in not having to PlaT e 
ceremonial role which often toolt up too muc'.1 of' t~e time of the other 
Ambnssedora. 

The &nbassies of the Arab countries in Tebrin we:r3 full,y aware, Beil Yobanan 
said, that the Israeli Embassy was e.ctually llk.e 911 other Embassies bare 
except for the ceremonial aspects. They fu.Ll,y accepted this UDuausl state of 
affairs sud made no remonstrations about it witq -~he Iranian Government. Thus, 
the lsraeli Minister continued, the situsti>n was that the Israelis were 
will:rng to forego the ceremonial trappings »f diplqnacy as long 11s the real 
substance was present while the Arabs could tolerite the substance of close 
Iran-Israel relations as long as this was n•>t appll'ent frail surface indication• 
Ben Yohanan realized that the strongly· Isl••rl.c orientation of many Irl'.lnians, 
inclining them to syrupathize with ';beir feLow Mu;>lims in the Arab-Israel 
dispute, made it usefUl for Iran to mAsk ;,ti true policies by publicly 
pretending not to recognize Israel. 

'l'lle Shah is a Brilliant Lead~r 

In the context of Iran" s rapid emergence ns a lea,ling country in this part of 
the world, the Israeli Minister referred to the c·i.rrent trip to 'the Soviet 
Union of the Shah. Looking at the Sh~h" s drnnesti.: an!l intemetional moves 
over the pest 10 ,-ears, Ben Yohanan found t.lte Ira;uan Sovereign to be a man of 
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•xt.reordinary shrewdness es a leader. Whel", I asked the Minister if he 
perhaps tbouglrt the Shah's ambitions for Iran overreached the country's 
realistic possibilities, be responded that he did not think so. When the 
lbah said Iran would bring itself up in every respect to Greet Britain 
within e decade or two, who could say that he wee: wrong. Of course, the Sbeb 
waul.d have to expend :t'Unds very heavily on education in order to have a 
population with the educational and technical levels to run the kind of 
•ociety be envisaged. However, in view of Iran's rapidly increasing incane 
rran petroletUn end other saurcea, there wat nb objective reason why this could 
not be eccanplisbed. 

~iograpbicel Note 

len Yobanan is probably in his late fortiet.. He speaks perfect English and 
Hya he is a career Israeli diplanet. He 1·ork<?d several years in the offl.ce 
or the late Israeli Prime Minister Levi Eatkol. After that he worked more 
than two years for Foreign Minister Abba Et•en to wham he is devoted. Tiie 
Minister expected that if General Moshe Dayan an6 Finance Minister Pinhea 
laphir becane deadlocked for the Prime Ministei·ship, erter I.PB. t.t!!r stepped 
dolm, Foreign Minister Eben stood a chance of becoming Prime Minister ->f 
Iarael. It was apparent that be hoped evet.ts uould work out this way. 

len Yobenen has been in Tehran two years and expects to stay at least <:>ne 
aare year, perhaps two. He struck me aa eYtreme~ intelligent end well 
Informed on Iranian eff'airs. 

l'OL:AIKil1gore:cak 
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Official-INFORMAL 
CONFIDENTIAL 

u.rnA~·SY OF THE 
UNITLD ~>Tr,TES OF AM[l\ICA 

Tel Aviv, Israel 

Hawthorne Q. Mills, Esquire 
Counselor for Polil::l.cal Affairs 
American Embassy 
Tehran 

Dear Ha~~k: 

,,. .. 
,' i;: .· i:; i 

c·~ .. 1 S ·,. 
i , i .... 

April 30, 1976 

I am writing with regard to an Israeli who has been friendly 
and helpful to us here at the Embass)l and who will be coming 
to Tehran to reside for an indefinite period. 

Ovadia Da11on has been the Special Assistant for Occupied 
Territories ·Affairs to the National Cor.unissioner of Police 
since 1968. In that position, he ha« been a regular contact 
of the Political Section and has been very helpful to us in 
providing infonnation regarding Israeli policies and 
activities on the West Bank.. He is an Egyptian Jew by 
birth. •--

He will be coming to Tehran in the near future on assign
ment with the Jewish Agency. He has told us that Israeli 
leaders are somewhat concerned about the Jewish communi.ty 
in Iran; he described that corrunun.ity t:o us as being wealthy 
but becoming increasingly Persian. The community has been 
generally supportive of Israel but not as helpful as would 
be desired. Danon' s job will be essentially onE> which is 
concerned with cultural affairs and Jewish traditions, as 
he described it to us, but we believe his primary purpose 
is to do what he can to strengthen the ties betw~cn the 
Jewish community there and Israel. For. your information 
we also believe he may be somewhat involved with Israeli 
intelligence activities. 

This week's edition of Newnwcek mngaz:l.ne has an article on 
the Passover march through the occupied West Dank by l:he 
Gush Emunim group of fanatics; you will find in it an 
interesting quotation by Danon. 

With best regards. 
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Subject: 

Participants: 

CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSAT!ON 

Iranian Politics 

Y.oram Shani, First Secretary, Israeli Mission, 
Tehran 

John D. Stempel, AmEmbassy Tehran 

Time & Place: Shani residence, March 6, 1977 

Distribution: AMB/DCM 
POL 
OR 

USIS 
BIO 

NEA/IRN 
INR/RNA 
INR/OIL/B 

The Shanis had invited my wife and me to dinner to talk 
nbout our forthcoming trip to Isr3el. In the course of 
the evening the following interesting tidbits emerged: 

I. According to Shani's sources, about three or four 
months ago SAVAK surrounded the wrong house in a terrorist 
raid. He could not place the time exactly, but it was 
apparently just prior to or during the November-December 
1976 roundups. SAVAK shot the house up rather badly, 
killing all occupants, whereupon the terrorists emerged 
from a building close by '(probably next door) and engaged 
in a full scale shootout with the Security Services which 
resulted in the deaths of all the terrorists and two or 
three security officers. Shani said this is really the 
only major mistake in identity he knoW>of which resulted 
in "several" unnecessary civilian deaths. 

2. .Fariborz Atapour, a prominent Iranian journalist, is 
the Israeli Mission's favorite villain. About 18 months 
ago Shani gathered a number of Atapour's anti-Israeli 
writings and complained to the Foreign Ministry. They 
promised to restrain Atapour but did not do so until 
Shani had repeated his demarche every two weeks for the 
next three months. In the process, Shani learned· .. that 
Atapour had taken considerable amount of money from the 

Syrian Government and indeed was regarded by his colleagues 
as being very much a "man on the take." Shani said of all 
the journalists he has talked with over lunch or cock
tails, only Atapour has been unusually rude and offensive. 

POL:JDStempel/bjh 
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3. Shani eaid he had tra~eled a great deal in Iran 
dui:ing his two plus years here but had always re9istered 
as an AustrallRn at hotels to avoid embarrassment to the 
GOI. This led to a discussion of basic Israeli-Iranian 
contacts. Shani said these were very open and free at 
most level!!. In reply to offhand question about his 
tics with t:hc local .fowish community, he said there were 
no special efforts made, In our discussion of Iran, 
hcwever, it; was obvious that his contacts in the Persian 
Jewish conununity are excellent. 

Shani himself is 38 years old and has been in the Israeli 
Foreign Ministry between 12 and 14 years. He has served 
in Jerusalem and spant a four-year tour in Sydney. His 
Persian is fair to good and he describes himself as the 
Mission's political officer. He says he does most of 
the contact work with the 8th Political Division at the 
Foreign Ministry. 

His wife, Raya, is an 
who is working toward 
University. They met 
shortly before coming 
accentuated English. 
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attractive 30-year-old art historian 
a PhD in Islamic Art at the Hebrew 
in Jerusalem some four years ago 
to Iran. Both speak excellent but 
They have no children. 
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' SECRET/NOFORN 

t£MORANDUM OF CONVERSATION 

PARTICIPANTS: John D. Stempel, Political Officer, US Embassy 
Yoram Shani, Israeli First Secretary 

SUBJECT Terrorists in Iran and Miscellaneous 

DISTRIBUTION: Charge/ADCM, POL, POL/M, ECON, OR, USIS,<:!!£) 
NEA/IRN, INR/RNA, INR/OIL/B 

DATE & PLACE: May 18, 1977, Xanadu Restaurant, Tehran 

I briefed Shani on Secretary Vance's visit and indicated the 
trip had gone well. Shani said he had heard there was concern 
over the Secretary's comment which suggested the US and Iran 
did not agree on everything. I offered to provide him a 
transcript of the press conference to illustrate that this 
concern was unnec~ssary. 

tlleged Terrorist Activity at Jewish Immigration Agency --
hsni said newspaper reports of an attempt by two terrorists 

to shoot their way into the Jewish Agency were only semi
correct. There were two men involved and both were killed. 
They had no connection with known terrorists movem~nts, though 
one had served a prison sentence, allegedly for crimes against 
the state. Shani said it was not even clear that the pair were 

foing to attack the Jewish Dlllligration gency. Police stopped 
hem on the street; the pair open fired and in the ensuing gun 

battle one terrorist took refuge in the Jewish agency where 
he was killed. The Iranians believe the pair were fanatical 
right~wing Moslims who may have been casing the Jewish Agency 
for future action. 

A Second Terrorist Battle? -- Shani said friends of his reported 
there had been a terrorist shootout May 16 somewhere in Tehran 
when. police cornered a group in two safe houses. The battle 
lasted two hours and security forces reportedly lost seven 
.. n when some of the terrorists were killed, but noted his 
friend said that all involved were eventually shot. 

'ew Local Version of Rockwell Killin~s - Shani said a close 
riend of his, who said he had talke to a peripheral member of 

terrorist group which shot three -Rockwell employees in August 
1976, told him the following story which is being spread by 
the terrorist group: 

The terrorist group was really after just one of the men -- a 
CIA Major (sic) who had landed in Iran about 14 hours before 
the killing, ostensibly with a complete scheme for tapping 
Tehran's telephone lines. The two other people killed were 
1hot because they drew revolvers, but the principal target of 
the operation was "the CIA Major".. (Comment: All of the 
employees killed had lived in Iran for sometime though one had 
just returned the night before from leave none were carrying 
weapons. The flaws in this story suggest an obvious propaganda 57 attempt.) 
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Israeli Elections -- In response to my query, Shani said the 
situation in Israel was wholly confused. Begin's victory took 
everyone here in the Israeli mission by surprise and people 
were just beginning to sore out the implications of Israel's 
first real change of government since independence. 

Nasser Assar -- Shani said someone close to Assar said Assar 
was very bitter at his being placed on leave after his recent 
press conference which reportedly annoyed the Shah. According 
to Assar's friend, Assar, ForMin Khalatbary, and the Shah 
discussed the press conference beforehand and Assar was given 
the royal OK to discuss all the topics that he mentioned. 
Apparently, Assar will be named Iranian Ambassador to Paris 
to salve his irritation. 

POL:JDStemp~~1ab:May 23, 1977 
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S E C R E T 

MEMORANDUM FOR: The Political Section 

F~M S~ 

SRF Memo 1177 
21 June 1977 

SUBJECT 

' 
Background Information on Israeli Trade 
Mission, Tehran 

Following are SRF Headquarter's traces on members of 
the Israeli Trade Mission: 

~ 1. Uriel LU BR AN I, born 7 October 1926, has been 
· unofficial ambassador to Iran since June 1973. Received BA 

(Honors) from University of London. Served in Haganah 
(Resistance) and Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) 1944-48. 
Entered Foreign Ministry (MFA) in 1950. and first served in 
Middle East Division, then as private secretary to Foreign 
Minister Sharett 1951-53. Assigned London 1953-56. 1957-
61 Assistant Advisor, then Advisor, on Arabic affairs to 
Prime Minister (PM) Ben-Gurion. (During this period, his 
unsympathetic attitude toward Arabs drew criticism from 
Israeli Press at least twice.) When Ben-Gurion resigned 
in 1963, was appointed Ambassador to Burma, but never assumed 
his post. Stayed on as Political Secretary and Director 
of PM Eshkol's private office. 1965 resigned post because 
of loyalties to Ben-Gurion. 1965-68 Ambassador to Uganda, 
Rwanda, and Burundi, during which time implemented Israel's 
Aid Program which placed advisors in Uganda Army, Air Force, 
and police; these contacts made him one of best-informed 
~en in Uganda, and U.S. Embassy found him to be valuable 
and cooperative friend. 1968-71 Ambassador to Ethiopia. 
1971-73 was on Koor Industries management board as Director 
of Joint Enterprises and Projects Abroad; this board determines 
basic policy for Koor Industries LTD, Israel's largest 
Industrial corporation. Married to Sara nee L E V I; four 
children. Said to be a capable civil servant, but a rather 
rolorless person. 

2. Arieh (or Aryeh) L E V I N, formerly named Lova 
Lewin, born circa 1927 in Iran, is suspected Intel officer. 
Apparently is former IDF officer (Lt. Col) on loan to MFA. 
1963-65 First Secretary, Addis Ababa. 1966-unknown date 
Charge D'affaires, Kigari, Rwanda. Senior Foreign Liaison 
Officer since 1965. (One Arieh Lewin, probably identical, 
was Chief Military Censor, IDF Intel Directorate 1968-69.) 

S E C R E T 
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Counselor, Paris, 1969-70. Described as specialist on Iran, 
where he grew up. Educated in U.S. protestant mission schools. 
Speaks fluent Russian (Russian Jewish background), French, 
English, native Hebrew, and Arabic. Has reportedly traveled 
and lived in U.S. (no dates given). Very openly pro-U.S. 
while in Rwanda, was object of some Soviet interest. 

3. Yoram SH AN I, born circa 1939, has been First 
Secretary, Tehran, since 1973. In MFA since circa 1965. 
Served in Jerusalem (dates unknown), and as Vice Consul, 
Sydney, Australia for four years (circa 1969). 

4. Eliezer Y O T V A-T (Or YOTVATH) served at Israeli 
Consulate New York City 1960-61 where was in charge of archives 
and diplomatic couriers. Second Secretary (Admin), Rome 
1968-72. In 1970 one Colonel Yotvat, Milatt in Tokyo, was 
reportedly traveling to Taiwan to discuss Israeli munitions 
purchases. · 

5. Abraham Lunz, aka Rami Luncz (or Luntz), born 
February 1931 in Tiberias, Israel, has been Milatt Tehran 
since 1975. Prior to this assignment, was Director of Naval 
Intelligence, IDF-Navy (since 1971). Described as highly 
intelligent and capable line officer, apparently has had no 
formal intel training. Experienced in comma and electronics, 
has served as Commander of Submarine Chaser (1964) and as 
Deputy Commander, Haifa Naval Base (1971). Received officer 
training at French Naval School, Brest, France (1950-53), 
and attended Royal Navy Navigation and Direction School, 
Southwick, England (1962). Speaks good French and English, 
possibly some Arabic. Wife Ada, born 1932 in Haifa, was 
formerly nurse in IDF (prior to 1963). His brother-in-law, 
Captain Emmanuel K L E M P E R E R, was Deputy Commissioner 
of Shipping in 1969. Lunz and his Deputy, ~oshe Moussa 
Levi (below), were both known personally and professionally 
to Defense Attache's Office Tel Aviv in 1975 as outstanding 
intel officers. 

6. (Lt Col) Moshe Moussa L E V I was Foreign Liaison 
Officer at IDF Hqs prior to Tehran assignment in 1974. In 
August 1966 one Major fnu L E V Y (possibly identifiable) 
was reportedly assisting Iranian instructor at newly-established 
intelligence school; apparently helped arrange training 
schedules and organize instructional material. This man, in 
Iran on loan, was then commander of the "Direct Secret 
Collection Agency" on Israel/Jordan border. Lt Col Levi, a 
multi-lingual specialist (speaks Arabic, French, English, 
Hebrew, and is studying Persian) was reportedly disillusioned 
when he first assumed his current post, because of lack of 
work. However, he soon created tasks for himself, including 
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developing info on Iranian order of battle and cultivating 
Iranian office:rS. Wife is Ambassador's secretary and is also 
multi-lingual. Both have been described as personable and 
well-versed in developing contacts among foreign military 
circles, including U.S. military personnel. 

-si;~iECT lCfr· e--~~-~E-·l~~~f:J'r:iN°S::~E~~LE 
OF E. 0. 1Fit:, -":ji';.1i.~.I ~'Ll'i ~-;:·:~~ ·~~j IT 

l~O ll.H .... £LLS , ,J ;c. i..;:, .L JJ 

I r(!~}}J~~ _ }~ __ ~T!',ll,'m1.~ 
(lnmi d>ll :r mci) -----
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SECRET 

Tehran, February 19, 1978 

near fd.r. Minister: 

J:nclosed i• a brief account of the outcome of 
Foreign Minister Dayan's recent visit to Washington, 
which I would appreciate your bringing to His 
Imperial Majesty the Shahanshllh .Jlryamehr's attention 
at your earliest convenience. I shall be leavi,ng 
Tehran for Washington the morning of February 20 to 
attend the U.S.-Iranian Joint Commission Meeting. 
If you or His Imperial Majesty have any questions 
regarding the enclosed, or any cor.unents you wish 
conveye~ to wa~hington, my Deputy, Jack Miklos, who 
will be in charge in my absence, is au courant and 
of course available. We are most appreciative to 
His Majesty for the continuing exchange on this 
matter and look forward to hearing the results of 
His Majesty's meeting with the im)'Ortant visitor 
expected later this week. 

With high esteem and warmest personal.regards. 

His Excellency 
Amir Abbas Hoveyda 

Sincerely, 

William R. Sullivan 
Ambassador 

Miniater of the Imperial Court 
Tehran 

DCM:JCMiklos/sw 



S E C R E T 

Dayan's brief visit to Washinqton produced no new 
developments of any moment. He continues to believe 
efforts should be pursued to qet a declaration of 
principles aqreed with Sadat but was not interested in 
•iscussinq specific lanquaqe of declaration while here. 
"e did ask our help in ge~tinq formal meetinqs of 
political Conunittee resumed, on qrounds that there was 
undesirable asynunetry in continued meetinqs of Security 
Committee in Cairo while Political C0111Inittee was sus
pended. We undertook to raise this with Eqyptians but 
indicated we did not think he would be responsive until 
a declaration of principles had been aqreed to. Dayan 
also, predictably, expressed Israeli concern over air
craft sales to Saudi Arabia (very little was said about 
proposed sale to Egypt). 

Israelis have expressed unhappiness with our recent' 
references to "withdrawal on all fronts" under UN Res. 
242. Secretary pressed Dayan as to Israeli acceptance 
that 242 does require withdrawal on all fronts, assuming 
aqreement can be reached on border adjustments, security 
arranqements and political linkage at West Bank to Jordan. 
Dayan avoided direct answer, saying only that Israeli& 
have "their own plan" (i.e., the "Begin Plan") for the 
West Bank. From our recent exchanges with Israelis, it 
l1 apparent that Begin is not yet prepared to accept the 
principle of withdrawal from west Bank, understandable 
ln view of his long-held ideological conunitments, but of 
orucial importance if there is to be & successful 
eolution to problem and any prospeet of a peace sett.le-
.. nt. We believe this will be the most difficult 
decision for Israelis to face in coming weeks. we are 
certain that His Majesty will recognize the significance 
of this particular point. 

t 
(ABOVE TEXT FROM STATE 044031 OF 18 FEB 1978) 
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SUBJECl I lllTSIM 807 • MAY 9, 1979 

LOllDON FOR GLASPIE 
PARIS FOR lllCHOLAS MURPHY 
DOD/ISA FOR RANSOM 
OTHER ADDRESSEES FOR CHIEFS OF PllSSlOll 

le <C> THE AUTOllORY PROPOSAL BEGIN SUBMITTED TO THE 
MllllSTERlAL COMMITTEE LAST WEEK THAT DEALS WITH lSRAEL"S 
STAID 011 THE llATURE or AUTOllOPIY lS APPARENTL y BASED ON 
IEJlll"S ORlGlllAL AUTOllONY Pl.All OF DECEMBER 1977. ACCORDlllG 
TO PRESS ACCOUllT S, T Kl CURRENT PROPOSAL TAKES lllTO ACCOUNT 
THE CARP DAVID FORMILATlOllS. HAARETZ COPIMEllTATOR 
BEIZIMAll SAID 11811'1 ft.Al CONCLUDES WITH TWO UNILATERAL 
DICLAIAT IOll. 

/, 

I, 



I 

<A> THE FIRST STATES THAT • 1SRAEL WILL NEITHER TOLERATE 
IOR PERMIT A PALESTINIAN STATE EVER BEillG ESTABLISHED IN 
THE TERRITORIES OF JUDEA, SAMARIA, AND GAZA •••• • 

<B> THE SECOND STATES THAT AT THE END OF THE FIVE YEARS 
OF AUTONOMY, •ISRAEL WILL DEMAND THE REALIZATION OF ITS 
UNQUESTIONABLE RIGHTS OF SOVEREIGNTY" OVER THOSE 
TERRITORIES. ACCORDING TO BENZIMAN, A •DIVIDING LINE• 
SEPARATES THESE TWO DECLARATIONS FROM THE 30 CLAUSES IN 
THE PROPOSAL, SUGGESTING TO Hlf THAT THEY ARE NOT PART 
OF THE PLAN BUT THAT THEY REPRESENT ISRAEL• S POSITION. 

a. <U> PRESS REPORTS INDICATE THAT SEVERAL OF THE 
11.AUSES IN BEGlN°S Pl.AN HAVE AROUSED C01TttOVERSY IN THE 
lllNlSTERlAL COlllMlTTEE. HAWKS ALLEGEDLY ARE CONCERNED 
THAT TWO ARTICLES ARE AMBlGUOUSa (J) ·uNCULTlVATED 
l'UBl..lC LAND WILL BE UNDER ISRAELI CONTROL •1 <2> •THERE 
WILL BE NO EXPROPRIATION OF PRIVATE LAND <AS DEFINED 
BY THE GOVERNMENT> BUT FOR THE PURPOSE OF PUBLIC NEEDS 
IUCH AS THE LAYING OF RAILROADS, ROAD PAVING, AS WELL AS 
nlR PlllELY MILITARY REQUIREMENTS.• SOME MINISTERS 
ltEl'ORTEDLY CONTEND THAT THESE ARTICLES SHOULD BE MODIFIED 
TO iUARANTEE UNRESTRICTED ISRAELI SETTLEMENT IN THE 
TERRITORIES. ' 

I 

l. (U) KAWKS ARE ALSO DESCRIBED AS WORRIED THAT THE 
PLAN GRANTS TOO MUCH AUTHORITY TO THE ADl'llNlSTRATIVE 
COUNCIL. 14AARIV COf'lltENTATOR HARIF -- A GENERALLY 
W£1.L-1NFORMED OBSERVER -- REPORTS THAT, AT THE MAY 8 
MEETING OF THE MINISTERIAL COMMITTEE, SEVERAL MINISTERS 
WERE EXPECTED TO ARGUE THAT THE PROPOSALS SHOULD STATE 
THAT THi SOURCE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL'S AUTHORITY 
DERIVES l"ROl'I ISRAEL. (BEGIN°S DRAFT REPORTEDLY STATES 
ONLY THAT THE l'llLITARY GOVERNMENT WILL 0 WITHDRAw.•> 

4. <C> ALTHOUGH THE PRECISE CONTENT OF BEGIN"~ PROPOSALS 
15 NOT YET KNOWN, THE PRESS ACCOUNTS SEEi'! 
AUTHORITATIVE. BEGIN'S RESOUNDING PROCLAMATIONS THAT 
ISRAEL WILL NEVER ACCEPT A PALESTINIAN STATE AND WILL 
INSIST THAT ISRAELI SOVEREIGNTY BE ll'IPOSED IN •JUDEA, 
IAl'IARIA, AND GAZA• AFTER THE FIVE YEARS OF AUTONOMY ARE 
Q.EARLY DESIGNED TO REASSURE HAWKS WITHIN HERUT AND THE 
IAT IOllAL RELIGIOUS PARTY < NRP>, 

~. (S) BEGIN°S PROBLEM AS HE l'IOVES INTO THE NEGOTIATIONS 
ARE BOTH POLITICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL. ON THE POLITrCl\L 
FRONT, HE WILL HAVE TO WALK A NARROW LINE BETWEEN rn;: 
DEMANDS OF INTERNAL POLITICS AND THOSE OF THE NEGOTIATIONS 
THEMSELVES. BEGIN'S DIFFICULTIES WILL INCREASE AS THE 
NEGOTIATIONS BECOME l'IORE CONCRETE. HIS EFFORTS TO BALANCE 

BT 
18284 
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THESE CONSIDERATIONS INEVITABLY WILL PRODUCE BACKING AND 
FILLING, ESPECIALLY WHEN CRUCIAL DECISIONS ARE AT HAND. 
BEGIN'S TASK WILL BE COMPLICATED BY THE SENSITIVITIES 
O~ HIS NRP COALITION PARTNER ON WEST BANK ISSUES. AND 
THE NJlP HAWKS, FOR THEIR PART, WILL BE DIFFICULT TO LULL 
WITH RINGING DECLARATIONS IN THE FACE OF ANY CONCESSIONS 
BEGIN l'llGHT BE PREPARED TO MAKE TO KEEP THE NEGOTIATIONS 
ALIVE. BEGIN WILL BE MINDFUL OF THE INSECURITY OF HIS 
PARLIAMENTARY POSITION IF THE NRP BECOMES DISAFFECTED. 

6. CS> BEGIN°S DIFFICULTIES WITH THE NRP WILL BE 
EXACERBATED BY GUSH El'IUNIM ACTIONS. WHILE NRP DOVES 
DISLIKE THE GUSH, THE NRP 0 S DOMINANT YOUTH FACTION 
ENJOYS· CLOSE TIES WITH THE GUSH. THE GUSH HAS 
DEMONSTRATED AN ABILITY TO PULL THE NRP AFTER IT AND 
WILL EXERT HEAVY PRESSURE ON THE SETTLEMENT ISSUE THAT 
COll.D GREATLY EMBARRASS BEGIN, FOR EXAMPLE, BY EXPANDING 
THE EXISTING SETTLEMENT EFFORT IN HEBRON. BEGIN WOULD 
HAVE DIFFICll.TY USING FORCE TO BLOCK LARGE-SCALE 
GUSH SETTLEMENT ATTEMPTS. 



1. <S> PSYCHOLOGICALLY, BEGill SEEMS TO HAVE A DEEP
~ATED NEED TO CONVINCE HIMSELF THAT HE IS NOT BETRAYING 
HIS PRINCIPLES. ACCUSATIONS TO THIS EFFECT BY FORMER 
COMRADES-IN-ARMS AND CLOSE ASSOCIATES AROUSE FEELINGS 
OF GUILT AND ANXIETY AND A NEED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE 
CHARGES ARE FALSE. 

B. <U> ON MAY 8 AP REPORTED THAT THE ISRAELI CABINET 
HAD VOTED TO SET UP TWO NEW SETTLEMENTS IN THE WEST BANK. 
A CABINET COMMUNIQUE SAID DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER YADIN 
OPPOSED THE MOVE. ISRAELI RADIO REPORTED A NUMBER OF 
NillISTERS JOINED YADIN AND OTHERS ABSTAINED BUT THE 
ACTUAL VOTE TALLY WAS NOT ANNOUNCED. 

9. <U> JERUSALEM RADIO REPORTED THAT THE ALIGNMENT 
rACT ION IN THE KNESSET WOULD SUBMIT A NO CONFIDENCE 
NOTION ,ECAUSE OF THE GOVERNMENT•s RELEASE OF PALESTINIAN 
GUERRILLAS IN EXCHANGE FOR AN ISRAELI SOLDIER TWO MONTHS 
AGO. THE BEGIN GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN THE TARGET OF 
<Jilt ICISM SillCE AN ISRAELI PAPER PUBLISHED THE NAMES OF 
THE PALESTINIANS WHO WERE RELEASED AND THE NAMES WERE 
LINKED WITH SPECIFIC TERRORIST INCIDENTS SUCH AS HIJACKING. 

II. <C> EGYPT-ISLAMIC CONFERENCE1 THE EGYPTIAN 
FOREIGN MINISTRY HAS RELEASED A STATEMENT ABOUT THE 
DECISION OF THE PREPARATORY COMMITTEE FOR THE ISLAMIC 
FOREIGN MINISTERS CONFERENCE TO RECOl'UllEND THAT THE 
CONFERENCE SUSPEND EGYPT• S MEMBERSHIP IN THE ORGANIZATION. 
[GYPT"S MIDDLE EAST NEWS AGENCY (MENA> SAYS THAT THE 
FOREIGN MINISTRY "HAS EXPOSED THE MANEUVERS CARRIED OUT 
BY THE MOROCCAN GOVERNMENT TO PREVENT EGYPT FROM PARTICl
PAT ING IN THE CONFERENCE." MENA REPORTS THAT THE STATE
MEllT CONDEMNED MOROCCO'S ATTITUDE AND WARNED THAT 
EVERYONE WHO HAS PARTICIPATED IN THIS "RASH ACTION" MUST 
BEAR THE CONSEQUENCES. ACCORDING TO REUTER, THE 
SIATEllEIT ALSO CLAIMED THAT EGYPT HAS RECEIVED OFFICIAL 
WORD FROfl MOROCCO THAT THE PLANE CARRYING THE EGYPTIAN 
DELEGATION WOULD NOT BE Al.LOWED TO LAND. OVER THE 
llEEK£1D EGYPT,AN OFFICIALS HAD RECEIVED A MOROCCAN ENVOY, 
llHO THE EGYPTIANS BELIEVED WAS TRYING TO COORDINATE 
STRATEGY TO PREVENT EGYPT'S SUSPENSION. THE EGYPTIANS 
ON THAT BASIS AGREED TO POSTPONE SENDING THEIR DELEGATION 
TO FEZ IN THE BELIEF THAT THIS WOULD AID THE MOROCCAN 
SIRATEGY • THE EGYPTIANS EVIDENTLY NOW BELIEVE THEY WERE 
DOUBLE CROSSED BECAUSE THE MOROCCANS WISHED TO ENSURE 
A NON-DIVISIVE CONFERENCE. 

II. (U) PLO-ISRAELI ADDRESSING A PALESTINIAN COMMANDO 
GRADUATION CEREMONY ON MAY 8, ARAFAT PROMISED TO STEP UP 
GUERRILLA ACTION AGAINST ISRAEL AND CALLED FOR STRONG 
BT 
18204 
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ARAB ACT ION AGAINST THE US. HE ASKED THE I SL.AllJIC 
CONFERENCE MEETING THIS WEEK TO ANSWER THE us ·coNSPIRACY 
AGAINST PEACE." 

12. CU) LEBANON1 ISRAELI PLANES STAGED TWO RAIDS IN 
SOUTHERN LEBANON ON MAY 8, MARKING THE THIRD STRAIGHT 
DAY OF" AIR STRIKES AGAINST WHAT THE ISRAELIS DESCRIBE 
AS "TERRORIST CONCENTRATIONS.• AP QUOTED LEBANESE 
GOVERNMENT AUTHORITIES SAYING THREE CIVILIANS WERE 
W01HDED IN ONE ATTACK. 

13. CU) ON MAY 8 THE MII>Dl..E EAST REPORTER SAID 
THAT LEBANON "WAS SHAKEN" BY BEGIN°S STATEMENTS WHICH 
COUl..D HERALD THE BEGINNING OF" A "BIG BLOW UP." 
AS SAF"IR QUOTED GOVERNMENT SOURCES SAYING THE BEGIN 
OF"F"ER TO NEGOTIATE WITH THE LEBANESE ENCOURAGED HADDAD 
TO CONTINUE THREATENING THE VILLAGES IN THE SOUTH IN 
PREPARATION F"OR AN ALL-OUT ISRAELI MILITARY STRIKE. 
SEVERAi.. PAPERS CARRIED PRIME MINISTER Huss• STATEMENT 
THAT BEGIN°S OF"F"ER WAS "BLACKMAIL." AS OF" THE 8TH, 
EMBASSY BEIRUT REPORTED, THE RIGHTIST PRESS HAD MADE NO 
COMMENT ON BEGIN°S SPEECH. 



14. CC> YEMENI THE r-5 PROGRAM IN THE YEMEN ARABIC 
•EPUBLIC CYAR> USING US PLANES AND TAIWANESE PILOTS, ALL 
,_ID rOR BY THE SAUDIS IS OF"F" TO A PROBLEl'l-fILLED AND 
ll'IBARRASSING START, ACCORDING TO OUR EMBASSY IN SANA. 
llX or THE 16 r-5S DESTINED roR THE y•AR HAVE ARRIVED 
Al.ONG WITH AN 81 MEMBER TAIWANESE TEAM or PILOTS AND 
tiUPPORT PERSONNEL. THE r-5S HAVE NOT BEEN OF"F" THE GROUND 
'1NCE THEIR ARRIVAL APRIL 30. THE TAIWANESE TEAM HAS 
lMCOUNTERED NUMEROUS OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS INCLUDING 
RlSSING EQUIPMENT AND LANGUAGE DlrrlCULTIES <THREE 
IPEAK ENGLISH AND NONE SPEAK ARABIC). NECESSARY 
COMM UNI CAT IONS AND F"LIGHT CONTROL PROCEDURES HAVE NOT BEEN 
INSTITUTED. THE EMBASSY COMMENTS THAT TIME AND EXPERIENCE 
llAY CORRECT SOPIE or THE PROBLEMS BUT IN THE PIEANTIME, 
WORD ON THE SITUATION HAS SPREAD AND WILL BE AN 
!•CREASING POLITICAL EMBARRASSMENT roR THE US AND THE 
IAUDIS. SOVIET PllGS n YING rROPI THE YAR CITY or 
llODEIDAH HAVE MADE DAILY PASSES OVER THE CAPITAL EVERY 
DAY SINCE THE r-5S ARRIVED AND HAVE, ON AT LEAST ONE 
UCCASION, BUZZED THE r-5S" PARKING AREA, A DEMONSTRATION 
,OR AT LEAST SOME YEMENIS or THE BENEF"ITS or SOVIET 
VS. US MILITARY SUPPLY PROGRAMS. 

I,. CU) F"RANCE-PEACE TREATY1 F"RENCH rOREIGN MINISTER 
nlANCOIS-PONCET IN A MAY 3 ADDRESS TO THE NATIONAL 
ASSEMBLY SAID THAT, .THE POSITION or THE rRENCH GOVERNMENT 
IS NEITHER ONE or HOSTILITY NOR or OPPOSITION CTO THE 
lOYPT IAN-ISRAELI TREATY>. THE POSITION RECOGNIZES THAT 
IHE AGREEMENT HAS COST A GREAT DEAL or ErrORT AND THAT 
IT SIGNIFIES A REAL DESIRE. IT CANNOT FAIL TO RECORD, 

llOWEVER, WHAT IS MISSING IN THIS AGREEMENT IN ORDER TO 
IRULY OPEN THE PATH TO A JUST AND DURABLE PEACE. AT 
IHE HEART Of RELATIONS BETWEEN ISRAEL AND THE ARAB 
~OUNTRIES THERE IS THE PROBLEM Of THE PALESTINIAN PEOPLE 
U' WHICH THE MAJORITY HAS KNOWN EXILE AND WHICH 
UPIRES TO A HOMELAND. THERE WILL NOT BE A COllREHENSIVE 
IUTLEMENT, AND THUS NOT A DURABLE PEACE, If THIS PROBLEM 
Ill. SO DOES NOT FIND A JUST SOL UT ION.•••• THE FOREIGN 
~INISTER NOTED THAT NEGOTIATIONS WERE TO BEGIN ON THE 
PAL.EST !NIAN ISSUE BUT SAID THE •oBJECT IVE IS NARROW AND 
LL-DEFINED •• 

16. CU> FRANCE-IRAQI A WESTERN NEWS SERVICE QUOTES 
ntENCH OFFICIALS AS HAVING SAID ON MAY 8 IN PARIS THAT 
UIAQ WILL SOON SIGN A DOLS 1.5 BILLION DEAL TO PURCHASE 
110 MIRAGE f-1 FIGHTER-BOMBERS AND OT HER SOPHISTICATED 
llll'IS F"ROM FRANCE IN EXCHANGE FOR OIL. FINAL NEGOTIATIONS 
a 
llRllJ4 
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WERE HELD DURING IRAQI DEFENSE MINISTER lALFAH"S RECENT 
VISIT TO PARIS, AND THE HEAD OF THE FRENCH DEFENSE 
MINISIRY"S DIVISION FOR INTERNATIONAL ARMS SALES 
REPORTEDLY WILL GO TO BAGHDAD IO SIGN THE CONTRACT. VANCE 
Bl' 
1821114 
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LO•DO• FOR GLASPIE .I 
PARIS FOR NICHOLAS MURPl!Y 
DODI ISA FOR RAN SOM 
OTHER ADDR" SSE ES FOR CHIEFS OF MISSION 

1. CU> ISRAEL: ISRAEL'STWOLARGEC:T KIBBUTZ 
FEDERATIONS, BOTH AFFILIATED WITH FACTIONS OF THE LABOR 
PARTY, HAVE ANNOUNCED PLANS TO MERGE IN THE NEAR FUTURE. 

2, CC> A CIA ANALYSIS NOTES THE FOLLOWING: THE MERGER, 
WHICH WILL BRING TOGETHER THE KIBBUTZ MEUHAD--AFFILIATED 
WITH LABOR'S Alt:lUT AVODA FACTION--AND THE MAPAI-BASED !HUD 
HAKVUTZOT VEHAKIBUTZIM, WILL GIVE THE SMALL BUT WELL-
ORGANIZED KIBBUTZ MOVEMENT A MAJOR VOICE IN LABOR 
DECISIONMAKING. FOOMER FOREIGN MINISTER YIGAL ALLON, WHO 
HAS CLOSE T !ES TO THE-MEUHAD, MAY WANT TO USE THE KIBBUTZ 

UNION AS A BASE FROM WHICH TO CHALLEMGE LABOR PARTY 
CHIEF SHIMON PERES. MOST KIBBUTZ POLITICAL LEADERS, 
HOWEVER, ARE BIDING TH"IR TIME AND CONSOLIDATING THEIR 
TIES WITH OTHER SEGMENTS OF THE PARTY BEFORE COMMITTING 
THEMSELVES IN THE INalEASI NGL Y INTENSE LEADERSHIP STRUGGLE 
DEVELOPING BETWEEN ALLON, PERES, AND FORMER PRIME MINISTER 
YITZHAK RABIN. 

-~• CU> Tl!E TWO KIBBUTZ MOVEMENTS !:{AD 0EEN SEPARATE 
SINCE 1951, Wl!EN IHI.[) SPLIT FROl'I MEUllAD IN A 0ITTER DISPUTE 
OVER IDEOLOGY. THE DIFFERENCES llAVE BLURRED OVER THE 
YEARS, AN> THE RISE TO POWE OF A NEW GENERATION OF 
KIBBUTZ LEADERS NOT INVOLVED IN Tl!E-ORIGINAL DISPUTE MADE 
THE MERGER ACCEPTABLE TO OOTI! MOVEMENTS. ALTHOUGH THE 
KIBBUTZ MOVEMENT CONSTITUTES LESS-THAN 3 PERCENT OF 
l~A"L'S POPULATION, ITS FINANCIAL, ORGANIZATIONAL, AND 

MANPOWER RESOIBCES CAN ~CRITICALLY IMPORTANT IN NATIONAL 
ELECT IONS. 



4. CU) ~ ffi !l'l~RY HS~ OF THE NEW FEDEJlATION WILL BE THE 
REBUILDING OF L~ROR'<; rnr,1~1 !ST TDFOLOGY. !HUD SECRETARY 
MUSSA HAR IF TOLD RFPOOHRr HF Wl\NTED TO USE THE FEDERATION 
TO BUILD A~ IMPLEti:ENT A -r,or111LJSM FOR THE Reis.· MOST 
K,BBUTZ MEMBERS HAVF MADF NO SF.CRFT OF TH-IR BELIEF THAT 
LABOR LOST TH- 1977 ELECT ION BFCAl/rE THE PARTY PLAYED DOWN 
IT" SOC! AL IST ID EOL OG y A ND ~ cr,11 IRED THE IMAGE OF A 
COL ORL ES S, CORRUPT POL IT I CAL MA CH I NL A MORE IDEOL OGI CALLY 
ORIENTED PARTY, KIBRtlTZ LEADERS MAINTAIN, WOULD GO A 
LONG WAY TOWARD WINNING Bl\CK THE SUBST/\NTJAL NUM"'ERS-OF 
KIBBUTZ MEMBERS WHO DEFECTED TO THE DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT 
FOR CHANGE OR SHELLI 14 THE 1977 El "rTIONS. 

5. CU> KIBBUTZ LEADERS ALSO WANT AN FND TO h'HAT THEY 
CALL THE Lil(ll>'S MISGUIDED cETTLE~ENT POLICIES. SEVERAL 
KIB6UT, LEADERS SPOKE O!JT AT THE RECENT FEDERATION 
CONVENTIONS AGAINST PRIME MINIST"R BEGIN' 5 POLICY OF 
SETTING UP AND FUNDING SETTLEMENTS IN POPULATED ARAB AREAS 
OF THE WEST BANK, WHILE, ACCORDING TO KIBB!ITZ MEMBERS, 
DEL IBERATEL y u;DER FUND ING KIBBUTZ SETTLrnENTS IN THE 
GAL !LEE. WHILE OPPOSING THE POL ICY OF SETTLEMENTS-IN 
POP!LATED AREAS OF THE WEST BANK, THE KIBBUTZ LEADERS 
MADE IT-CLEAR THAT THEY WOULD CONTIM DNCBPUSH FOR SETTLE
l"ENTS ALONG THE JORDAN RIFT AND IN THE GOLAN.- 'ARDLirJE 
KIBBUTZ LEADERS, MOSTLY FROM THE !HUD, ENDORSED A 
RESOL UI' ION CALLING FOR ANNEXATION OF THE GOLAN. POLICY 

TOWARDS THE GOLAN, WHERE !HUD AND MEUHAD HAVE NUl'IEROUS 
SETTLEMENTS, IS LIKELY TO BE A CONTENTIOUS ISSUE IN THE 
PROPOSED FEDERATION. MORE DOVISH l'IEMBERS WA;T TO AVOID 
CALLING FOR ANNEXATION OF THE AREA, WHILE OTHERS ARE 
CONCERNED THAT THE BEGIN GOVERNMENT l'IAY MAKE SIGNIFICANT 
CONCESSIONS TH"RE AND WANT THE FEDERATION ON RECORD AS 
OPPOSING ANY TERR !TOR !AL PULLBACK. 

6, CC> THE NEW KIBBUTZ FED ER AT! ON IS LIKELY TO PLAY 
A l'IAJOR ROLE IN THE STRUGGLE NOW DEVELOPING FOR LABOR 
PARTY LEADERSHIP. BUOYED BY POLLS SHOWING LABOR 
POPtl.ARITY ON THE INCREASE, ALLOH AND RABIN HAVE BEGUN 
LINING UP SUPPORT FCJ! THE OCTOBER PARTY CONVENTION, AT 
WHICH THEY APPARENTLY PLAN TO CHALL :NGE SHIMON PERES FOR 
CONTROL OF THE PARTY. ALLON, WHO IS A MAJOR ARCHITECT 
OF THE PLANNED K!21BUI'Z MERGER, MAY BE HOPING THAT HIS 
BACKGROU.ilD AS A KIBBUI'Z LEADER CAN BE PARLAYED INTO 
SUPPORT FOR HIS CHALLENGE TO PERES. THE YOUNGER 
GENERATION OF KIBBUTZ LEADERS--INCLUDING HAR IF WHO APPEARS 
TO BE DEVELOPING A STRONG FOLLOWING--HAVE MADE IT CLEAR 
THAT THEY WANT TO REDUCE THE ROLE OF THE OLD-STYLE 
POLITIC~ IN LABOR AND ARE NOT EAGER TO SUPPORT THE 
61-YEJ\.R"'OLD ALLON"S PLANS, l'IOST KIBBUTZ MEMBERS 
APPARENTLY BACK PERES. 

7. CC> THE POLITICAL INFLUENCE OF THE KIBBUTZ UNION 
WILL F'ROBABL Y BE ENHANCED BY A GROWING ALLIANCE BETWEEN 
ITS LEAD ER SHIP A ND A FACT ION LED BY CHA IR MAN OF THE 1,>,0ARD 
OF DIRECTORS OF BANK HAOPOLil'I, YAACOV LEVINSON. LEVINSON, 
A -47-YEAR-OLD ACTIVIST WHO SOME OBSERV RS BELIEVE HAS A 
BT 
#59-46 
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. •OD CHANCE OF' EVENTUALLY BECOMING PRIME MINISTER, 
fVELOPED CLOSE TIES WITH THE KIBBUTZ MOVEMENT DURING 
•IS 10 YEARS IN !HUD KIBBUTZ ROSH HANIKRA AND THROUGH HIS 
•ADERSHIP OF' THE MAPAI YOUTH MOVEMENT. HE AND HARIF' 

•"E LONGTIME POLITICAL ALLIES. THE KIBBUTZ-LEVINSON 
~ L IANCE HAS WIDEMED IN RECENT MONTHS TO INCLUDE SOME 
~BAN POWERBROKERS LIKE NA"AMAT <PIONEER WOMEN> SECRETARY 
J HERAL NAVA ARAD AND JERUSALEM LABOR PARTY BOSS UZI 
ORAM. THE COMBINATION OF' A KIBBUTZ UNION, .URBAN PARTY 

• 'lSSES,·AND LEVINSON"S BACKERS COULD MAKE THIS DEVELOPING 
U IANCE THE MOST IMPORTANT POWER 0ASE IN THE LABOR 
•ARTY AS IT PREPARES F'OR THE 1981 KNESSET ELECTIONS. 

•. CU> ISRAEL-CONSULATE GENERAL "S ACTVITIES1 IN AN 
•~TICLE JULY 17 ON THE CONTROVERSY IN ISRAEL OVER THE 
•"TIVITIES OF' OUR CONSILATE GENERAL IN JERUSALEM, DAVID 
ANDAU OF' THE JERUSALEM POST WROTE THAT ANY ISRAELI 

1CTIONS AGAINsr US CONSILAR OF'F'ICIALS WOULD BOOMERANG 
•1AINST THE ACTIVITIES OF' ISRAELI' LEGATIONS ABROAD. LANDAU 
~ID ISRAELI LEGAL SOURCES SAY US OF'fICIALS ARE PROHIBITED 
1HOM ENGAGING IN POLITICAL ACTIVITY ON THE WEST BANK BUT 
"lLITICAL SOURCES ARE AGAINsr MAKING AN ISSUE or THIS. 
:r WOULD BE •MADNESS• TO THROW THE BOOK AT THE US, ONE 
2JURCE SAID, BECAUSE THE ISRAELI EMBASSY IN WASHINGTON 
' 1:0lLD EASILY BE ACCUSED ON OCCASION OF' CROSSING ••• • THE 
·111N LINE BETWEEN NORMAL BUSINESS AND INTERFERENCE IN 

• 1 lMESf IC POLITICS. CTHE ARTICLE ALSO NOTES US DENIALS 
•r ANY R.LEGAL ACTIVITIES.> LANDAU CONCLUDES THAT THE 
l()VERNl'IENI' WILL NOT PRESS THE POINT TOO STRONGLY AT THIS 
'll'tE WD'H THE US GOVERNMENT. 

'· <LOU> ISRAEL•COURT·SETTLEMENTS1 ISRAELI LAWYER 
~LICIA LANGER, WHO IS REPRESENTING PALESTINIANS IN TWO 
ASES lit tlHICH ILLEGAL GOVERNlllENT SEIZURE or PRIVATE LAND 
·~ THE WEST BANK IS CLAIMED, TOLD OUR CONSULATE GENERAL 
• JERUSALEM THAT THE CASES WERE BEING BROUGHT FORWARD ON 
~E BASIS or INTERNATIONAL DECLARATIONS or HUMAN RIGHTS. 
·~E Ql£sr ION or PRIVATE OWNERS1 IP AND USE or LANDS WOULD 
~lT BE NEGLECTED, HOWEVER, SHE SAID. IN THE CASE or A 
U NNED NEW SETTLEMENT NEAR BETHLEHEM, MS. LANGER SAID 
, IS TO BE SETTLED BY AMERICAN JEWS INCORPORATED IN A 
•lMPANY KNOWN-AS THE •JUDEA AND SAMARIA DEVELOPMENT 
1RPORAT ION.• 



11. <ID ISRAEL-SETTLEl'IENTS1 JERUSALEM RADIO REPORT!D 
Oii .JILY I? THAT TVO -wAKALS CPARA-l'llLlTARY SETTLEl'IENTS) 
WIRE •cIVILIANIZED• LAST YEAR BUT THE CHANGE IN STATUS 
WAS NOT PUBLICIZED ON INSTRUCTIONS FROM "A HIGHER 
AUl'HORITY." ONE SETTLEMENT WAS IN GAZA AND THE OTHER 
ON THE WEST BANK. THIS ALLEGATION WAS !'!ADE BY REPRESENTA-
TIVES OF THE AGRIC!LTURAL UNION AT A NEWS CONFERENCE IN 
TEL AVIV. THEY ACCUSED THE GOVERNMENT OF NOT DOING 
ENOUGH FOR THE DEVELOPMENT-OF SETTLEMENTS. 

11. <UJ BEGIN-SADAT-KNESSETI IDF RADIO REPORTED 
JlLY 17 ON BEGIN°S REMARKS TO A KNESSET COMMITTEE ON HIS 
TALKS WITH SADAT. BEGIN SAID THE TWO AGREED THAT ISRAELI 
TANKERS WO!LD LOAD UP WITH OIL FROl'I THE AL"A FIELD THE 
DAY AFTER THE FIELDS ARE RETl.JtNED TO EGYPT. BEGIN SAID 
HE AND SADAT HAD AGREED TO DISAGREE ON SETTLEMENTS. ON 
AUl'ONOMY, HE SAID ISRAEL NEEDS THE COOPERATION OF WEST 
BANK AND GAZA RESIDENTS TO ENSURE THE!'! FULL AUTONOMY 
Bur IT WILL NOT FORCE THE!'! TO TAKE PART IN ELECTIONS. 
AT ANY RATE, BEGIN SAID, THERE WILL BE NO PLO STATE IN 
•JUDEA AND SAMARIA.• BEGIN SAID HE AND SADAT ARE NOT 
ATTENDING THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE MEETING IN OCTOBER BUT 
ARE SENDING THEIR FOREIGN MIHISTERS. 

12. <lD KllilAIT-US ENE"GY PLAN:- KUWAIT •s "I NIST ER OP' 
Sl'ATE FOR CABINET AFFAIRS Jll..Y 17 SAID HIS GOVERNMENT 
WELCOMES PRESIDENT CARTER• S ENERGY PLAN AND HOPES FOR 
CONSTRUCTIVE COOPERATION BETWEEN OIL PRODUCING AND 
CONSUMING NATIONS ON ENERGY MATTERS. THE MINISTER SAID 
KUtlA IT ALSO WAS PREPARED TO CONTRIBUTE TOWARD THE EFFORTS 
TO FIND SlllSTITUTES FOR OIL. VANCE 
BT 
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CN 141 

CHG 
POL 
ECON 
RF 
CH RON 

1. PROSPECTS FOR THE COLLAPSE or THE EEGIN GOVERNMENT: 
APART JROM A GP.ANGE IN TH~ GOVERNMENT RESULTING FROM THE 
DEATH, INCAPACITATION, OR RFSIGNATION or PRIME MINISTER 
PEGIN, THERE IS SOME CHANCE TRAT THE GOVERNMENT MIG~T FALL 

, SODDENLY. TRIS ~OULD OCCUR IF TRE GOVERNME~T LOST A ,OTE 
I OF CONFIDENCE IN THE KNESSET, OR IF IT RESIGNID IN ANTI

CIPATION OF SUCH A DEFFAT. IN THE CORilNT POLITICAL AND 
PSYCHOLOGICAL ATMOSPHERE, SUCH A COLLAPSE PROBABLf WOULD 
~E FOLLOWED Bf NEW EL!CTIONS, RATHIR THAN BT A REFORMATION 
OF TEE COALITION OR THE ESTABLISBHINT or A LABOR-LED 
CABINET. . 
CAPINET. 

2. ~HERF ARE THR!E SETS OF ISSUES TRAT COOL~ 3RIN~ ABOUT 
THE GOVERNMENT'S JALL1 R!LIG!ON, THE ECONO~f, AND 
FOREIGN POLICf. 

3. RELIGIOUS CONTROVERSIES ARE HIGHLY INFLAMMABLE I~ 
ISRAEL. NOT ONLY Dors THE COALITION DEPEND FOR SURVIVAL 
ON THI VOTES OF TP.E RELIGIOUS PARTIIS--TBi NATIONAL 
RELIGIOUS PARTY (NRP) AND AGUDAT ISRAIL--TBIRE ARI 
SIGNIFICANT MILITANT SECULARIST COMPONENTS or THI COALI
TION THAT ARE UNFRIENDLY TO THE ORTHODOX. (THE LIBERAL 

I PARTY AND THE DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT, IN PARTICULAR, ARE 
15 



J STRONGLT SECULARIST IN ToNr.) IN ADDITION, UL?RA-
~ OPTFJr~x ELEMENT~. WFICF AR: INTERESTED SOLELY IN MOVING 

JSRAEL TOWARD A ~O~E ORTR0t0~ STANCE, EXERT CONSTANT 
PR~SSURE ON TRE RELIGIOUS PARTIES. lS l RESULT, A 
DO~INO REACTIOt~, BEGINNING WITH PUBLIC PRESSURE FROM 
THE OLTRA-OP.TBODOX NATOREI ~ARTA AND CULMINATING IN THE 
WITHDRAWAL or THf. REt1r.1ous PARTIEZ FROM THE COALITION, 
COULD QUICKLY COME ABOUT. 

4. ECONOMIC ISSOES ALSO COOLD PROVIDE A POLITICAL 
FLASE POINT. PUBLIC DISSATISVACTION WITF THE BIGI~ 
GOVEP~MENT'S ECONOMIC POLICIES IS ~IRRORED WITHIN r~E 
~NESSET AND EV!N WITHIN THl COALITION. THE NUMEROUS 
OPPONENTS OF TP.E PRES~NT GOVERNMENT COULD USE A VOTE ON 
AN ECONOMIC ISSUE AS A PRETEXT FOR VOTING AGAINST THE 
CA~INET, OR TREY COULD ABSTAIN OR ABSENT THE~SELVES AT A 
CRITICAL MOMENT. 

I 5. FINALLY, CONCESSIONS ON SENSITIVE AUTONOMY-RELATED 
ISSUES COULD BE THE STRAW THAT BREAKS THIS GOVERNMENT'S 
BAC[. THE ABSTENTION ON ABSENCE or SEVERAL LllUD AND NRP 
~NESSET MEMBERS ON A CLOSE VOTE COOLD SPELL THE END FOR 
THE CA!INET. 

6. (U) REACTION TO PRESIDENT'S NT TIMES INTERVIEW: 
ISRAELI DEPUTt PRIME MINISTER YlDIN SAID ANT ATTEMPT TO 
CF.ANCF UN RESOLUTION 242 IN ORD!R TO CIRCUMVENT PLO 
OPPOSITION WOULD PE A GRAVE OBSTACLE TO ADVANCING 
NEGOTIATIONS TOWARD PF,lCE. COMPl~ISON OF TR~ PALESTINIAN 
PROBLEM TO !RF US CIVIL RIGHTS ~OVEMENT WAS UNFORTUNATE," 
YADI~ SAID. 

(A) JUSTICE MINISTER TAHIR SAID TR! "orL !~SUE" PROMPTED 
TF.E OS T~ TRY AND ACCFLERATI TH! TALKS. HE SAID lN 
ISRAELI NATIONAL CONSENSUS WOULD RVSIST ATTEMPTS TO :o 
!EYCND ADMINISTRATIVE A~TONCMY FOR FALESTINIANS, 

(B) A YEDIOT ARARONOT ARTICLE SAi~ TRI US POLICI OJ 
NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE PLO WAS or CRlfl CONCERN TO 
~~~~~~izET§: :t~E:T:~~~!RS IF ISRAEL IS RE~UESTED TO 

(C) MlARIV SAID THE PR!SIDENT'S REMARKS "ARE SOPPLYIN~ 
AN IDEOLOGICAL FO~NDATIO~; FOR PR!SSUR! ON ISRAEL l~ THE 
AUTONOMY TlL(S. 

(D) WIST IAN~· PRESS RIACTION WlS MlllD WITB ONE MODERATE 
PAPIR lNCOOIAOID BT !H! PRISIDENT'S WORDS AND TWO OTRER 
PAPERS RIJiCTING TRE INTERVIE~. 

76 



~. (C) BURG-AUTONOMY TALKS: ISRAELI INTERIOR MINISTER 
~~q~ HrAVILr CRITICIZED WHAT HE CPARACTERIZED AS THE us 
P~Lf. IN THE LAST ROUND OF TH! AUTONOMY TAL~S IN REPORTIN~ 
·~ TH1. MINISTERIAL COMMITTEE ON AUTONOMY TALKS, BE 
""ARGED INADMISSABLE US •INTIRYENTION• IN THE TALKS AND 
IXPRESSED ASTONISHMENT AT THE ·oNE-SIDED" PROPOSALS 
"RE as ALLiGEDLY INTRODUCED. •wg ARE NOW ENTERING A 
"INEFIELD, BD!G SAID,. BE ~EITERATED HIS UNDERSTANDING 
rP>.T THE US COULD MAlE PROPOSALS ONLY IF N~GOTIATIONS 
•rACBED A DEADLOC,, EMBASSY TEL AVIV REPORTS THAT 
l~RAELI PRESS IS NOT CHALLENGING BURG'S VERSION OF THE 
'ALK S, THE EMBASSY ALSO COMMENTS TBlT WITH AUTONOMY 
IT 
111159 
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TAtrS ~ETTING DOWN !O SUBSTANCI, ISRAELI CRITICISM IS 
PROBABLY UNlfOIDlBLI ONLtSS ~BE OS SIDE CHOOSES.10 llMlIN 
COMPLETELY PlSSIVI. 

g. ( ll) tSllUL-POLL1 HA' A RETZ REPORTS THU PRIME HIN I STER 
11 pECD''S POPULA.JIITY CONTINUES TO BJ LOlt, IN THE POLL 
e ~EL1 IN JULY ONLY 43 PERCENT OF TRE RESPONDENTS EXPRESSED 

SATISFACTION VITB BIGIN AS PRIME MINISTER AS OPPOSED 
TO ~~ P!RCENT A YEAR AGO AND 40.~ PERCENT LAST MONTH. 

9. (LOU) PLO-INTERNAt POLITICS! ~EUT!R iEPORTS THAT THg 
POPULAR FRONT FOR THE LIBE?.!TION OF PALESTINE (PFLP) 
DNDEq GEORGE BAEBASR ~COLD AlAIN ASSUM~ A S•AT ON THE FLO'S 
15-MAN EX?COTIVE COHMITT~E AFTER AN ABSENCt OF ALMOST FlfJ 
TEARS. THE REPLACEMENT er ~HE LATE EXCCMH HEMBER 
•ZUF.AIR MUHSIN wOULD ALLEGEDLY PP.OVIDE TF.E OPPORTUNITY 
TO RESTRUCTURE THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. REUTER 

FORTFER REPORTS THAT T~O SMALL !RAQI-aAC~ED EXTREHIST 
PALISTINIAN FACTIONS, THE POPULAR STRaG;LE FRONT AND THE 
PALESTINE LIPERATION FRONT, MIGET ALSO RECEIVE SEATS ON 
TRE COUNCIL. YE NOTF THAT RA~BAS~'S GROUP WAS SUPPOSED 
TD REJOIN THE EXCOMM IN FEB~UARY OF TRIS YEAR DURING THI 

uPALISTINE NATIONAL CO~NCIL. IT ~ID ~OT HiCAUSE OF 
C BICr.ERING BETWEEN TEE REJECTIO~IST FACTIONS AN~ FAT!B 

ovER INCLUDING THE TWO AFOREMENTIONED l~TREHIST ORGANIZA
TIONS ON TBE EXCOMM. WE PAVE NO CONFIRMATION THAT !~J 
COMPROMISE RAS ~EEN WDRKEJ OUT WRICH WOOLD PERMIT TKE 
PFLP TO TAKE ITS RXCOMM SSAT. 

1~. (U) EGYPT-TRIPARTITE TAL,~: THt fGYPTIAN MIDDLE 
EAST NEWS AGENCY (Mi~A) REPORTS THAT IT HAS LEARNED TBlT 
EGYPT WILL ADOPT A FINAL DECISION ON TRE QUESTION or 
PARTICpATING IN "'F!E TRIPAllTITE Ni:ETING CALLED FOR Bf 
TRE iS UPON THE RF.TURN or P~I~E HINISTrR KHALIL AND 
MINISTER OF STATE BUTRUS CHALI FRON ISRAEL. 
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11. (C) IRAQ-TRIAL Of PLOTTERS: TRE SPECIAL COURT 
TRYING THE CONSPIRATORS IN IRAQ HELD ITS SiCOND SESSION 
AUGUST 2. NO RESULTS VERE ANNOUNCED. USINT BAGHDAD 
•EPORTS THE CITY RAS RETURNED TO NORMAL. THE IDIA Of 
SYRIAN INJOLJFME~T IN THE .PLOT. CONTINUES. TWO PROMINENT 
'fRIAN BAATBISTS, BOTH ANATHEMA TO THE SYRIAN LEADERSHIP, 
APPEARED AT A RIGRLf PUBLICIZED CEREMONY AUGUST 2. THIS 
:oNSTITUTES AN IRAQI SLAP AT DAMASCUS, ALTHOUGH THERE IS 
~O EVIDENCE THAT IRAQ IS, AS YET, DIRECTLY BLAMING ASSAD 
FOR TR! EVENTS IN IRAQ. 

12, (0) ISRAELI COMMANDO STRIKE! JERUSALEM RADIO BAS 
ANNOUNCED THAT IN TEE NIGHT or AUGUST 2-~ AN IDl ASSAULT 
FORCE ATTAC~EC TERRORIST BASES IN SOUTHERN FATBALAND. 
rRE ISRAELI FORCE SUFFERED NO CASUALTIES AND, ACCORDING 
TO TP.E IDF SPOK~SMAN, SEJEN TFRRORISTS WERE lILLED. VANCE 
IT 
•1959 
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CPARAGRAPHS 1•8 CUNFIDEl'il' IAL> 

le ISRAEL I THE CAbI NET RESHUFF1.E1 THE OCT ODER 2.9 
CABINET REORGANIZATION, WHICH LEFT BEGIN AS ACTING FOREIGN 
l'IINISTER, SHOULt> g_IGHTLY &TRENGTHEN THE COALITION"S 
UASE IN THE KNESSET WHILE BUYING TIME rOft BEGIN to FIND 
A NEW FOREIGN MINISTER. IT DUlS NOT REst.VE THE Pl\OBLEMS 
TRIGGERED BY THE ELON MOREH DECISION AD DOES NOT BY 
ITSELF GUARANIEE A LOIO LIFE FOR THE CABINiTe IN OUR 
JUDGMEt.'f, BEGIN WILL NOT BE ABl.E TO RUN THE FOREIGN 
MINISTRY IN ADDITION TO DISCHARGING HIS DUTIES AS PRil'IE 
Ml NI STER. 

2. THE TWO KEY ASPECTS OF THE RESHUFFLE WERE THE FAILURE 
TO NAME A REGULAR FOREIGN MINISTER AND THE COOPTION OF 
HORWITZ INTO IHE CABINET. BEGIN°S INABILITY TO FIND 
A SUITADLE REPl.ACUIENT FOR DAYAN ATTESTS TO THE INTENSITY 
OF INl'RA•COAl.IT ION DIFFERENCE:.., AS WELL AS T 0 LEGI N'S 
QRWING INP.DILITY TO EXERClSt: STHvNG L"Al:ERSHIP. 

3. B£GI N REPOfff£DL Y APPROACHED BOTH 'fADHI AND IiURC AlJUUT 
BECOl'!I NG FOREIGN MI NI STE.k. YAllI N HEPOhTfDL Y DEMANDED THAI 
ilE CON!JUCT THE AUTGNvMY Ni:.GOTIATIUN:;; IF Hl: :J£CALE l'ORE.IGN 
/':INISI"ER. HE l'lllTH.c:H IN!>I!.>TLD THAT ~iHISTr..t: or Lt.BOil 
KA!Z, A MEMl>iR OF HlS i.>EMuC!lATlC MUVEMl::NT CUM>, BE 
ALLOlrlCD TO Rl.TAIN HIS f'OfiTl'OLIO. 

4 Bi:CIN COULD ~OT ACCEPI THESE DEMANDS. rHt.Y ~'OULD HAVE 
AL.LI.NED THE OM TO HuLD THREE SUuSTANTIVE CAi:iINET POliTfOLIOS 
DESPITE THE. FACf rnn IT HAS ONLY SEVEN iiNESSC::T MEMtiERS, 
A SITUATION THAT TH£ NATIONAL kELIGIOU:, PARTY CKhP> 
WOll.D NOT COUNH.NANCE. rlil NRP HAS HlL.QUENTLY cor:Pt.AIN[D 
THAT THE DM I'.; (.'JUiREPfiE:.Errrrn H: THE CALINET. MOkEt.Vrn, 
Il-ll:: AUTC~OMY ~EC.uTIATIU'IS ARE ur c:~uc11:.. 1~?.:.;.r:,1,c2 :.:. :-··:: 
ill', '\r:D THE. P.~t.!Y '.ILL ~·or .k!:.LI~lr\.llS.li U;.. Kl:;\' ... ·~- 11> 
r H!:.l'!e 



le ' AS FQR BURG, HE WAS MOST RELUCTANT TO Ril.lHUISH TKE 
llfl'l:RlOR MllJS?R\', AH Il'fPOR?AHT SOURCE OF PWIR AllD 
l'ATROlilAGI. FOR· THE llRP AS A WHOLE ,AND 'FOR BURG•S LAl'IIFHEH 
'AC?lOll lN PARTlCILARe l'IOREOVER, BURG IJNDOUBT~LY REALIZES 
THAT HI H ClltRIN'l"LY PERFORMING All ll'IPORTANT SUBSTANTIVE 
ICl.E llKICH llCIRtw.L Y WOULD IELOllG TO TKE FORlIBlll 1"1llISTER •• 
CONDUCT OF THI AUTONOMY NEGOTIATIONSe· 

'- THI J'ORllGtf l'UllIStRT AS AN IllSTltoixo•, HAS NEvtR 
PLAYED A DCllllMIT RCU 11 THE FORl'llA.AUON 0V ISRAELl 
JORUH PU.ICY• )'HE MilllSTRY•s EXPERTISE 'HAS.BUH JIOTABLY 
LACKlll 11 THI AU'J'CINOl1Y NEGOTUl'IONS.' T.HE SIGNlFICANCI 
OF THliCAilmt RDIKUFFL&: INSOFAR AS THE 'ORElGH MJNlSTRY 
IS COICll•P JS ·yHE DIPARTURE OF DAYAtl1 .A l'IAN WHO HAS 
lllJO'IED GllA1' llft.UlllCE OVER BEGIN, AID COISEIUENTLY 
MR latAILl FORiI811 l'Ol.lCY. . . . 

'"" 1. TIC coorr10N o; HORWITZ 'uno THE::CABJ,.lll:T IS • SIGllAL 
ABour THI MURE' COURSE OF THI GOVERNME.NT'S FOREIGN. POLICY• 
NIJIOI ITZ II Al ADAMANT HAWK 1 VHO RlSlCSllED FROPI THI 
IOVUlllEllT 111 JlftO?l'.ST OVER TKi CONCESSIONS ENTAILED IN 
THE CAPIP DAVID ACCORDS. tl:RUT AllD THE NRP HAVE PUSHED 
HMD P'Oll HORWITZ. <THE LIBERALS llANTtD HORWITZ BECAUSE 

HE lS lXPICTED TO PROVIDE FIRPI LEADERSHIP IN ECONOPllC 
A"AIU, AllD IECAUSi THERE WAS WIDESPREAD LiiiERl\L 
ANTAIOMlM! TOWARD EHRLICH.> HOROWITZ: VILL BE LIKELY 
TO •IFFIN THI CABim•s NEGOTIATING POSITION ACROSS 
tHI BGAIDe HIS PHSEICI IN THE CABINET Al.SO INSURES 
lllGJll THE SUP.PORT OF TKi THREE•MAN RAil FACTlOtl l'HAT 
MCI Cll lti UAll S.. 

.. 1' THI KCU I GOVERlll'IENT SURVIVES ITS CURRENT CABINi? 
dtlSJS, THlRI. IS A FAIR CHANCE THAT BEGIN MIGHT NA"E 
KlllSlilT MIMNI YEHUDA Bill-l'IElR DEPUTY 10REJGli "IllISTER 
VlTH RllrOISlllLlTY FOR THE DAY•To-DAY rlANAG£1'1ENT OF THE 
llllllSrRY. 8111-ICIR II All AGGRESSIVE, HAWKISH NRP FIGURE. 
HIS PRESlllCI .,AT THI P'OHIGll "UISTRY VUD STRENGTHEN 
FdtTH!R THE HOLD OF THI HAWKS OVER ?Hf FOREIGN POLICY OF 
THI BEGIN IOVDlll'tlllTe . 

t. <U> NEV URMLl PQIJ.I A PUBLIC. OPINION POLL 
l'l&llHID a'l HAAR!TZ SHOWS TKAT I, AN El.ECTION VERE HE.LO 
llCN 1 L.ABOR f'OULD RECllVI H.5 PERCENT OF THE VOTESJ 

LIICUD AS.'f AffD THE 11111 lLTRA-RIGHT TU!IYA PARTY, J. 
orHU HSILU ABE AS FCILLWS1 

<A> 14 PERCENT ARI llURALLY DlSSATlS1liD WITH THE 
BT 
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MINNVV i.!iAG611llt1JJI 
PP RUQMHli 
DE RUEHC 161J2/e<! JICllll2' 
z NY s::;sss zz tl r · 1 

P 01222,Z NOV 79 
FM SECSl AH: WASHDC 
TO INfSUl'i COLLECTIVE PRIORITY 
INFO RUEATRS/ TriC:AZlllY DEPARTl'liNT WASHDC PRIORITY J1'HI 
RUEKJCSIDOD/ISA WASHDC 
bT 
SE c R E T FINAL SECTION OF 12 !>"TATE 2861J2/02 

COVER NME NT• S PlR FOR MANCE t 

CB> Oll.Y 3EJ.6 PERCENf ARE SATISFIED VI'tH BEGIN'S 
PERFORMANCE AS P!lIME 11INISTERf AND 

CC) 50 PERCENT ARE PREPARED TO MAKE •TERRITORIAL 
CONCESSIONS- IN EXCHANGE FOR PEACE, ALTHOUGH 82 PERCENT 
OPPOSE •sHARING• JERUSALEl'I WITH ANY OTHER GOVERNMENTo 

H!. CU) NEW SETTLEMENTS1 ACCORDING TO RADIO JERUSALEl'I, 
THE DIRECTOR OF THE JEWISH AGENCY"S SETTLEl'IENT 
DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCED OCTOBER 3 I THAT ISRAEL WILL 
EST AilLI SH T H/iEE NEW SETTLEMENT 5 ON ?Hi: GOLAN HEIGHT$ 
THIS YEARo 

11. CU) IRAQ•VIETNAl'll REUTER REPORTS THAT VIETNAl'I 
WILL SEND IRAQ 75 COMBAT PILOTS IN RETURN FOR AN IRAQI 
LOAN Of 78 MILLION DOLLARS. 

12. CS/NF> YAR PRIVATE ARMYI EMBASSY SANA REPORTS 
THAT RECENT ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES IN YAR l'IILITARY AND 
PARA•MU.ITARY FORCES SUGGEST THAT PRESIDENT SAUH MAY 
BE FORMING A PRIVATE ARMY TO K£Ef' HIMSILl.F IN POWER. 
INDICATIONS ARE THAT SIGNIFICANT AMOUNTS OF US EQUIPl'IENT 
DELIVERED IN THE PAST SIX MONTHS HAVE SEEN USED TO ARM 
Tins FORCE. TO INSURE THE LOYALTY OF THE FORCE, SALIM 
HAS ASSIGNED MEl'IBERS OF MIS IMMEDIATE FAMILY TO KEY 
POSITIONS. 

l3e CC) EGYPr•SUBSIDIESI EftlBASSY CAIRO REPORTS THAT 
IN AN OCTOBER 29 MEETING WITH UNDER SECRETARY 
COOPER AND A us BUSillESSMAll, EGYPTIAN MINUTER or 
ECONOMY HAMED AL•SAYIH SAID THAT ?Hi EGYPTIAN CABINET 
HAD AGREED ON THREE ALTERNATIVES PERTAINING TO TKi 
SUBSIDY ISSUE WHICH WOULD BE PRESf.NTED '{0 SADATI 

CA) ADCl.ISHING THi SUBSIDIES OVER A THREE•Yi:AR 
PERIOD I 

CD> KEEPING THE ALLOCATION TO SUDSIDIES UNCHANGED 
IN THE 1980 BUDGET CTHUS, EFFECTIVELY DECREASING Tffill>S 
AND 



CC) INCREASING THUi BY Ill PERCENT. 

SlllPRISINGLY, AL•SAYID DID NOT l'IENTION •1ur.tONAl.IZilfG'" 
SUBSIDIES TO INSURE THAT THOSE l'JOST IN NEED, RATHER 
THAN ALL EGYPTIANS, QUALIFIED FOR THEl'le 

14. CU) PLO-WEST Gl::RMANYI ltEST GERMAN S£CRET 
SERVIC£ CHIEF MANFRED SCHUELER STATED ON OCTOBER Jli!I, 
ACCORDING TO REUTER, THAT THE WEST GERMAN GOV£RNMiNT 
•coULD Nor RULE OUT FURTHER COOPERATION WITH ISllAELI 
INTELLIGENCE.• REUTER ALSO REPORTED THAT THE Al'IBASSADQRS 
OF SYRIA, IRAC, Atil:I KINAIT CALLiD ON THE W£ST GERl'IAll 
FOREIGN MINISTRY ON uCTOBER Je TO DISCUSS THi: INTERROGA• 
TION OF JAILED PALESTINIAN GUERRILLAS IN WEST GERPIAllY BY 
ISRAELI AGENTS AND PLO CHARGES THAT THE INTERROGATION WAS 
?ART OF A PLOT TO ASSASSINATE A SENIOR PLO l.EADERe 

ICORDING TO THE CLANDESTINE VOICE 01 PALESTINE RADIO 
!>TAI ION, FATAH CENTRAL COMMITTEE l'lEMBER SALAH KHALAF 
<ABU IYAD> HELD A PRESS CONFERENCE ON OCTOBER JG! IN WHICH 
HE SAID THAT IN THEIR RESPONSE: TO THE ACTIONS OF THE 
\JEST GERMAN GOVERNMENT, THE PALESTINIANS •wILL NOT Rl::SORT 
TO ILLEGAL METHODs.• CHRISTOPHER 
3T 
#6132 



VV ESA543ilA076 
RR RUQMHR 
DE RUEKJCS I 1451 3151544 
ZNY SSSSS 
RUWNZXB T USS OURBPSBEACH 
RHTMMSS T USS AYLWIN 
RHTMMSS T USS JULIUS A FURER 
RUL YMTZ T USS NIMITZ 
RUCLF'EA T USS ELMER MONTGO~IERY 
RUWNNUL T AIRANTISUBRON THREE EIGHT 
RUWFAAA T HELANTISUBRON TWELVE 
RUL YCMA T CG F'OURTH MAB 
RUL YALA T USS SARATOGA 
RUHGZFF T AIR ANTI SUBRON TWO ONE 
RUL YHOV T USS SAIPAN 
RUHGOAA J USS BLUE RIDGE 
RUWNNUL T USS CONSTELLATION 
RUEBLBA T USS JOHN F. KENNEDY 
llr/DXAA T USS NEW OR LEA NS 
RUWNLHA T USS TARAWA 
RUWDXAA T u·ss ENGLAND 
RUHJHNA T USS TUSCALOOSA 
RULYIKE T USS DWIGHT D EISENHOWER 
RUHGZ FF T USS KITTY HAWK 
RUL YEHA T COMCRUDESGRU TWELVE 
RULYXXG T CTG SIX TWO PT TWO 
RI.IL YAHA T CT G SIX mo PT ONE 
RUHGOXA T CTG SEVEN SIX PT THREE 
RUWNROP T CTG SEVEN SIX PT FOUR 
~M~ATCTG~WN~WNPTT~IT 
RUHGPBA T CT G SEVEN SEVEN PT FIVE 
RUHGPBA T CT F' SEVEN SEVEN 
RUHGPBA T CT G SET N SEVEN PT ONE 
RUHGPBA T CT G SEVEN SEVEN PT SIX 
RUHGOHA ! CTG SEVEN NINE PT FOUR 
RUYNSDF T CTG. SEVEN NINE PT FlVE 
RHMPMDD T CTU SEVEN NINE PT FOUR PT ONE 
RUWFAAA T HELANTSUBRON LIGHT THREE ONE 
RUWFAAA T HELSUPPRON ELEVEN 
.RUWFAAA T HELANTISUBRON TWO 
RUWDXAA T USS ANCHORAGE 
RHCFMDD ! USS AU ST IN 
RUWMBWfj T USS ENTERPRISE 
RUHGIIW T USS MIDWAY 
RUEOHUA T USS MOUNT WHITNEY 
RUW NHKG T USS RAH ER 
RUL YMKA T CTF SIX TWO 
RUWDFVA T COMPHIBGRUEASTPAC 
RULYUSA T USS AMERICA 
RUL YOSA T COMCARGRU SIX 
RHHMBRA T USS JOSEPH STRA" -s 
R 0 J e.83 7Z NOV 79 
FM DIA WASHINGTON DC//JSI-7// 
D Dt'A'C.t:RniT~ . 
AIG 7filJl 
A IG 7033 
BT 
S E C R E T NOFOR N 2966 
DIADIN 304-2A CA.S .Qj": 1-;_1110 EST 31 OCT 79) 
SUBJ: DIA DEFENSE INTELLibl:'.riCE NOTICE COIN> CU> 



tsflAEL: NEW TANK. W} 
) 

I. CS/ NOF"OR N> ON 29 OCT OBER, THE ISRAEL DEFENSE FORCE C IDF> FOR
MALLY ACCEPTED THE MER KAVA TANK. THIS WAS THE CULMINATION OF 
AT LEAST 6 YEARS OF INTENSIVE R&D TO FIELD A MAIN BATTLE TANK 
TAILORED TO ISRAELI DOCTRINAL AND TACTICAL CONCEPTS. THE FIRST 
COMPANY OF 12 MERKAVA TANKS WAS ASSIGNED TO THE CRACK 7TH ARMORED 
BRIGADE, 36TH ARMORED DIVISION, ON THE GOLAN HEIGHTS. 
2. CS/NOF"ORN> IN A CEREMONY CELEBRATING.THIS EVENT, MAJ GEN 

PAGE 2 RUEKJCS 1437 S E C R E T 
ISRAEL TAL, DESIGNER AND DIRECTOR OF ISRAEL'S TANK PF:OG:1AM, TOL~ 
THE TROOPERS, "THE MERKAA IS A VERY GOOD TANK." 
3. CS/NOF"ORN> THAT TANK'S STRONG POINTS ARE: I> A PROVEN t·'.AIN 
GUN; 2> GOOD PROTECTION FOR THE CREW; 3<) PALLETIZED AMMUNITION; 
4) EASY ACCESS THROUGH REAR DOORS; 5> INFANTRY PERSONNEL CAN BE 
CARRIED; 6) SMOOTH RIDE; AND 7> FORWARD PLACEJl1ENT OF THE ENGINE. 
THE TANK IS LIMITED BY THE FACT THAT IT IS UNDERPQl.olERED LY NOi1MAL 
TANK STANDARDS AND HAS A RELATIVELY HIGH SILHOUETTE. THE NEW 
TANKS ARE SCHEDULED TO bE PRODUCED AT A RATE OF UP TO 10 PER 
e10NTH, WHICH WILL BUILD THE TEL AVIV ARMORED INVENTORY TO APPROXI-
MATELY 435 MERKAVAS OVER THE NEXT 4 TO 5 YEARS. THIS NEW MODEL 
WILL ENHANCE THE IDF ARMORED FORCE'S CAPABILITY BY THE MID-1980S, 
WHEN IT IS MORE WIDELY INTEGRATED INTO THE IDF INVENTORY. 
) 

CREW 
WEIGHT 
SPEED 

PAGE 3 RUEKJCS 
CRUISING RANGE 
C:NGINE 
FIRE CONTROL 
ARMAMENT 

ARMOR PROTECT I ON 
) 

4 

ISRAEL'S TANK OF THE 1980S 

MERKAVA ("CHARIOT"> 

56 MTCUNLOADED> 
50 KM/HR 

143 7 S E C H E T 
%e K~; CE:ST> 
900-HP DIESEL 
LASER RANGE FINDER AND BALLISTIC cor.PUTER 
ICS-MVi fo\IN GUN C6e-1rn ROUNDS> 
TWO X 7.62•81 MACHINEGUNS Cl COAXIAL, 1 TURRET> 

SPACED AR NOR, DOTH HULL AND T URHET 

PREPARED BY: ViAJ J. HOBRLC:, USA, JSI-5 
CREVW 3 1 OCT 65 > 
JT 
# 143 7 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

ISRAEL 

Prime Minister 

On 22 April 1974 the Israel Labor 
Party (ILP) nominated Yitzhak Rabin 
(pronounced rahBEEN) to succeed 
Golda Meir as Prime Minister. He 
was charged with forming a govern
ment to replace the one he had joined 
as Minister of Labor the previous 
month. Unable to come to terms with 
a former coalition partner, the 
National Religious Party, Rabin 
formed a Cabinet consisting of mem
bers of the Labor Alignment (the ILP 
and MAPAM-the United Workers' 
Party), the Independent Liberal Party 
and the Citizen's Rights Movement 

Yitzhak RABIN 

CENTRAL 

REFERENCE SERVICE 

(CRM). The new coalition gives the government 61 of the 120 votes in the 
Knesset, which approved the Cabinet on 3 June. Decidedly more "dovish" 
than many members of his own ILP, Rabin, by including the leftist CRM 
in the coalition, has offended a number of colleagues, including former 
Prime Minister Meir. 

Because he was Army Chief of Staff during the 1967 Arab-Israeli war, 
Rabin is a popular public figure, but his political strength comes from his 
relations with key members of the ruling elite rather than from any organ
i1.ational power base. The endorsement of Pinchas Sapir, the powerful 
former· Minister of Finance, was crucial to his election. After returning from 
a 5-year tour as Ambassador to the United States in early 197 3, Rabin worked 
on the 1973 Labor Alignment election campaign. He was first elected to the 
Knesset on 31 December 1973 as a member of MAPAI (Israel Workers' Party), 
the IL P's largest faction. Because he had not been involved in the pre-October 
government, Rabin could not be accused of sharing any responsibility for its 
shortcomings in the conduct of the October 1973 war. During the war itself 
Rabin headed Israel's voluntary war loan drive. 

In selecting Rabin as its head, the ILP Central Committee chose not to be 
innuenced by charges that he had collapsed in a state of acute anxiety on the 
eve of the 1967 war. The allegations, contained in a memorandum released 
by his former Deputy Chief of Staff, Maj. Gen. (Ret.) Ezer Weizman, just 

This report was prepared by the Central Reference Service and was coor
dinated within CIA as appropriate. Comments and questions may be directed 
to Leslie Koch. Code 143, ext. 6756. 
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before the Ce;itral Committee vote, produced a strong negative reaction
Rabin's defenders included leaders of the conservative opposition likud 
(Unity) bloc. This account of Rabin's breakdown had been public knowl
edge for some year;, and Rabin readily admits that he asked Wdzman to 
take charge for 24 hours but claims it was only because he was fatigued and 
needed rest. 

Rabin was also accused of accepting fees for personal appearances while he 
was Ambassador to the United States. In acknowledging this, Rabin stated 
that the practice was entirely legal and that he had made speeches to explain 
Israeli policy or for fund-raising purposes without charge. 

"The Sons of the Founding Generation . . 

Rabin represents a marked break with the past generation of Israeli leaders 
and personifies many changes the public has been clamoring for. He is the 
first sabra (Israeli-born) Prime Minister, and at 52 he is the youngest. The 
election process itself was hailed in Israel as a watershed in ILP politics-for 
the first time the party machinery did not predetermine the outcome; Rabin 
and his RAFI (Israel Workers' List) opponent, then Information Minister 
Shimon Peres, ran on a personal basis without reference to their factional 
affiliation within the ILP; and voting was by secret ballot. In accepting the 
nomination Rabin said, "The sons of the founding generation have come of 
age, and with them, the immigrants who came since national independence, . , 
a generation that pursues continuity but has its own uniqueness." The 
businesslike ex-general also admitted that he had, characteristically, prepared 
two speeches, "just in case." 

Outgoing Prime Minister Gold• Meir touts her 
s'K't'essor, Y itzhak Rabin 
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Military llawk!Political Dove 

Israel's security is more important to Rabin than an actual peace document 
because he considers security the key to attaining "unconditional 
recognition" from the Arabs. In his view, Israel has been fighting for 
recognition as an independent state, not for territory. The new Prime 
Minister has been characteriLed as a "military hawk and a political 
dove" - committed to seeking a negotiated peace but prepared to use force to 
protect Israel's security. He believes that negotiations with the Arab states 
will take time and thinks that Israel will have to remain in a state of constant 
alert for any military exigencies. Pragmatic and less doctrinaire than previous 
Israeli leaders, Rabin feels that the government must take a chance for peace 
and show flexibility. 

Rabin has little regard for the usefulness of international organizations in 
peace negotiations. In July 1971 he called the United Nations a "place of 
demagogy" and accused it of having played a negative role with regard to 
Israel for IS years. 

Before the Arab-Israeli conflict of October 1973, Rabin was inclined to 
believe that Israel could give up most of the occupied territories, retaining 
only Sha rm al-Shaykh and strategic parts of the Golan Heights and the West 
Bank. Since the war he has publicly advocated partitioning the Sina'i and the 
Golan Heights into three Lones--one under Israeli sovereignty, one with 
Israeli military presence and one demilitarized but under Arab control. 

Rabin favors the return of populated Arab areas of the West Bank to 
Jordan and the rehabilitation and relocation of refugees, believing that these 
actions would eventually lead to the "Palestinianization" of Jordan. At the 
same time, he believes that Israeli civilian settlements on the West Bank are 
an integral part of Israel. During a March 1974 interview with a British 
reporter, Rabin said that Israel could not accept a separate Palestinian state. 
Later, during an off-the-record conversation with the same correspondent, 
Rabin said he felt that history was moving in the direction of a separate state 
and Israel might have to move with it. Rabin would like to reach a further 
settlement with Egypt before beginning any negotiations with Jordan. 

The General as Ambassador 

Rabin's only diplomatic assignment, that of Ambassador to the United 
States, was marked by an unprecedented improvement in Israeli-US relations 
and a corresponding deterioration in his personal relations with then foreign 
Minister Abba Eban and the Ministry's hierarchy. In his blunt, unadorned 
style, Rabin went after his primary objectives in the United States: 
armaments and economic support for Israel and assurances that the United 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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States would remain a deterrent to the Soviet Union in the Mediterranean. 
Rabin felt that an Ambassador should help formulate policy, not just 
implement instructions. He was critical of the Ministry's ceremonial 
trappings. He often bypassed Eban on important matters to deal directly with 
the Prime Minister, who credited him with a µrofound understanding of 
American politics and a good grasp of Israeli-US relations. 

In June 1972 Rabin referred to US Presidential candidates in terms that 
left no doubt that he thought Richard Nixon would be the best President as 
far as Israel was concerned. Eban felt that Israel should stay out of US 
politics. Rabin also alienated some members of the American Jewish 
establishment by refusing to use them as middlemen in dealing with the US 
Government. One US official said that Rabin could "appear to be an S.O.B. 
at times," but that he was an effective one. A highly placed US official credits 
Rabin with having been "formidable in diplomatic give-and-take, a master of 
the facts, brilliant in analysis, articulate in presentation and cogent in 
debate." 

"Exodus" Hero 

Yitzhak Rabin was born on I March 1922 in Jerusalem. He wanted to 
become a farmer, so he entered Kadoorie College, an agricultural boarding 
school. Upon his graduation in 1940 Rabin was awarded a scholarship prize 
from the British High Commissioner of Palestine. Later that year Yigal 
Alon, a commander of Palmach (shock troops of Haganah, the Jewish 
underground), recruited him to join that organization. During World War II 
Rabin fought for the British and saw action in the Vichy French areas of 
Syria and Lebanon. In 1946, once more with Palmach, he was imprisoned for 
6 months by the British on charges of smuggling refugees into Palestine. His 
exploits. during 1946-48, including raids to liberate detainees who had 
immigrated illegally, inspired many of the episodes in which Leon Uris later 
cast the fictional character Ari Ben-Canaan in his novel Exodus. 

During the Arab-Israeli war of 1948, Rabin commanded the brigade that 
secured the road to Jerusalem. He was also executive staff officer to Alon, 
then head of Palmach. At one point during the war in the Negev, Rabin and 
the late Egyptian President Jamal 'Abd al-Nasir, then an army officer. met, 
discussed the military situation and shared a bowl of fruit. After the cease
fire, Rabin was a delegate to the Arab-Israeli armistice talks in 1949 on the 
island of Rhodes. That occasion was supposedly the first time he wore a 
necktie. 

The youngest colonel in the new Israeli Army, Rabin was put in charge of 
the battalion commanders training school; he also acted as head of operations 
on the General Staff. After attending the Staff College at Camberley, 
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England, during 1952-53, Rabin was appointed head of military training. He 
served as commander of the Northern Command from 1956 until 1959, when 
he became chief of operations of the General Staff. He spent 2 months at a 
modern weapons familiarization course in Texas in 1960 before returning to 
Israel to be named Deputy Chief of Staff. In 1964 Rabin was promoted to 
Chief of Staff of the Israel Defense Forces (IDF). A brilliant military 
tactician, he presided over the modernization of the IDF and prepared the 
basic strategy that was successfully used in the 1967 Arab-Israeli conflict. 

A man who seldom shows emo
tion, Rabin was deeply affected by 
his responsibilities in 1967. The 
strain from the demands made upon 
him in the tense days prior to the 
war began to tell on the Chief of 
Staff; he slept little and smoked 
continuously. On 23 May Rabin 
was no longer able to carry out his 
duties~whether from the mental 
breakdown claimed by Weizman, 
the nicotine poisoning reported by 
his staff, the extreme fatigue he 
himself admits to, or a combination R•bin (r), with General• Narkis and Day""i 
of all three-and he asked his deputy entering the old city in Jerus•lem, June 1967 

to take charge. By the evening of the next day, however, Rabin had resumed 
command, and the ultimate credit for Israel's victory in the June 1967 war 
is given to the military forces built and led by him. 

Strong Belief and Extreme Caution 

The Prime Minister's personality has been described as a combination of 
strong belief and extreme caution. He has a reputation for being introspec
tive, for seeing a problem in the round and for having a tendency to worry, 
but for acting resolutely once he makes a decision. A stickler for detail and 
a perfectionist with an encyclopedic memory. Rabin insists that things be 
done his way when he is convinced he is right, and he personally sees to it 
that they are. At the same time, he refrains from even commenting on 
matters with which he is not familiar. In his new post, Rabin, who favors 
the telephone to correspondence, usually arrives at his office about 7:00 a.m. 
and works straight through until 11 :00 p. m. 

An introvert, Rabin is uncomfortable in crowds. He is reserved at social 
gatherings and does not engage in small talk. although in the company of 
close friends he is the center of attention, talkative and sociable. When his 
children were born, Rabin reportedly waited outside the hospital all night, 
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hcing too ... tn to (ntcr. lk di...,\ikc~ ft>rmality, and open-necked shirts and 
apple-eat in~ -hecame the '' mhols of his tenure as Chief of Staff. Rabin 
ahhor. ... offcolor _joke ..... and doc.., not drink alcoholic beverages. Formerly a 
chain-snwker, he has attempted to curtail the hahit. He is an accomplished 
;.unatcur photograrhcr, .1n<l he cnjo)'S action movies but seldom has time 
to attend them. Immed1atcl) after the 1967 war Rabin was awarded an 
hnnoran. doctorate h\ Hehn;"' Univcrsitv. He has also received four honor
ary dcg;ees from US schools. He like; to swim and play tennis. Rabin 
speaks llt11:nt English except when he is nervous. 

A Fighting Family 

Rabin's parents were born in Russia. His father, Nehemia, spent 15 years 
in the United States before volunteering for service with the Jewish Legion in 
Palestine during World War L There he met and married Rosa Cohen, the 
daughter of a wealthy timber merchant. Both were active in the Jewish labor 
movement and Haganah; Rosa was a commander in the latter organization. 
Known as ··nurse Rosa," she encouraged Jewish resistance during the Arab 
riots of 1920 and smuggled arms to Jewish self-defense units. She was also 
one of the founders of a cooperative banking system_ Yillhak and his sister 
were often left to their own devices. almost to the point of neglect, but 
Yillhak nevertheless adored his mother. She died when he was 17. Nehemia 
Rabin lived with his daughter Rachel in Kibbutz Manara until his death in 
1971_ 

The Prime Minister's wife, the former Leah Schlossberg, was also active in 
Palmach, which she joined after graduating from high school in 1947. She 

\ iczhak and Leah Rabin at home 
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was born in Germany and emigrated lo Palestine with her family in 19J3. An 
active extrovert, Mrs. Rabin claims it has never occurred to her to be afraid 
for herself. During her husband's tour as Ambassador to the United States. 
she would not curtail Embassy activities for fear of possible incidents 
because, she said, to give terrorists the satisfaction of stopping things would 
be "too much." A delightfully frank person, Mrs. Rabin has traveled 
throughout the United States seeking support for the United Jewish Appeal 
and Israeli bonds. She insists on writing her own speeches. Mrs. Rabin. who 
likes to play tennis, says the only benefit left from her rigorous Palmach 
training is that it helps her breathing on the court. Mrs. Rabin speaks fluent 
German, French and English. 

The Rabins are a close family. There are two children ·--a daughter, Dahlia, 
in her mid-20's, and a son, Yu val, 19. Dahlia, married to an I DF officer, is 
expecting her first child. Yuval had just entered military service prior to 
October 1973 and was said to be very disappointed at being given guard duty 
instead of a frontline post. Mrs. Rabin's sister, Aviva, is married to Brig. 
Gen. (Res.) Avraham Yaffe. Yoffe, who has been director of the Nature 
Reserves Authority since 1964, was elected to the Knesset in IJecember 1973 
as a member of the Likud bloc. 
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